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ABSTRACT

The International Conference on Soil Mechanics and

Foundation Engineering in 1936 was perhaps the first

international forum which brought unsaturated soll problems

to the attention of geotechnical engineers. Since then, the

understanding of unsaturated soil behaviour has been

improved considerably. The theory for the volume change and

shear strength behaviour of unsaturated soils has now

developed to the point of potential application in geotech

nical practice. A complete understanding of the volume

change behaviour of an unsaturated soil requires a knowledge

of volumetric deformation moduli on four state planes.

These .oduli· must be determined in either a direct or

Indirect·aanner in order to solve practical problems

involving volume change, moisture lIove.ent, bearing

capacity and slope stability analysis. The measurement of

these moduli generally requires modification to conventional

laboratory equipment. The solution of unsaturated soil

problems would be greatly facilitated if the relationships

between the various aoduli were known. Then it would be

possible for all aoduli to be determined by a few

established conventlonal soil tests.

The main objective of this dissertation is to

·develop and measure the relationships between the various
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volume change .oduli.· The study began with a literature

review on the volume change constitutive relations for the

soil structure and water phase of an unsaturated soil.

Attempts were .ade to gather information pertinent to the

relationships between different moduli. The theory chapter

started with an examination of the most acceptable form for

the soll structure and water phase constitutive surfaces on

both arithmetic and semi-logarithaic scales. Approximate

semi-logarithmic constitutive surfaces were then proposed.

The geometry of the approximate se.i-logarithmic

constitutive surfaces is ·used to· relate the aoduli

associated with a particular phase (i.e., the soil structure

or water phase).

When a soil. is saturated, the soil structure and

..
water phase moduli with respect to the logarithm of net

total stress are related by the relative density, Gs' of the

soil. The inter-relationship of the three remaining moduli

was then studied. A laboratory test program was designed

to obtain experl.ental data showing the characteristic for.

of the se.i-logarithmic constitutive surfaces on the net

total stress and matric suction planes. Two soils, a

uniform silt and a glacial till were tested. Specimens were

formed by statle coapaction at half standard Proctor

compaction effort with either dry of optimum or at optimum

initial ··water contents. The investigation included

specimens being loaded and unloaded under Ko and isotropiC
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conditions. The results were analyzed and used to evaluate

the relationships between the .oduli.

The knowledge of four moduli is needed to

completely describe the volume change behaviour of an

unsaturated soil in a monotonic volume change process.

Special tests are required to determine these four moduli

in the laboratory. For instance, the one-dimensional or

isotropic compression test, the suctIon and unconfIned

shrinkage tests are necessary for solving settlement

problems.

The use of an approximate semi-logarithmic

constItutive surface as a means to relate moduli for the

same phase appears to be viable only for the soil structure.

The geometry of the approximate soil structure constitutive

surfaces is identifiable by two characteristic stress states

namely the corrected swelling pressure (i.e., P�) and the

initial stress state translated to the matric suction plane
e

following a constant volume stress path (i.e., (ua - uw)i).
Relationships between soil structure moduli can be wrItten

e
in terms of log p� and log(ua- uw)i. The experimental data

has revealed empirical relationships between moduli for the

water phase. As a whole, six relationships for the eight

moduli associated with monotonic volume decrease and

increase are Buggested. The compressive and swelling

indices with respect to the net total stress (i.e., Ct and

Cts respectIvely) can be measured using conventional

v



·

oedoaeter or triaxial equipment. These tvo are regarded as

"basic" moduli. The remaining moduli can be estimated fro.

the proposed relationships with the knowledge of the basic

.oduli and the characteristic stress states, p� and

e

(ua- uw)i·
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

The development of unsaturated soil mechanics

consists of several primary areas of study, namely, voluae

change, moisture movement and shear strength behaviour.

Theory and technology developed in these'areas form the

basis for geotechnical engineering practice involving volume

change, seepage, bearing capacity and slope stability

analysis. The volume change theory'is relevant when solving

these practical problems. Volume change for an unsaturated

soil is described in terms of constitutive relations. The

material properties in such relations can be called

volumetric deformation .oduli.

The prediction of volume change In an unsaturated

soil becomes a direct app�ication of the volume change

constitutive relations in conjunction with the constraint of

various boundary conditions. The flow laws and volume

change constitutive relations provide the necessary physical

relations for formulations related to seepage problems.

Both bearing capacity and slope stability analysis involve

the shear strength equation for unsaturated solIs. The

shear strength equation relates shear strength to stress

state variables such as the net total stress (i.e.,
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(a - ua» and matric suction (i.e., (ua - uw» (Fredlund,

Morgenstern and widger, 1978). The pore-air, ua' and

and pore-water, u , pressure are stress components of the
w

stress state variables. A change in the boundary conditions

causes the pore-air and pore-water pressure to change.

This, in turn, leads to a change in the shear strength. The

change in pore-air and pore-water pressure due to

environmental changes can be described by the transient flow

equations for the air and water phases. The transient flow

equations are written in terms of the volume change

constItutive relations and the air and water flow laws.

Pore-air and pore-water pressure changes for undrained

loading conditions are described using pore pressure

parameters. The pore pressure parameters can be written in

terms of the volume change constitutive relations and the

density and compressibility equations for air-water

mixtures.

A knowledge of four independent moduli is required

In order to completely describe the volume change behaviour

of an unsaturated soil in a monotonic volume change process�

The development of the relationships between the moduli is

regarded as an area of much needed research to enhance the

volume change theory for unsaturated soils.
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1.2 Scope of The Thesis

The main objective of this dissertation is the

development of relationships between the various volumetric

deformation moduli. Attempts are made to find relationships

between the moduli in order that all required moduli can be

determined from a few basic conventional soil tests. An

experimental program is used to gather data to test the

proposed relationships. The methodology used in the study

is as follows.

Chapter II provides a summary of existing

information on the volume change behaviour of unsaturated

soils. Pertinent literature on the volume change

constitutive relations for the soil structure and water

phase is presented and criticized. An attempt is made to

gather information pertaining to the relationships between

the different moduli. Theory surrounding possible

relationships between the moduli is developed in Chapter

III. The form of the soil structure and water phase

constitutive surfaces is examined on both an arithmetic and

a semi-logarithmic scale. Approximate semi-logarithmic

constitutive surfaces are proposed. The geometry of the

approximate constitutive surfaces is used to relate the

various moduli. A brief discussion is presented on the

adaptation of the proposed theory for unsaturated collapsing

soils. However, a complete consideration of collapsing

soils is outside the scope of this thesis.
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Chapter IV describes the test program used to

experlmentally verify the fora of the constltutlve surfaces

for Ko and isotropic loading and unloading conditions. The

results from the test program are presented in Chapter V.

The analysis of the experimental results and an evaluation

of the proposed relationships between the moduli are

provided in Chapter VI. Final conclusions and

recommendations of the study are presented in Chapter VII.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents existing information on the

volume change behaviour of unsaturated soils. Literature on

the constitutive relations for volume change in the soil

structure and water phase is reviewed. The form of the

constitutive surfaces is discussed. Attempts are made to

gather information pertaining to the relationships between

the different volumetric deformation moduli. There are

three sections in this chapter. Section 2.1 describes the

layout of the chapter. Section 2.2 reviews literature on

the constitutive relations for volume change in unsaturated

soils. Section 2.3 presents and discusses previous research

done on the relationships between the different volumetric

deformation moduli.

2.2 Constitutive Relations for Volume Change in Unsaturated

Soils

A volume change constitutive relation relates the

stress and strain variables of a continuum through material

constants known as volumetric deformation moduli. The same
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mathematical equations can be represented graphically·as a

constitutive surface in three dimensional plots.

An unsaturated solI consists of four phases - the

soil solids, pore-water, pore.air and contractile skin (i.e.

air-water interphase) (Fredlund, 1979). Assumln9 the soil

solids are incompressible and the volume change of the

contractile skin is internal to the soil element, the

continuity requirement (i.e. conservation of mass) can be

expressed as follows (Fredlund, 1,73).

(2.1)

where

£ = � , the volumetric strain of the soil
structure

, the volumetric strain of the pore
water

, the volumetric strain of the pore
air

V = total volume of an unsaturated soil element

IVw • change in voluae of water in the soil element

AVa = change in volume of air in the 5011 element

It follows that any two of the three constitutive r�lations

are required for complete description of volume changes

sustained by an unsaturated soil undergoing stress changes.

These relations pertain to the volume change of the soil

structure and pore-water in terms of the total stress, a,

pore-air, ua and pore�water pressure, uw•
Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 present volume change
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constitutive relations of the soil structure and pore-water

respectively.

2.2.1 Constitutive relation for the soil structure

In 1941, Biot presented volume change constitutive

relations for an unsaturated soil. The deformation of the

soil structure was mathematic�lly related to the stress

variables, (a - uw' and uy• The soil structure was assumed

to behave as a linear, reversible, isotropic and elastic

material. Provision was made for soils -not completely

saturated with water and containing air bubbles-. The

proposed constitutive relations are as follows.

(a - ay, I!. �
£x =

X

(O'y+ 0' - 2uw) +
B B z 3H

(0' - uy) II �
£y = Y (ax+ 0' - 2aw) +

E E z 3H

(0' - uy) II �
£ =

z
(a + a - 2aw) +

z E B x Y 3H

EXY
=

'fxy
G

Eyz =
'fyz

G

Ezx
'fzx

=

<r

where

E == strain

0' :;I total stress

(2.2a)

(2.2b)

(2.2c)

(2.2d)

(2.2e)

(2.2f)
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� = shear stress

Uw • pore-water pressure

E = elastic modulus with respect to a change in

(0' - uW)
)1 = Poisson's ratio

H = material parameter, physical constant

G
E

, shear modulus=

2(1 )1)+

The soil coefficient, l/H was interpreted as "a measure of

the compressibility of the soil for a chanqe in water

pressure, uw". No experimental verification was presented.

The choice of the stress and strain variables was not

justified or discussed. However, the proposed constitutive

relations are similar to those suggested some thirty years

later (Fredlund and Morgenstern, 1976). In 1976, the

following equations were presented by Fredlund and

Morgenstern as the constitutive relations for vo1uae change

of the soil structure in an unsaturated soil element (I.e.,

with a continuous air phase) which behaves as a linear,

elastic, isotropic material.

(0' - u:w:) - II. (0' +
(ua- UK)

t =
X 0' - 2uw) +

x .E E Y z *
H

(0' - UK) II. (uil - u )
e =-

l!:
(O'x+ 0' - 2uw) + :w:

y E E z *
H

(0' - U:w:) II (Ua- Uy)
tz =

Z
(0' + O'y- 2uw) +

E E *x H

where

(u - uw) = soil matric suction
a

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

(2.3c)
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*
H = an elastic modulus with respect to a change

in (ua- uw)
A comparison between the two sets of equations

(l.e., equatlon set (2.2) and (2.3» indicates that the

choice of stress variables used in forming the equations is

the main difference between these two formulations.

Fredlund and Morgenstern (1977) showed by the principle of

superimposition of coincident equilibrium stress fields that

any two of the three stress variables, (a - ua), (a - uw)
and (ua- uw) can completely define the stress state of an

unsaturated soil. For soils with interconnected air voids

open to atmospheric pressure, the stress state variable,

(ua- uw) equals the pore-water stress component, -uw• The

Biot (1941) equations were given little heed until the mid

1970's.

In 1936, Terzaghi presented the effective stress

concept. The success of using a single stress variable,

(a - uw) in describing the mechanical behaviour of saturated

soils lead researchers to seek for a similar formulation for

unsaturated soils. In 1959, Bishop proposed his effective

stress equation for an unsaturated soil.

a' = a - (xuw + (1 - X)ua) ( 2 • 4 )

or = (a - uw) + X(ua - uw)
where

a' = effective stress

ua = pore-air pressure

u,.. = pore-water pressure
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(ua- uw) = matric suction

X = a soil parameter related to the degree of
saturation

In the 1960 Research Conference on "Pore Pressure

and Suction in Soil" at London, Bishop's effective stress

was widely accepted. However, in 1962, Jennings and Burland

used experimental results to qualitatively illustrate the

shortcomings of considering Bishop's effective stress as the

stress variable fully accountable for the volume change

characteristics of unsaturated soils. A series of oedometer

and isotropic compression tests were carried out on

unsaturated and saturated soils ranging from silty sands to

silty clays. It was shown that the soil structure of silts

and silty sands would collapse when being saturated. In

order to maintain a constant volume of the specimens upon

saturation, a decrease in the stress variable, (u - uy) was

required. Such findings contradicted Bishop's suggestion of

a single valued stress state variable. This conclusion led

to a search for other more appropriate stress state

variables that better describe the volume change behaviour

of unsaturated soils.

In the same year, 1962, Coleman separated the

components of Bishop's effective stress equation and

proposed a constitutive relation for soil structure volume

change as follows.

�
V

= - C21(duw- dUal + c22(au - dUal + C2l(du1- dul)
(2.5)
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where

dV = the change in the overall volume of the
soil structure

V = current overall volume of a soil element

= soil parameters depend solely upon the current
values of (uw - ua), (a - ua) and (al - a3)
and the stress history of the soil.

Coleman (1962) did not present details of the formulation

for the proposed constitutive relation or explain how the

stress variables, (uw - ua), (a - ua) and (a1 - a3) were

selected. No experimental verification was presented.

In 1963, Bishop and Blight acknowledged the

problems of using one stress variable to describe the volume

change behaviour of unsaturated soils. The authors wrote,

"A change in value of the term, (ua- uw) does not

correspond directly to a change In neutral stress since the

term represents a pressure difference due to surface tension

acting in general over only a part of the surface area of

the soil particles. A change in the value of (ua - uw) is

almost invariably accompanied by a significant change in the

value of X. Furthermore, the presence of large surface

tension forces within the soil leads to dlfferences in soil

structure in samples following apparently slmilar effective

stress paths. These differences have proved to be of

particular signlficance with regard to volume change "

Bishop and Blight (1963) proposed that, "
... results of ariy

test measuring volume change under all round pressure may be

expressed as a path in space with the axes being the void
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ratio, e, stress difference, (a - u ) and (u - u )
a a w

(Figure 2.1). This was perhaps the first time the

suggestion was made that the constitutive relation could be

"

graphically represented as a constitutive surface. However,

no experimental verification was presented.

In 1968, Matyas and Radhakrishna used the concepts

of state and state parameters from continuum mechanics in

studying the volume change behaviour of unsaturated soils.

�ttempts were made to'establish the "stress point functions"

and "state surfaces" which are the constitutlve relations

and surfaces, respectively. The stress variables, (a - ua)
and (ua - uw) were chosen as the "state parameters" whereas

the void ratio, e and degree of saturation, S were selected

as "stress dependent quantities". Experimental data

illustrating the constitutive surface of the soil structure

were presented (Figure 2.2). Statically compacted specimens

prepared from a mixture of 80\ grounded quartz and 20\

kaolin were used. A predominantly collapsing behaviour was

observed.

In an attempt to establish a systematic approach

to foundation design on desiccated clays, Aitchison and

Woodburn (1969) advocated the idea of separate consideration

of each component of Bishop's effective stress (i.e.

equation 2.4). The total stress, a and matric suction,

(ua - uw) were used as stress variables in describing ground

movements. It was proposed that modified oedometer tests
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with independent control of suction and applied load be run

1n accordance with the anticipated field stress path. The

resulting volume change curves were proposed to be used for

predicting ground movement. Volume change curves of an

expansive black earth from Adelaide in south Australia were

presented (Figure 2.3). The presented experimental data

illustrates the diminishing effect of increasing suction to

reduce the volume of a soil and a near linear semi-

logarithm relation between suction and strain in the

unloading phase.

Barden, Madedor and Sides (1969) conducted a test

program to experiment�lly investigate the volume change

behaviour of unsaturated soils under Ko conditions.

Coleman's (1962) proposed constitutive relation for studying

soil structure volume change under one-dimensional

compression was used in the study.

tv = C1d(a - ua) + C2d(ua- uw)
where

(2.6)

tv = volumetric strain of the soil structure

C1' C2 = compressibility moduli with respect to
(a - ua) and (ua - uy) respectively

(a - ua) = net total axial stress

(u - uy) = matric suction
a

Compacted, low to high plasticity illite specimens were

tested. These specimens were subjected to suction and total

stress changes of 80 and 450 kPa respectively (Figure 2.4).

Specimens in Group 2,3,4,5 underwent monotonic increases in
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degree of saturation and decreases in strain. The test

results indicated a unique constitutive surface for soil

structure volume change under Ko conditions (Figure 2.5).

Specimens in Group 6 and 7 underwent a monotonic increase in

the degree of saturation but strain reversals. The test

results showed hysteresis in volume changes (Figure 2.6).

Group 11 specimens were subjected to both degree of

saturation and strain reversals. The test results showed

significant stress path dependence in the soil structure

deformation (Figure 2.7). The authors reported a gradual

decrease in the compressibility modulus, C1 as the matric

suction, (ua - uw) increased (Table 2.1). This finding

agrees with the "typical family" of soil structure volume

change curves (Figure 2.8) presented by Aitchison and

Woodburn (1969). Fredlund (1979) later suggested a

constitutive model which possessed a similar feature.

In 1971, Brackley used Bishop's effective stress

(i.e., equation 2.4) to study unsaturated soil volume change

behaviour. Oedometer and triaxial tests on compacted

expansive South African clay specimens were performed. The

observed collapsing behaviour upon saturation was'used to

illustrate soil structure volume change behaviour that was

inconsistent with Bishop's effective stress equation (Figure

2.9). No definite mathematical equation was proposed for

the soil structure volume change constitutive relation.
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Table 2.1 Effect of Suction Pressure on Compressibility
(Barden et. al., 1969)

Suction, In Cl, In
Group Dumber Stre•• path pounds per sqllare Inches,

square Inch per pound
(1) (2) (3) (4)

AC 12 2.38 x 10-·
2 DE 6 2.67

FH 0 6.00

AC 12 2.84 x 10-.

" DE 6 2.83

FH 0 2.69

AC 12 5.28)( 10-4

15 DE 6 7.34

FH 0 13.'1'1

AC 12 4.89 )C 10-'
•

FH 0 6.60

WX 18 2.80 )C 10-·
11

VY 0 4.36
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During the Third International Conference on

Expansive Soils at Haifa in 1973, Aitchison and his co-

workers presented a series of papers on the "quantitive

description of the stress-deformation behaviour of expansive

soils". An effective stress equation ·(Ai tchison, 1965)

similar in form to that of Bishop's (1959) was presented.

at = a + X (u - u ) + X n
maY S

(2.7)

where

at = effective stress

a = total stress

(Ua - uY) = matric suction

= solute suction

= soil parameters within the range 0 to 1 and
are stress path dependent

Aitchison (1973) reported that "
••• it is rarely possible to

quantIfy the operative effective stress (although each

stress component may be known) and one must be content with

a quantItatIve soil response to a quantitative change in one

or more of the components of effective stress". It was

suggested that "stress path studies be adopted in studying

the volume change behaviour of unsaturated soils. It was

proposed that "
••• stress path studies give rise to sets of

'behavioral laws' in which the soIl response is quantified

against a single stress variable with each other stress

components remaining constant ••• to define sets of simple

laws governing relationships between soil properties and

individual stress components "
. .. . The following
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constitutive relations were suggested for the soil structure

volume change of an unsaturated soil (Aitchison et.al.,

1973).

EO' = C' (10g0'2- 10gO'l) (2.8)
c

Em = 1m' N .(2.9)
m

Es = I . N (2.10)
s s

where

EO' =

C' =

c

0'2' 0'1 =

soil structure volumetric strain due to changes
in the total stress component, 0'

compression index at specified values of matric,
(ua - uw) and solute, n suction

(

total stress

= soil structure volumetric strain due to changes
in the matric suction, (u - u ) component

= matric instability index �t s�ecified values of
total stress, 0' and solute suction, n

• matric suction environmental control,
[log(ua- uw)2 - log(ua- uw)1l

= soil structure volumetric strain due to changes
in the solute suction, n component

= solute instability index at specified values of
total stress, 0' and matric suction, (ua - uw)

= solute suction environmental control,
[log n2

- log n1l
A linear variation between the soil structure volumetric

strain and the logarithm of the stress variables, 0',

(u - u ) and n was assumed. The soil compression and
a w

instability indices are basically volume change moduli with

respect to the different stress variables. Combining

equation (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) gives an overall

constitutive relation for soil structure volume change as
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follows.

(2.11)
where

ES = overall volumetric strain of the soil structure

Such an equation is similar in form (but extended) to the

conventIonal constItutive relation for volume change in

saturated soils (Terzaghi and Peck, 1967)

� �
Es =

1+eo 10g(ai)
where

(2.12)

Cc = compression index

eo = initial void ratio

Graphically, the proposed constitutive relation (equation

2.11) represents a family of parallel planar constItutive

surfaces using the logarithm of the stress variables, a,

(ua - uw) and n as abscissas and contouring variables

in the third dimension respectively. Experimental data

demonstrating the form of the composite constitutive surface

was presented by Aitchison and Martin (1973) (Figure 2.10).

The proposed soil structure volume change constitutive

relation resembles that presented by Fredlund and

Morgenstern (1976) when the pore-air pressure, u is
a

atmospheric and there is a constant solute suction

environment.

Up to the mid 1970's, considerable experimental

work had been conducted to study the soil structure volume
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change characteristics but there was little agreement on how

best to formulate the constitutive relation. There was

experimental evidence that the independent stress variables,

(a - ua) and (ua- uw) together are more appropriate than a

single-valued "effective stress", at for describing the

volume change behaviour (Jennings and Burland, 1962)

(Coleman, 1962) (Bishop and Blight, 1963) (Matyas and

Radhakrishna, 1968) (Aitchison and Woodburn, 1969) ( Barden

et.al., 1969) (Brackley, 1971) (Aitchison, 1973). There

were suggestions that two volume change constitutive

relations, one for the soil structure and one for the pore

water were required to define the volumetric behaviour of an

unsaturated soil (Biot, 1941) (Coleman, 1962) (Matyas and

Radhakrishna, 1968). Little further explanation was

presented. It was apparent that research progress in this

area was awaiting a better understanding of the fundamental

physical behaviour (Aitchison, 1973)0

In 1973, Fredlund identified the governing

independent stress (i.e., (a - ua), (a - uw) and (ua- uw»
and deformation (i.e., £, 9w and 9a) state variables for an

unsaturated soil. Semi-empirically formulated volume change

constitutive relations linking the independent stress and

deformation state variables were proposed for the soil

structure, pore-water and pore-air phases (Fredlund and

Morgenstern, 1976). These constitutive relations were also

presented graphIcally as constItutive surfaces in three
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dimensional plots with the stress state variables as

abscissas (Figure 2.11). Any two of these three

constitutive relations were shown to be required for a

complete description of volume change. The volume change

constitutive relation of the soil structure was presented as

follows.

where

= mS
1 ' volume change coefficient of the soil

structure when d(ua - uw) is zero

= m� , volume change coefficient of the soil
when d(a - ua) is zero

The above relation was presented in a different format to

retain consistency with conventional saturated soil

mechanics analyses (Fredlund, 1979).

de = atd(a - ua) + amd(ua - uw)
where

(2.14)

de = change in void ratio

at = d(a-_dU ) , coefficient of compressibility with
a respect to the net total stress,

(a - ua)
=

_ u ) , coefficient of compressibility with
deua w respect to matric suction, (ua- uw)

It was suggested that the constltutive surface could be

- de

linearized over a wider range of stress changes using the

logarithm of the stress state variables.
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Figure 2.11 Constitutive Surfaces for the Various Phases of

an Unsaturated Soil (Fredlund, 1982)
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(2.15)

where

Ct = compressive index with respect to the net total
stress,

+ Ae

= compressive index with respect to matric
suction,

+ Ae

Laboratory results demonstrating the validity and uniqueness

of the proposed constitutive relations near a stress point,

for isotropic and Ko loading conditions, with monotonic

deformation were presented. It should be noted that the

proposed constitutive relations are similar in form to those

suggested by Coleman in 1962. A linear variation between

the stress variables on the horizontal planes (i.e., the e

= constant, planes) is suggested (Figure 2.12 and 2.13)

(Fredlund, 1979 and 1980). The semi-logarithmic

constitutive surface is presented as a planar surface.

Chen (1975) performed series of one-dimensional

free swell tests on claystone shale specimens. The effect of

surcharge pressure, initial specimen thickness, water

content, degree of saturation and dry density on swelling

pressure was investigated. The test results (Figure 2.14

and 2.15) indicate the swelling pressure is independent of
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the surcharge pressure, initial specimen thickness, water

content and degree of saturation. There exists a linear

relation between the swelling pressure and dry density in a

semi-log scale (Figure 2.16). The relation is exponential

in an arithmetic plot (Figure 2.16). This experimental data

illustrates some of the characteristics of the soil

structure volume change constitutive curve with respect to

total stress.

Llorett and Alonso (1980) used a cubic spline

interpolation technique (Burden, Faires and Reynolds, 1978)

to approximate the volume change constItutive surfaces of

the different phases of an unsaturated soil from discrete

experimental data points. The volume change constitutive

surface of the soil structure was approximated using the

soil parameter, porosity, n, as the dependent variable and

the stress variables, (a - ua) and (ua - uw) as independent

variables. Smooth constltutive curves with respect to

either one of the stress variables were defined by third

degree polynomials satisfying the following condItions.

1) nj+1(xj+1) = nj(xj+1) for each j = 0,1,2 •.• ,n-2.

2) ,nj+1(xj+1) = nj(xj+1) for each j = 0,1,2 ••• ,n-2.

where

u .)
w

Experimental results from one-dimensional and isotropic

compression tests presented by Matya� and Radhakrishna

(1968) were used in approximating the solI structure volume
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change constitutive surface illustrated in Figure 2.17. The

approximated constitutive surface indicates two continuous

concave constitutive curves on the two principal planes of

(a - ua) and (ua- uw) versus the porosity, n. The

mathematical 'functions representing these curves were not

shown. The presented constitutive surface shows a reverse

in the direction of deformation with respect to changes in

suction, as the total stress increases. This anomaly was

not explained. Nevertheless, the paper tends to add more

evidence for a unique soil structure constitutive surface

with respect to the stress variables, (a - ua) and (ua -

u ).
w

In 1984, Richards, Peter and Hartin studied the

effect of suction on the solI structure volume change of

unsaturated soils under one-dimensional loading conditions.

Soil suction was suggested to be composed of two components

with the "true soil suction", S defined as follows.

S = (u - u ) + K
a w

(2.16)

where

(ua - uw) = matric suction

K = solute suction

Specimens of a Pleistocene clay and a Black Earth from

Australia were tested in suction controlled consolidometers

and conventional pressure membrane apparatuses. The

vertical strain of the specimens under different vertical

total stress, matric and solute suction was measured (Figure
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�
. Porosity n

(Ua- uw) l05N/m2
Figure 2.17 state Surface for the Soil Structure (Data Taken from Matyas

and Radhakrishna, 1968) (LLorett and Alonso, 1980)
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2.18 and 2.19). The presented test data shows the geometry

of the soil structure volume change constitutive curves with

respect to suction. There exists a "8" shape relation

between the soil structure vertical strain and the logarithm

of increasing matric suction (Figure 2.18). The curvatures

.of these "8" shape curves are found to be diminishing to

near linear with increasing total vertical stress. The same

observation can be made for the constitutive curves of the

5011 structure with respect to the logarithm of decreasing

solute suction (Figure 2.19).

Michell and Avalle (1984) presented the results of

another study on soil structure volume change with respect

to suction. The one-dimensional soil structure volume

change constitutive relation was described as follows.

Evert = IptAuT
where

(2.17)

Evert = vertical strain

Ipt = "total" instability index, a soil constant

AUt = change in total soil suction, A[(ua- uw)+nl
The "total" instability index is a volume change modulus

with respect to total suction. The authors suggested that

the instability index, Ipt be determined experimentally by

dimensional measurements on undisturbed soil cores exposed

to surface evaporation. The "core shrinkage test" was

introduced. �t involved measuring the linear strain versus

Evert
water content ratio, AW

and the "moisture character-
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Figure 2.18 Vertical Strain Versus Matrlc�Suctlon Plots
for Black Earth and Pleistocene Clays
(Richards, Peter and Martin, 1984)
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AlLIstics",
AU

of unconfined undisturbed specimens dried from

t
a water content above the shrinkage limit. Thermocouple

psychrometers were used to measure the soil suction of the
»:

specimens. The "total" instability index was determined as

follows.

E £ AW
I =

vert
_ ( vert).( )

pt AUt
-

Aw AUt
Test results for a highly plastic a'Halloran Hill clay were

(2.18)

presented (Figure 2.20). The procedure was used for heave

calculations to predict the field behaviour. Comparisons

were made between the predicted and observed amount of

heave. The instabIlity Index obtained by the method of core

shrinkage were shown to be applicable for both shrinking and

swelling analyses. Cross-plottIng the presented data gives

the constitutive curve the soil structure with increasing

suction (Figure 2.21). On an arithmetic scale, the data

shows the vertical strain at the shrinkage limit to be the

lower asymptotic boundary of the constitutive curve. On a

semi-logarithmic scale, the relation is essentially bi-

linear.

Lloret and Alonso (1985) sought analytical

expressions to describe the volume change constItutive

surfaces of unsaturated soils subjected to confined or

isotropic compression, through optimization techniques.

Mathematical functions (Table 2.2) including those published

in the literature as proposed volume change constitutive
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a) Water content Versus Vertical Strain
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Figure 2.20 Core Shrinkage Test Results for an Q'Halloran

Hill Clay (Mitchell and Avalle, 1984)
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Figure 2.21 Constitutive Curve of the O'Halloran Hill
Clay with respect to Total Suction (MItchell
and Avalle, 1984)



I Table 2.2 Functions Used for state Surface Approximation (Lloret and Alonso,1985'

CASE

1

2

9

10

FUNCTION

e
• a + b(a - U , + c(u - u ,

S • a v
r

3

e
• a + b loq(a - Ua' + c(Ua - uv'Sr

e
• a + b(a - Ua) + C loq(ua - uv)

Sr
.. e

• a + b loq(a - Ua) + C loq(ua - uw'Sr
e

• a + b(� - u.' + c(ua - uv) + d(a - Ua)(ua - uv)S .

r

e
• a + b loq(a - Ua' + c(ua - uv) + d loq(a - ua)(ua - Uv)Sr

e
• a + b(a - u.) + C loq(ua - uw' + d(a - u.'loq(u. - Uv'Sr

....

...:I

5

6

7

8 e
• • + b loq(a - Ua' + C loq(ua - uv) + d loq(a - Ua' loq(ua - Uv'Sr

Sr • • - Th[b(Ua - Uw)J [c + d(a - Ua»)
-b(u - U )

S • a - 11 - e
a v

Ilc + d(a - U )1r a
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relations were analyzed. Theoretical predictions using

these analytical functions were compared with the test

results on different soil types (Table 2.3). An analysis of

the applicability of the different expressions was made and

the optimum functions were selected on the basis of minimum

fitting errors. The following conclusions were drawn for

the soil structure volume change constitutive relation.

(a) "For a limited variation range of total external

stress, a suitable arialytical expression for the

state surface of void ratio is,

e = a + b(a-ua) + c log(ua- uw) + d(a-ua)log(ua-Uw)
(2.19)

(b) If the range of significant stress variation is

larger a more suitable state function for void ratio

is given by,

e = a + b log(a-ua) + c log(ua- uw) +

d log(a-ua)log(ua-uw) (2.20)

where a,b,c and d are all soil constants".

These two equations are of the same form being,

z = a + bx + cy + dxy (2.21)

where

z = the void ratio, e

x = the net total stress, (a - ua) for equation

(2.19); the logarithm of the net total stress,

(a - ua) for equation (2.20)

and y = the logarithm of matric suction, (ua- Uw) for

both equations (2.19) and (2.20)
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Tdl. 2.3 T.st Progrll for TIl. YerlflClUon of The Various Constitutive Fundions (Uoret and Alonso, 1985)

Characteristics of Soil s Analyzed

TJIII of SoU ilL lip tp l< Unified 6 CO'positlon SlIpll PreparaUon
(R.ferenu) 1200 Classi ficatiOA

s

(l) (l) CI)

J. Silty Clay 56.4 21.2 35.2 23 CIt 2.75 80Z quart si te Forled ia louldl
Uunlll,l and 20Z lIyolill, and brougllt to

Burland, 1962) bentonite equiUbriuI
2. Iiolla 29 25 4 8 IlL 2.63 801 flint povde, Shticilly

(JldYII and 20Z Peerl.55 Clay cOlpacted
RldllltriMna,
1968)

3. lint liter 20 16 4 10 CL 2.66 mit. Hil f Proctor
ClIY (lirdea cOIplct.d
.t.ll., 19£9)

4. KloUa 41 29 12 4 II. 2.65 laoUa ShUCll1y
Worlt, cO'pacted
1982)

5. ·PllIOln· 32.2 18.5 13.7 3 SC 2.72 - Kn.ldin,
CllYIY und COlPlcted

CIIIncttristlcs of Tut Series Anllyzed
THt 'JIIllof 'JIll .f r"ttlll Initill Suction Range of No. of points to TyPi of b
IIriH tnt soU YOld d.grte of rang, AppUid load d,fl", stitt surflc. stress pith

(Tlbll Iboyt) ntio uturatioa (105 Kl12) (105 Kl12) elSr
1 A 4 0.934 0.517 0 - 1 0.05 - 8 41136 C
2 8 4 G.934 0.517 0.2 - 1 0.1 - 2 8/8 D
3 A 5 0.474 0.433 0 - 1 0.05 - 8 25/25 D
4 I 2 0.825 0.676 0 - 1.03 0.14 - 8.27 31131 C
5 A 2 0.963 0.491 0 - 0.64 0.14 - 8.27 29/29 C
6 I 1 0.838 0.504 0 - 31.02 0.1 - 30.6 21112 D
7 A 3 0.475 0.400 0.02 - 0.82 0.41 - 4.5 ISl- e

IIot". I' At On.-:4tltlllionll dlforuUo"
I. Ilotropic COlprHliOll

b) Ct LOldin, ander cOIIstant suction IlterAlting vith suction decrease vith suction decrelit

D. Loading und., constant suction
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A schematic illustration of the constitutive

surface representing the optimum state function for wide

stress range (i.e., equation 2.20) is presented in Figure

2.22. The constitutive curves on the net total stress and

matric suction planes are essentially linear on a semi

logarithmic scale. One a semi-logarithmic plot of net total

stress and matric suction versus void ratio, the

constitutive surface resembles a quarter section of the

convex surface of a vertical cone.

After the mid 1970's, there was experimental

evidence that there exists a unique soil structure volume

change constitutive surface with respect to the stress

variables, (a - ua) and (ua- uw) (Fredlund and Morgenstern,

1976) (Llorett and Alonso, 1980). If the volume change

process involves changes in ion concentration of the soil

water, the solute suction, � was suggested to be considered

as a component of the changing stress state (Richard, Peter

and Martin, 1984).

There were test results indicating that the soil

structure volume chang� constitutive curve with respect to

the logarithm of increasing suction is bi-linear and

becoming asymptotic towards the void ratio at the shrinkage

limit (Mitchell and Avalle, 1984). On a semi-logarithmic

scale, the soil structure constitutive surface was suggested

to be planar (Fredlund, 1979). There were indications that

the same surface could be curved (Llorett and Alonso, 1985).

------------------=��---------------------------------------
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Soil Structure Optimum Constitutive Relation,
e = a + b log(�- u ) + c 10g(u - u )a a w

+ d log(�- u ) log(u - u )a a w

with a and d > 0

band c < 0
(Lloret and Alonso,1985)
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Figure 2.22 Schematic Representation of The Optimum Soil Structure Volume
Change Constitutive Relation for Unsaturated Solis
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2.2.2 Constitutive relation for the water phase

Biot (1941) presented a mathematical formula as

the water phase volume change constitutive relation for a

soil "not completely saturated with water and containing air

bubbles" •

•
_

(ux + uy + Uz
- 3uw)

9w -

3H1
where

u

+ �*
R

(2.22)

•

9 = increment of water volume per unit volume of
W

soil

*

H1 and R = soil parameters, physical constants

The coefficients, � and �* were identified as measures of t

1
the changes in net volume of pore-water in a soil element

for a given change in the mean effective stress and water

pressure, respectively. No experimental verification was

presented. This formulation is of interest although it was

not derived for soils with a continuous air phase. Fredlund

and Morgenstern (1977) showed that any two of the three

stress variables, (u - ua), (u - uw) and (ua- uw) are

sufficient to completely define the stress state of an

unsaturated soil. For soils with interconnected air voids

at atmospheric pressure, (ua- uw) equals the pore-water

pressure, -uw• The Blot (1941) formulation is nevertheless

a legitimate water phase volume change constitutive relation

for soils with a continuous air phase at atmospheric

pressure.

------..........------.-----------------------------------
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In 1954, Croney and Coleman studied the suction

versus water content relation. A wide variety of soils

ranging from heavy clays to sands were tested. The suction

versus water content curves of these soils under increasing

and decreasing suction were presented (Figure 2.23 to 2.27).

These are basically water phase volume change constitutive

curves on the matric suction principal plane. No

constitutive relation was proposed based on the experimental

data. Nevertheless, the results illustrate the character-

Istics of the water phase volume change constitutive curve

with respect to suction.

Coleman (1962) suggested a constitutive relation

for the net water volume change in an unsaturated soil.

dVw
=

V -C11(duw- dua) + C12(da - dUal + C13(da1- da3)
(2.23)

or

d�=
V -C11(duw- dua) + C12(da - dua) + C13(da1- da3)

(2.24)
where

= the change In the volume of water held in the
soIl

v = current overall volume of a soIl element

C11,C12,C13= soil parameters depend upon the current values
of (uw-ua), (a-ua) and (al-a3) and the stress

history of the soil

Experimental verification was not presented. However, for an

isotropic elastic soil under one-dimensional or isotropic

stress conditions, the proposed constitutive

relation becomes,

-----------------=�--------------------------------------
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dVw
-

--- = C d(u - u ) + C d(a - u )
V 11 a w 12 a

(2.25)

A similar relation was later proposed by Fredlund and

Morgenstern (1976).

In 1968, Matyas and Radhakrishna used the state and

state parameter concept from continuum mechanics in

describing the volume change behaviour of unsaturated soils.

Series of one-dimensional and isotropic compression tests

were performed on statically compacted soil specimens of a

mixture of quartz and kaolin. Test results in terms of the

degree of saturation, S, ,and the stress variables, (a - ua)
and (ua- uw) were presented. If the degree of saturation, S

1s considered as a measure of net water volume change, the

results indicate a unique constitutive surface for the water

phase under monotonic deformation (Figure 2.28). No

mathematical constitutive relation was presented. However,

the water volume change constitutive surface appears to

compose of two families of congruent constitutIve curves for

the stress range indicated.

Barden, Madedor and Sides (1969) studied the

volume change behavIour of an unsaturated soil under Ko
condItIons. Compacted illite specimens were subjected to

suction and total stress changes of 80 and 450 kPa

respectively (see Figure 2.4). The water phase volume

change of the specimens in one group of the tests was

monitored using the degree of saturation as the'stress

dependent soil parameter (Figure 2.29). The results
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a) Isotropic Compression
Initial Condition of
SPecimens:
4"d. = 89.2+0.2 lb/cu.ft.
w = 21.5+0.1 %

Sr = 67.6+0.1 %

(u - u ) = 4.6+0.2 psi
a w -

b) Ko Compression

100

Initial Condition of

Specimens:
ld = 83.6+0.2 lb/cu.ft.
w = 18.0+0.1 %

Sr = 49.1+0.1 %

(ua- uw) = 9.6+0.2 psi

,
� ... �.

\v \�
�\�

Figure 2.28 Plots Showlng the Variation of Degree of
Satura�ion in (Sr_' .. -

ua' ua
-

_

u w) Space

for a Quartz and Kaolin Mixture (Matyas and

Radhakrishna, 1968)
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1ndicate a unique water phase volume change const1tut1ve

surface with near parallel constitutive curves with respect

to the stress variables, (a - ua) and (ua- uw).
Fredlund (1973) identified the governing stress and

deformation state variables for unsat�rated soils. The

constitutive relation for water volume change of an

unsaturated soil was formulated as follows (Fredlund and

Morgenstern, 1976).

where

volume change coefficient of the water
phase when dCua- uw) is zero

volume change coefficient of the water
phase when d(u - ua� is zero

An alternate form consistent with conventional saturated

soil mechanics was presented (Fredlund, 1979).

dw = btd(u - ua) + bmd(ua- Uw)
where

(2.27)

dw = change in gravimetric water content

bt = -gw coefficient of water content with
d(a - ua)

,

respect to net total stress,
(ua- uw)

bm
-dw

coefficient of water content with=
,

d(ua- uw) respect to matrlc suction, (u - uw)a

It was suggested that the nonlinear constItutIve curves of

water content versus the stress state variables could be
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linearized on a logarithm scale over a limited stress range.

A linearized form of the water phase volume change

constitutive relation was presented as follows.

w = w
o

(2.20)

where

Dt = water content index with respect to net total

stress,
Aw

= water content index with respect to matric

suction,
Aw

(ua-u..,,)f
log(u -u )

a w 0

These constitutive relations were also presented graphically

as constitutive surfaces composed of families of congruent

constitutive curves (Figure 2.30 and 2.31). Experimental

verification for the uniqueness of the proposed form of

water phase constitutive surface was presented. The

suggestion that the constitutive surface is planar in a

logarithmic plot offers a convenient way to relate the

volume change moduli through the characteristic curves on

the principal planes with respect to the individual stress

state variables.

In 1979, McWhorter and Nelson studied an empirical

function between pore-water pressure head and volumetric

water content for unsaturated soils presented by Brooks and

Corey (1966).

---- ==��------------------------------
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ew = (n - e )(h-)-A + e i
r hd r

(2.29)

where

= volumetric water content, volume of water
per unit total volume of porous medium

n = porosity

er = volumetric residual water content below
which the volumetric water content is "very
difficult" to be reduced by mechanical means

h = pore-water pressure head

hd = displacement pressure head, pore-water pressure
head below which (i.e. more negative) air will
become continuous in an unsaturated soil

A = pore size distribution index, a recommended
value of 2 for most soils

Experimental data for two different sands were presented as

verification (Figure 2.32). An empirically correlated

expression was proposed for·the evaluation of the displace

ment pressure head, hd based on published test results in

the literature (McWhorter and Nelson, 1980)

h = -9.66(
k )-0.401 (cm of water)d n - e '

r

(2.30)

where

k = saturated hydraulic conductivity (cm/sec)

A common name for the displacement pressure head, hd is the

air entry value of a soil. If the air voids within a soil

is continuous a�d open to the atmosphere, the pore-water

pressure, Uw equals the stress state variable, (u - u ).
a w

Accordingly, the presented pore-water pressure.versus
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volumetric water content curves are volume change

constitutive curves of the water phase with respect to

matric suction, (ua- uw). The presented empirical function

(i.e., equation 2.29) is a constitutive relation for the

water phase when the total stress is zero. It should noted

that another empirically formulated water phase volume

change constitutive relation of similar form was later

presented by Seker (1983).

In 1983, Seker presented a volume change

constitutive relation for the water phase with respect to

matric suction, (u - uw) as follows.
a

pF
.,

= , (I-S) 1
o S

where

F
log HcP =

Hc
(ua- uw)

=

Yw

m = 4'0'1

H = capillary rise (cm)
c

Y = unit of water
w

(2.31)

(2.32)

(2.33)

(2.34)

S = degree of saturation

m = the slope of the pF versus S curve of the soil
at S equals 50%

'0 = a soil parameter, the pF va'tue at S equals 50\

on the pF versus S curve of the soil

1 dCpF)
'1 = a soil parameter, 4,

·

dS at S = 50\
o
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This relation was based on the correlation of published test

data on a wide variety of soils ranging from clay to sand

(Figure 2.33). It is a mathematical description of the

water volume change constitutive curve on the matric suction

principal plane. Based on the presented information, the

proposed relation shows promise in modelling the water

volume change constitutive curve with respect to matric

suction.

Mitchell and Avalle (1984) presented a summary of

water content versus soil suction characteristic curves for

a number of Australian soils (Figure 2.34). The slope of

these "moisture characteristic curves" were defined as,

_

AW
C -

Alog ut
(2.35)

where

C = "moisture characteristic"

AW = change in water content

= change in total suction, [(ua- uw) + K]
in a logarithmic scale.

The "moisture characteristic" defined by the authors is the

water volume change modulus with respect to total suction

over a wide stress range. The "moisture characteristic

curves" are linear approximation of the generally "S" shape

water volume change constitutive curves on the total suction

plane. The authors reported that a value of total

suction at zero water content can be taken as pF 6.8 (I.e.,

6.2x106 kPa) for practical purposes. The same conclusion
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2 1.660 0.166 VACHAUO et AI. (1974'

Nos t.., Auteurs

1 1.680 0.100 NARASIMHAN et .\1. (1979'

3 3.100 0.180 VERBRUGGE (1974'

2

4.449 0.240 ESSAIS (lSRF) U983,

,

6

5

.. Equation (14'

3

1

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 "90 100 Sr [:1

Figure 2.33 The Degree of Saturation Versus Matric Suction

Relation (Seker, 1983)
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Figure 2.34 Water Content Versus Total Suction Relations
for Australian Soils (Mitchell and Avalle,
1984)
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was presented by Arnold (1983). This finding is valuable in

providing a lower boundary for approximating water volume

change constitutive curves with respect to suction.

Lloret and Alonso (1985) studied different

analytical expressions to identify the appropriate types of

functions for describing the volume change constitutive

surfaces of the different phases of an unsaturated soil.

Published test results were used in the optimization process

based on minimum fitting errors •. The degree of saturation,

S was chosen as the soil parameter describing the water

volume change. Two functions were presented as optimum

water phase volume change constitutive relations.

S = a - Tanh[b(u - u )][c + d(a - ua)]a w
(2.36a)

b(u - uw) -beu - uw)
e

a
e

a

or = a - {
beu - u )}[c + dea - u »)

uw) -beu - a

e
a

+ e
a w

(2.36b)

-beu - u )
and S {1

a w
}[c + d(u - Ua)] (2.37)= a - - e

where

a,b,c,d = soil constants

A schematic illustration of the constitutive

surface representing equation 2.36 is presented in Figure

2.35. The constitutIve curves on the net total stress

planes are essentially linear whereas the constItutIve

curves on the matric suction planes are generally

exponential. On an arithmetic plot of net total stress and
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Water Phase Optimum Constitutive Relation,

S = a - tarih[b(u - u )][c + d(� - ua)]a w

(Lloret and Alonso,1985)

Fiqure 2.35 Schematic Representation of The optimum water
_Phase Constitutive Relation for Unsaturated
Solls

----------------�-------------------------------
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matric suction versus the degree of saturation, the

constitutive surface is a continuous warping concave

surface.

There are suggestions in the literature for the·

formulation of the volume change constitutive relation for

the water phase of an unsaturated soil. The volume change

behaviour of the water phase was suggested to be best

described by considering changes in the stress variables,

(a - u ) and (u - u ) (Coleman, 1962) (Matyas and
a a w

Radhakerishna, 1968) (Barden et. al., 1969) (Fredlund, 1973

and 1979) (Fredlund and Morgenstern, 1976) (Llorett and

Alonso, 1985). Both water content and degree of saturation

were proposed to be used to describe the water volume

change. The use of graphical representation of the

constitutive relation as a three-dimensional surface is

common (Matyas and Radhakrishna, 1968) (Fredlund and

Morgenstern, 1976) (llorett and Alonso, 1985). Empirical

functions have been suggested for describing the

constitutive curve with respect to matric suction (McWhorter

and Nelson, 1979) (Seker, 1983). There is experimental

evidence that the water phase constitutive surface is unique

(Matyas and Radhakrlshna, 1968) (Barden et.al.,1969)

(Fredlund and Morgenstern, 1976) (Lloret and Alonso, 1985).

On a semi-logarithmic plot of net total stress and matric

suction versus the water content, the constitutive surface
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was suggested to be planar (Fredlund, 1979). On an

arithmetic plot of net total stress and matric suction

versus the degree of saturation, the constitutlve surface

was suggested to be a continuous concave surface (Lloret and

Alonso, 1985).

2.3 Relationships between Volumetric Deformation Moduli of

Unsaturated Soils

Limited information is available in the literature

on the relationships between the various volumetric

deformation moduli of unsaturated soils. There are

published test results on the shrinkage and swelling

behaviour of different soils. Section 2.3.1 discusses the

importance of this data to developinq the relationship

between the soil structure and water phase moduli with

respect to matrlc suction. Section 2.3.2 reviews literatures

with relevant information for establishing the other

relationships between the different moduli.

2.3.1 Importance of the shrinkage and swelling tests

At the beginning of the nineteenth century,

agricultural researchers studied the soil volume change

behaviour associated with water content changes. Attempts

-----,-------------===----------------------------
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were made to understand the soil water interaction in order

to estimate the water retention capacity of soils for

agricultural purposes (Hardy, 1923). Haines (1923)

conducted a comprehensive study on a wide variety of soils

(Table 2.4). Soil prisms of the size 6x1x1 cm were

prepared from samples at liquid limits. The investigation

involved measuring the volume changes which the soil prisms

experienced during a slow drying and wetting process. Volume

measurements were made by displacement of mercury from a

constant volume bottle. The shrinkage and swelling curves

in terms of the soil and water volume were presented (Figure

2.36). Results of this type of tests give the relative

variation in volume of the-soil str�cture to the water phase

per unit matric suction change. This experimental data can

be re-analyzed to provide the relationship between the

volumetric deformation moduli of the soil structure and

water phase with respect to matric suction changes (See

Chapter III). There are several publications with this type

of test results in the literature.

In 1954, Wooltorton attempted to develop a

qualitative theory for the swelling and shrinking behaviour

of unsaturated soIls. Effort was made to establish

empirical equations to estimate the maximum swelling and

shrinking of a soil based on the Atterberg limits.

Conceptual diagrams of the swelling and shrinking phenomena

•



Table 2.4 Soila Used in The Prism Tests (Haines, 1923)

Fine Silt Loss on

Soil
*

Fine sand Silt I II Clay ignition

A Clay separate --- -- -- -- 90.5 9.5

B Kaolin
- - -

11.7 52.8 12.4

C Clay (Sudan) 16.2 li.8 4.7 4.8 42.3 11.4 -..l
-..l

D Clay subsoil (Durham) 16.1 14.5 13.3 9.7 33.8 9.6

E Harpenden Common 17.8 32.0 9.0 8.3 25.2 10.5

F Loam (Rothamsted) 28.6 33.8 10.0 4.9 14.8 8.3

G Sandy (Norfolk) 60.5 12.3 5.1 3.3 5.3 8.3

H Peaty --- -- -- -- -- 27.0

* The clay fraction on the American system of mechanical analysis =

fine silt II + clay of the above table

�,_--��--------..--------------------------------------------------------------------
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were presented (Figure 2.37). The amount of entrapped air

and the resistance of the soil structure to slaking were

suggested to be the two governing factors affecting the

swelling and shrinking behaviour of a soil. Shrinkage

curves for initially saturated and unsaturated remoulded and

undisturbed soils were hypothesized (Figure 2.38 and 2.39).

The amount of entrapped air in the soil was suggested to be

the reason for the deviation of the shrinkage curves away

from the saturation line. Hypothesized swelling and

shrinkage curves of initially saturated remoulded and

desiccated compacted soils were also presented (Figure 2.40

and 2.41). It was suggested that a soil with stable

structure highly resistant against slaking would possess a

"zigmoid" type of swelling curve (Figure 2.41). Soils

susceptible to slaking were said to have "lunar" type of

swelling curves. Experimental "density change curves" of

four different soils were presented as verification for the

hypotheses (Figure 2.42). The author appears to have

unintentionally conducted perhaps the first comprehensive

study on the relationship between the volumetric deformation

moduli of the soil structure and water phase with respect to

matric suction changes.

Popescu (1980) studied expansive soIls with a

crumb structure to define the "interrelationship" between

the "principal variables" controlling the water retention

, -----------------=��------------------------------
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Figure 2.41 Hypothetical Shrinkage and Swelling Curves for
Desiccated Compacted Soils (Wooltorton, 1954)
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and shrinkage-swell phenomena. An active South Romania clay

loam was tested. Shrinkage curves for soil specimens with

different crumb size fraction were presented (Figure 2.43).

The slopes of these shrinkage curves are the ratios between

the soil structure and water volume change moduli with

respect to increasing matric suction.

Beal (1984) proposed a test method for direct

determination of the water content and linear dimensional

changes of a soil specimen under applied vertical loads.

The general arrangement of the test apparatus was presented

(Figure 2.44). The test involved wetting or drying a soil

specimen under different applied vertical loads. The

vertical strain and change in water content of the specimen

were monitored during the test. The specimen was wrapped

laterally by polythene sheets and tissue paper wick.

Consequently, the lateral confining stresses applied during

the test were indeterminate. Test results of remoulded and

undisturbed specimens of a clay from Dalby, Queensland were

presented (Figure 2.45). The slopes of these swelling and

shrinkage curves are ratios between the soil structure and

water volume change moduli with respect to matric suction.
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Index properties of the investigated active clay

Characteristic specification Experimental
range

Active' clay range according
to Ranainian Standard
9262 - 73

Clay content � .2�
Plasticity index
Free swell in a 100
cc graduate
Shrinkage lindt

Moistening heat

Moisture content at
15 bar suction

(%)
(%)

(%)
(%)

(cal/g)

(%)

23 - 27
32 - 36

90 - 110
8 - 10
8 - 9

3 - 4

18 - 35
25 - 40

75 - 100
12 - 10
6 - 8

5 - 10

-

M.

o s
- 1.0-2.0 mm crumb size

fraction

-

M

O��----�----�----------
0.5-1.0 nun crumb size (b)
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-

(c)
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Figure 2.43 Shrinkage Curves of a Romania Clay with

Different Crumb Size Fractions (Popescu, 1980)
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2.3.2 Other research

In 1963, Gilchrist performed series of one-

dimensional constant volume and free swell tests on

statically compacted Regina clay specimens. Conventional

lever type consolidometers were used. Classification test

results on the clay sample were presented (Table 2.5).

There were sequences of constant volume and free swell tests

on pairs of specimens of near identical initial states

(Table 2.6). Test results from these sequences of tests

(Figure 2.46, 2.47 and Table 2.7) can be re-analyzed to give

the relationship between the soil structure volume change

moduli with respect to decreasing total stress and suction.

Richards (1967) reported that soils at seventeen road

sites in Australia remained saturated to over 9800 kPa

of suction. Consequently, based on the general volume-mass

relation for soils, Se = wGs' a mathematical relation was

derived to relate the soil volume and water content changes

per unit change In matric suction.

AV (w2 - wI) Gs
(100 + w1Gs)

(2.38)

where

AV = change in volume of the soil structure

VI = initial volume of the soil structure

w1 = initial water content
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Table 2.5 Classification Test Results for Regina Clay
(GIlchrist, 1963)

Atterberg Limits Undried Air Dried

Liquid Limit (L.L) 88% 76%

Plastic Limit (P.L.) 33% 30%

Shrinkage Limit (S.L.) 14% 15%

Plastic Index (P.I.) 55% 46%

Specific Gravity (Gs) 2.83 2.83
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Table 2.6 Summary of The Initial Properties of The Samples
Tested in The Selected Sequences of Constant
Volume and Free Swell Tests on Regina Clay
(Gilchrist, 1963)

Sample Initial water In it ial void Initial degree of
No. content ratio saturat ion,

(1) (1)

III-2C�(CV) 32.9 0.937 0.994 Y)
N

III-8A-(FS) 33.0 0.943 0.992

IV-IC-(CV) 38.2 1.086 0.995

IV-4A-(FS) 38.1 1.092 0.987

(CV) - Data obtained from constant volume, (CV) tests

(FS) - Data obtained from free swell, (FS) tests
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Table 2.7 Summary of Free Swell Test Results on Compacted
Regina Clay (Gilchrist, 1963)

1II-8A-(FS) 0 .. 943 1.232

Final water

content,
*

(t)

43.5

Sample No. Initial void
ratio

Final void
ratio

IV-4A-(FS) i.092 1.262 44.6

is calculated according to the general volume-weight

relation, Se - wGs with S - 100% and Gs - 2.83 for

Regina clay
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w2 = final water content

Assuming equal volume changes in the vertical and horizontal

directions, the fractional height change was suggested to be

as follows.

(2.39)

where

AH = change in height of the soil element

H1 = inltial height of the soil element

The presented equation is a relationship between the soil

structure and water phase deformation moduli with respect to

aatric suction.

In 1979, Fredlund presented a qualitative discussion on

the relationships between the various deformation moduli.

The moduli were suggested to be "different for increases and

decreases of the stress state variables" and converging

"towards one value for a saturated soil". The general soil

volume-mass relation was suggested to be the continuity

requirement for volume changes among the various phases of

an unsaturated soil. It was reported that "little or no

information is available on the relative effects of the two

stress state variables, (a - ua) and (ua - uw) on the volume

change behaviour of the various phases in an unsaturated

soil". Such a problem was posed as an area of much needed

research.

Justo, Delgodo and Ruiz (1984) studied the
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influence of stress path to the collapsing and swelling

behaviour of soils under no lateral strain conditions.

Compacted E1-Arahal clay specimens were tested. Both common

and suction controlled oedometers were used. Amongst the

presented test results, there were swelling curves for

specimens under different total stress and matric suction

(Figure 2.48). This test data can be re-ana1yzed to provide

the relationship between the soil structure moduli with

respect to total stress and matric suction when the stress

variables are decreasing.

In 1985, Lloret and Alonso suggested analytical

expressions as optimum functions to be used as volume change

constitutive relations for the soil structure and water

phase of unsaturated soils subjected to c�nfined or

isotropic compression. The relationships between the

different moduli under the specified conditions can be

derived from these functions. However, such an undertaking

involves complicated and hypothetical equations.

Information in the literature on the relationships

between the different moduli is scarce and incomplete.

There are published swelling and shrinking test results

which can be re-analyzed to give the relationship between

the soil structure and water volume change moduli with

respect to matric suction (Haines, 1923) (Wooltorton, 1954)

(Popescu, 1980) (Bea1, 1984). Limited experimental data is

available to be analyzed to show the relationship between
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the soil structure moduli with respect to decreasing total

stress and matric suction (Gilchrist, 1963) (Justo, Delgado

and Ruiz, 1984). The general soil volume-mass relation

(i.e., Se = wGs)' was suggested to be the volume change

continuity requirement among the various phase (Richards,

1967) (Fredlund and Morgenstern, 1976). There are

analytical expres�ions which can be developed to give

relationships between moduli of the same phase with respect

to different stress variables (Llorett and Alonso, 1985).

However, such undertaking involves complicated mathematics.

The resulting relationships are also limited to K and
o

isotropic compression conditions. There is no

comprehensive study on the relationships between the moduli

for both compression and expansion conditions. The lack of

knowledge on this subject has prompted the research

described in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER III

THEORY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the theory of possible

relationships between the various moduli. The form of the

soil structure and water phase constitutive surfaces is

examined on both an arithmetic and a semi-logarithmic scale.

Approximate semi-logarithmic constitutive surfaces are

proposed. The geometry of the approximate constitutive

surfaces is used as a basis for developing relationships

between the moduli.

The chapter is divided into six sections. Section

3.1 describes the layout of the chapter. Section 3.2

presents the form of the soil structure and water phase

constitutive surfaces based on published experimental

evidence. The form on an arithmetic scale and its alternate

on a semi-logarithmic scale are both discussed. Section 3.3

explains the theory development for the relationships

between the various moduli. Approximate semi-logarithmic

constitutive surfaces with planar suctions are proposed.

The methodology of mathematically relating the moduli

through the geometry of the approximate constitutive

surfaces is discussed. Section 3.4 identifies the soil

structure and water phase volume change constitutive
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relations adapted to approximate the curved constitutive

surfaces. The geometrical characteristic of the associated

planar, semi-logarithmic constitutive surfaces are shown.

Section 3.5 develops and presents proposed relationships

between the moduli .based on the geometry of the approximated

constitutive surfaces. Section 3.6 discusses how the

proposed theory can be adapted for unsaturated collapsing

soils. However, a complete consideration of collapsing soil

is outside the scope of this thesis.

382 Characteristic Forms for The SolI Structure and Water

Phase Constitutive Surfaces Based on Published

Experimental Evidence

The continuity requirement (i.e., equation 2.1)

justifies that the soil structure and water phase

constitutive relations are sufficient to completely describe

all volume change properties of an unsaturated soil (see

Section 2.2). This section attempts to identify the nature

of these relations based on published experimental evidence.

The form of the soil structure constItutive surface is

discussed first, followed by the form of the water phases

constItutIve surface.
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Soil structure Constitutive Surface

In 1956, Holtz and Gibbs presented results of

"load-expansion tests" on undisturbed expansive Arizona clay

specimens. Each specimen was tested by measuring the load

required to restrain the specimen during saturation and

measuring the expansion produced by reducing the load

increments to approximately one pound per square inch.

Results of four specimens with different initial conditions

were presented (Figure 3.1). A linear vertical strain

versus the logarithm of decreasing effective stress relation

was observed. A free swell test was performed on a specimen

with initial conditions similar to one of the specimens used

for .the "load expansion' tests". The vertical strain versus

the logarithm of decreasing effective stress and matric

suction lines are found to be converging. This limited data

illustrates that the soil structure constitutive surface for

the unloading mode is unique.

In 1963, Gilchrist presented results of one-

dimensional constant volume and free swell tests on near

identical statically compacted Regina clay specimens.

Results of two series of tests on two groups of specimens

with dIfferent initial void ratios and water contents are

re-analyzed. The rebound curve obtained from the constant

volume compression test Is assumed to be the same as the

effective stress unloading curve from the corrected swelling

pressure, pi (Fredlund, 1983). The void ratio versus the
s
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logarithm of de�reasing effective stress and matric suction

lines are found to be converging (Figure 3.2). This

illustrates the soil structure constitutive surface for the

unloading mode is unique.

In 1966, Noble presented results of constant load

swelling tests on undisturbed and remoulded Regina clay

specimens. These tests were part of the test program

conducted by Gilchrist in 1963. Each specimen was subjected

to a constant load and was then given free access to water

and allowed to swell. The time between the application of

the load and the completion of the flooding was maintained

near thirty seconds with "zero" time for volume change

phenomena considered to be when the addition of water was

completed. Results for five groups of remoulded specimens

with similar initial conditions are re-analyzed and

presented (Figure 3.3). The amount of swelling is plotted

against the logarithm of the applied load. The volume

change versus the logarithm of decreasing effective stress

relations are shown to be essentially linear. The swelling

moduli with respect to decreasing effective stress (i.e.,

Cts) for group III, IV and V are found to be 0.099, 0.090

and 0.100 respectively. The rebound moduli or swell indices

(i.e., Cs) of the same soils were determined by Gilchrist

(1963) to be 0.101, 0.092 and 0.101 respectively_ The close

agreement illustrates the rebound or unloading curves are

approximately parallel to one another.
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In 1969, Aitchison and Woodburn performed modified

oedometer tests on Adelaide Black Earth specimens. Volume

change curves under controlled matric suction and surcharge

load were presented. The vertical strain versus the

logarithm of increasing and decreasing matric suction

relations are found to be closely linear (See Figure 2.3).

1969, Escario presented results of free swelling

and "swelling pressure" tests on remoulded Madrid clay

specimens. Free swelling test results for three specimens

of different initial conditions are re-analyzed. The

vertical strain versus the logarithm of matric suction

relations for these specimens are approximately bilinear

(Figure 3.4). The constant volume stress paths of three

other different speCimens during the "swelling pressure

tests" are presented (Figure 3.5). In a "swelling pressure"

test, the swelling of the specimen was prevented by

increasing and measuring the applied effective stress while

water at atmospheric pressure was fed to the soil. These

constant volume lines are found to be essentially linear on

an arithmetic scale. The same lines are asymptotic curves

on a logarithmic scale. The shape of these constant volume

stress paths illustrates the form of the soil structure

constitutive surfaces in·a three-dimensional plot using the

stress state-variables as the abscissas.

In 1970, Lidgren presented results of one

dimensional constant volume and free swell tests on near
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identical compacted glacial till specimens. The results of

three series of tests on three groups of specimens with

different initial void ratios and water contents are re

analyzed and presented. The void ratio versus the logarithm

of decreasing effective .stress and matric suction lines are

found to be converging (Figure 3.6). It should be noted

that it Is necessary to correct the swelling pressure for

sample disturbance to get the rebound curve to converge with

the matric suction unloading curve. This illustrates the

uniqueness of the'soil structure constitutive surface for

the unloading mode.

In 1973, Aitchison and his co-workers reported a

linear relation between the soil structure volumetric strain

and the logarithm of the total stress (i.e., u), matric

suction.(i.e., (ua - uw» and solute suction (i.e., K).

Modified oedometer test results on an Adelaide clay were

presented (Aitchison and Martin, 1973). For monotonic

volume increases, the vertical strain versus total stress

and matric suction curves are shown to converge towards a

single point on the vertical strain axis when both the total

stress and matric suction approach zero (see Figure 2.10).

The vertical strain versus the logarithm of decreasing

matric suction relation appears to be bilinear (Figure 3.7).

The vertical strain versus the logarithm of increasing

matric suction relation is found to be essentially linear

(Figure 3.8).
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In 1975, Chen presented results of "controlled

swelling" tests on remoulded Denver claystone shale

specimens. Results from a group of five near identical

specimens are re-analyzed and presented. Water was added to

each specimen under constant volume conditions at different

stress levels. The specimen was then allowed to swell under

constant applied stress. A linear vertical strain versus

the logarithm of decreasing effective stress relation is

evident when the so�l structure undergoes monotonic volume

increases (Figure 3.9). Unfortunately data was not

available on the slope of the rebound curve from constant

volume loading and unloading tests.

In 1984, Mitchell and Avalle presented "core

shrinkage test" results of undisturbed O'Halloran Hill clay

specimens. The volume change data of one specimen under

increasing total suction Is re-analyzed. The vertical

strain versus the logarithm of increasing total suction was

found to be somewhat bilinear, the slope becoming flatter at

suction beyond 60,000 kPa (Figure 3.10).

In 1984, Richards, Peter and Martin presented

results of "suction controlled consolidometer tests" on

undisturbed Athelstone Park clay specimens. The matric

suction of the specimen was increased. and then decreased

under constant applied total stress. One set of test data

is re-analyzed and presented. The results demonstrate

linear vertical strain versus the logarithm of matrlc
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suction relations for monotonic volume changes under

constant total stress (Figure 3.11).

In 1985, Lloret and Alonso presented an optimum

soil structure volume change constitutive relation for

significant stress variation. A graphical presentation of

the proposed constitutive relation was shown in Figure 2.2�.
On a semi-logarithmic plot of net total stress and matrlc

suction versus void ratio, the constitutive surface

resembles a quarter section of the convex surface of a

vertical cone.

In addition to the discussed literature, the form

of the effective stress versus void ratio relation is well

established when matric suction is zero. The compression of

a saturated soil consists of two distinct stages, the

recompression and virgin compression (Terzaghi and Peck,

1967). The virgin compression curve is exponential on an

arithmetic scale and can be linearlized on a seml

logarithmic plot. The rebound curves are approximately

parallel to one another and can be linearllzed on a semi

logarlth.ic scale (Lambe and Whitman, 1969). The effective

str'ess equals the net total stress (i.e., a - ua) when a

soil is saturated and the pore-water pressure is zero

(Fredlund, 1973). Slmilarly, SOils can be over-consolidated

by desiccatlon and rebound due to suction decrease. The

co.pression consists of recompression and virgin

compression. The virgin compression branch and rebound

curves are essentially linear on a semi-logarithmic scale
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(Fredlund, 1964).

Based on the above studies, the following key

observations can be made concerning the form of the soil

structure constitutive surfaces for monotonic volume

changes.

a) The constitutive curves on the matric suction or

net total stress planes are essentially linear on a

semi-logarithmic scale. The matric suction and net total

stress planes are state planes on which the net total

stress and matric suction are at a nominal value

respectively_ The same curves are therefore exponential

on arithmetic plots. There are pressure limits which

must be observed. For example, in the suction range of

o to 60,000 kPa, the above relations will often be

linear over a significant portion of this range.

b) A constant volume stress path (i.e., constant void

ratio) on the constitutive surface is essentially a

straight line on an arithmetic plot. The same path

becomes an asymptotic curve on a logarithmic scale.

On an arithmetic plot of void ratio, net total stress and

matric suction, the soil structure constitutive surface is a

concave, warped surface. The same surface becomes a quarter

section of the convex surface of a vertical cone on a void

ratio versus the logarithm of net total stress and matric

suction plot. A schematic diagram of the soil structure

constitutive surfaces for monotonic volume changes is shown
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(Figure 3.12). There are four moduli (i.e., at' ats' am'
a ) associated with the arithmetic representation. These

as

modu1! are defined as follows,

at. , ats = coefficient of compressibility and coefficient
of swelling with respect to the net total stress
for monotonic volume decrease and increase
respectively

= coefficient of compressibility and coefficient
of swelling with respect to matric suction for
monotonic volume decrease and increase
respectively

There are four moduli (i.e., Ct, ets' Cm' Cms) associated

with the semi-logarithmic representation. These moduli are

defined as follows,

= compressive and swelling index with respect to
the net total stress for monotonic volume
decrease and increase respectively

= compressive and swelling index with respect to
matric suction for monotonic volume decrease and
increase respectively

Yater Phase ConstItutIve Surface

There Is limited information on the fora of the

water phase volume change constitutive surface. The

following is an attempt to identify its characteristlc form

based on data fro. research literature.·

In 1954, Croney and Coleman presented the suction

versus water content curves for a variety of soils ranging

from heavy clays to sands (See Figures 2.23 to 2.27). The

water content versus increasing and decreasing matric

suction relations are approximately linear or gradually
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curving on a semi-logarithmic plot. The same relations are

approximately exponential on an arithmetic scale. Figure

3.13 shows data which is considered to be characteristic of

water content versus matric suction data. The projected

matric suction at zero water content from the linear

portions of both the drying and wetting curves is

approximately equal to 300,000 kPa.

In 1967, Fredlund presented matric suction and one-

dimensional consolidation test results on remoulded, slurry

Regina clay specimens. The water content versus the

logarithm of effective stress and matric suction relations

are shown to be essentially linear once the virgin

compression branches are reached (Figure 3.14).

In 1979, McWhorter and Nelson presented matric

suction versus volumetric water content curves for two

sands. The water content versus the logarithm of increasing

matric suction relations for both sands are found to be

bilinear (Figure 3.15).

Arnold (1983) reported that "a value of total

suction at zero water content can be taken as pF 6.8 (i.e.,
·5

6.2 x 10 kPa) for practical purposes". In 1984, Mitchell

and Avalle presented six water content versus total suction

curves for O'Halloran Hill clay specimens of dIfferent

initial states to support the same conclusion. The data is

re-analyzed to show linear water content versus the

logarithm of total suction relations converging towards a
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limiting value of 6.2 x 105 kPa at zero water content

(Figure 3.16). Previously, Croney and Coleman (1954)

reported the total suction at zero water content for sands,

light and heavy clay soils to be pF 4.5 (i.e., 3.1 x 103kPa)
5

and pF 7.0 (i.e., 9.8 x 10 kPa) respectively. In 1964,

Fredlund presented the total suction at zero water content

for a remoulded Regina clay to be 8.8 x 105 kPa. One the

basis of the above data, it can be concluded that all soils

have essentially the same total suction at zero water

content. The preferred value appears to be 6.2 x 105 kPa.

This provides a fixed point when establishing the water

content versus suction relation •

. The water content and void ratio constitutive

relations are related to each other by the relative density

vhen a soil is saturated. The fora of the effective stress

versus voId ratio constitutive relation is well established

and discussed previously in this section. Conclusions

arrived at also pertain to the water phase constitutive

relation on the net total stress plane.

There is insufficient information In the literature

to completely define the form of the water phase volume

change constltutive surface. There is evidence that the

constitutive curves on the matric suction or net total

stress equals to zero planes are essentially linear on a

seai-logarithmic scale. There are pressure limits within

which the linearity Is observed. The same curves are
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therefore approximately exponential on arithmetic plots.

There is no experimental information available on the shape

of a constant water content stress path on the constitutive

surface. When a soil approaches saturation, a change in net

total stress is as effective as a change in matric suction

in changing the water content. A constant water content

stress path must therefore approach a forty-five degree line

towards the matric suction equals to zero plane. This angle

forms an upper limit. A constant water content stress path

on the water phase constitutive surface must be assumed to

be a straight line on an arithmetic plot of water content

versus net total stress and matr1c suct1on. The angle can

be less than forty-five degree. The resulting water phase

constitutive surface is a concave surface when water content

is increased or decreased. The linear constant water

content stress path becomes an asymptotic curve on a

logarithmic net total stress and matric suction plot. The

resulting water phase constitutive surface therefore

resembles a quarter section of the convex surface of a

vertical cone on a water content versus the logarithm of net

total stress and matric suction plot. A schematic diagram

of the water phase constitutive surfaces for monotonic

volume changes is presented (Figure 3.17). There are four

moduli (i.e., bt, bt ' b , b ) associated with the
s m ms

arithmetic representation. These moduli are defined .as

follows,
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= coefficient of water content and rebound
coefficient of water content with respect to the
net total stress for monotonic water content
decrease and increase respectively

= coefficient of water content and rebound
coefficient of water content with respect to
matric suction for monotonic water content
decrease and increase respectively

There are four moduli (i.e., Dt, Dt ' D and D ) associated
s m ms

with the semi-logarithmic representation. These moduli are

. defined as follows,

water content and rebound water content index
with respect to the net total stress for
monotonic water content decrease and increase
respectively

= water content and rebound water content index
with respect to matric suction for monotonic
water content decrease and increase respectively

3.3 Theoretical Development Pertinent to The Use of

Semi-logarithmic Constitutive Surfaces

Section 3.2 identifies characteristic forms for the

soil structure and water phase volume change constitutive

surfaces in terms of void ratio, water content, the net

total stress and matric suction. This section describes a

methodology of formulating relationships between the various

moduli through geometric considerations of the semi-

logarithmic constitutive surfaces. The case of the soil
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structure undergoing monotonic volume decrease is used as an

example to explain the proposed theory in the following

discussion. Similar logic can be applied to other modes of

volume change.

The soil structure volume change constitutive

surface is a convex surface on a void ratio versus the

logarithm of net total stress and matric suction plot

(Figure 3.18). The curved surface resembles a quarter

surface section of a vertical cone with an ellipsoid base.

The tip of the cone is a projected point of convergence, EL

on the void ratio axis. Point EL is assumed to be the point

where the two linear void ratio versus the logarithm of net

total stress and matric suction constitutive lines meet.

Point EL represents the void ratio of a soil under a nominal

stress of net total stress and matric suction.

It is proposed that this curved surface can be

approximated by three planar surface sections (i.e., planes

I, II and III) (Figure 3.18). The boundaries of these

planar sections are defined by four stress points (i.e.,

points u, v, wand x) and point EL which is the projected

point of convergence of the constitutive surface. The point

,u is commonly referred to as the corrected swelling pressure

(i.e., P�) (Fredlund, 1983). Point x represents the matric

suction of a soil after being unloaded at constant volume

(I.e., (ua - uw)�). Points v and ware the intersections of

plane II with planes I and III (Figure 3018). A graphical

-----
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Flgure 3.18a The Soil Structure Constltutive Surface for
Monotonic Volume Decrease
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Figure 3.18b The Approximated Form for The SoIl Structure

Constitutive Surface for Monotonic Volume

Decrease
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procedure is suggested to locate points v and w in the next

paragraph.

The constant volume stress path is essentially a

straight line on an arithmetic plot of net total stress

versus matric suction. The slope of this line is defined by

the corrected swelling pressure (i.e., P's or stress point

u) and the corresponding matric suction of a soil after

e
being unloaded at constant volume (i.e., (ua - uw)i or

stress point x) (Figure 3.19). The same constant volume

stress path becomes an asymptotic curve on a logarithmic

plot of net total stress versus matric suction. It is

proposed that this asymptotic stress path can be

approximated by three linear segments (i.e., uv, vw and wx).

A graphical procedure to locate point v and w is as follows

(see Figure 3.19),

1) draw a line AB with a slope of

log(u - Uw)�
tangential to the asymptotic curve;

a

log p'
s

and

ii) draw a line parallel to the 10g(ua - uw) axis through u

to intersect line AB, the point of intersection is v;

iii) draw a line parallel to the log(u - ua) axis through x

to intersect line AS, the point of intersection is w.

D.j"l J( c_l.r�r:.-4i,afj_)
If the abscissa of stress point v is denoted by "log a", the

numerical value of "a" can be found

log a log pi
" S "

log(ua - Uw)�
through the graphical

Theordinate of stress point w would be

procedure discussed. The term, "log a" can also be written

mathematically as,
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log pi pi

log a log[
s

e) - log(
s

e1 + log P'=

log(ua - u ). (ua - u ).
s

W 1 W 1

(Ua
e

log P'- u ).
(1 +

. W 1
] 10g(l +

s

e1 (3.1)-

P' log(ua - u ).
s W 1

Actual and

for various

approximated constant volume stress paths
pi

s

(ua _ Uw)�
ratios are presented (Figure 3.20

The proximity of the approximated stress path toto 3.22).

the actual stress path is illustrated.

Plane I and III are referred to as the orthogonal

planes. The boundaries of plane I are line uv and the

projections of lines ELu and ELv (Figure 3.23). Plane I is

orthogonal to the void ratio versus the logarithm of the net

total stress plane. The slope of plane I Is equal to the

compressive index with respect to the net total stress

(i.e., Ct) (see section 2.2.1) Plane I defines a stress

space within which any volume change is defined by one

modulus. Plane III is bounded by line wx and the

projections of lines ELw and ELx (Figure 3.23). Plane III

Is orthogonal to the void ratio versus the logarithm of

matric suction plane. The slope of plane III Is equal to

the compressive index with respect to matric suction (i.e.,

Cm) (see section 2.2.1). One modulus Is needed to define

volume change resulting from any stress change within the

stress space defined by plane III.

Plane II is a transition between planes I and III.

Plane II Is assumed to be a part of the triangular plane

--.
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•

Figure 3e23a Geometry of The Orthogonal Planes I and III

Approximating The Soil Structure Constitutive
Surface for Monotonic Volume Decrease

e

EL

Figure 3.23b Geometry of The Transition Plane II Approximating
The Soil Structure Constitutive Surface for

Monotonic Volume Decrease
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defined by line ELv and ELw (Figure 3.23). The void ratio

ordinate is assumed to locate at an intersection of the

abscissas where the net total stress is equal to the matric

suction. Plane II is bounded by line vw and the projections

of line ELv and ELw. Line vw is constructed such that the
log P�

slope of the line Is • Line vw is parallel to

log(u - u )�
aWl

line ux, if the logarithm of the stress variables are both

equal to zero at the intersections of the abscissas. Planes

uELx and vELw are therefore converging planes towards a

common point EL on the ordinate. The projected point of

convergence, EL and stress points u, v, wand x define a

degenerated pyramid. Gradients on plane II with respect to

the logar i thm of t.he net total stress and matr I e suction can

be written in terms of the slopes of line ELu and ELx by

geometry of the pyramid. The slopes of lines ELu and ELx

are the compressive indices with respect to the net total

stress (i.e., Ct) and matric suction (l.e., Cm)
respectlvely. Plane II therefore represents a stress space

within which any volume change is defined by two moduli

which can be written in terms of the compressive indices.

The same two compressive indices are related to each other

by geometry through the assumed form of the constitutive

surface.

The preceding discussion presents an approximate

form of the constitutive surface for monotonic volume

change. The approximated form is composed of three planar
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sections. These planes are assumed to converge towards a·

single point on the ordinate. Two of these planes are

orthogonal planes. A horizontal line on the third

transition plane is assumed to have a slope defined by the

ratio of the logarithm of the corrected swelling pressure

�nd the corresponding matrlc suction of a soil after being

unloaded at constant volume. This transition plane can be

defined by the two moduli with respect to the logarithm of

the stress variables of the abscissas. The same two moduli

can be related mathematically by geometry of the apprOXi

mated constitutive surface.

3.4 The Adopted Semi-logarithmic Volume Change Constitutive

Relations for The Soil structure and Water Phase

In section 3.3, geometric surfaces of three planar

sections are proposed to approximate the curved soil

structure and vater phase constitutive surfaces. Each

proposed geometriC surface is composed of two orthogonal and

one transition planes. This section presents constitutive

relations which represent these planes. The proposed

constitutive relations are presented first numerically and

then graphically.
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3.4.1 Numerical presentation of the adopted se.i

logarithmic constitutive relations

This section derives the equations for the planar

sections of the approximated soil structure and water phase

constitutive surfaces. The case of the soil structure

undergoing aonotonic volume decrease is used as an example

to show the mathematical derivation. The constitutive

relation representing the transition plane is discussed

first, followed by the constitutive relations representing

the orthogonal planes.

An illustration of the geometrical characteristics

of the approximated soil structure constitutive surface for

aonotonic voluae decrease is presented (Figure 3.24). The

void ratio ordinate is assumed to locate at an intersection

of the abscissas where the net total stress is equal to

aatrlc suction. The projected point of convergence, EL of

the constitutive surface represents the void ratio of a soil

under a nominal stress. The numerical value of the net

total stress and aatric suction at this projected state is

assumed to be unity.

ConstItutive Relation for The Transition Plane

The coapresslve indices with respect to the net

total stress and aatric suction (I.e., Ct and C.) can be

related through the geometry of the approximate constitutive

surface (Figure 3.24). The two right angle triangles, AELuQ
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and AELxQ share a common vertical side, ELQ.

Mathematically, it follows,

*
e = e + Clog P'

o t s (3.2a)

or

*
e

e
= eo + C log(ua - u ).

m w 1.
(3.2b)

Vectors EL� and EL� lay on the transition plane (II) (i.e_,

--�
ELw

(3.4)

plane ELv'w') be written as,

[log ps')i�+ [log a]J�+ [- C 10gP']k�t s
( 3.3)

A vector normal to the transition plane (II) can be written

as,

ii�= EEt x ELt
= nlI�+ n2j�+ n3k� (3 .. 5a)

where

Ct 10gP� (log(ua
e

log a)n1
= - u ).-

w 1.

Ct
2 e

log a](logP;) [log(ua - u ) -

w i
n2

=

log(ua -

e

uw) i

(3.Sb)

(3.Sc)

e e
10gP'(log(u - u ).- log a)[log(ua - uW)1..+ log a]
saw 1.

(3.5d)

Let P be a point on the transition plane (II). The vector

EL� can be written as,

EL� = [log(u - u )]i�+ [log(u - u )Jj�
a a w

+ [e - (eo+ Ct109p�)Jk� (3.6)
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Since vector EL� lays on the transition plane (II),

therefore

E-L-� -�
P • n =0 (3.7a)

it follows,

nllog(u - Uw) + n210g(ua-uw) + n3[e - (eo+ CtlogP�)] = 0

(3.7b)
or

n n

e = (e + C 10gP') -
:1 log(u-u ) -

:2 log(u - u )
o t s n3 a n3 a w

(3.7c)

Combining equations (3.5b),(3.5c),(3.5d) and
e

Ctlog(ua - uw)i
- (----�--��--��---

log(u - u )�+ log a
aWl

(3.7c) gives,

log(u-ua)

log(u - u )
a w

(3.8)

The same equation can be written in terms of the initial and

final void ratio (i.e., ei and e£ ) of a soil before and

after a volume decrease.

(u - u )
log [

(u
a f)

- ua) i
e

log(ua - u ).+ log a
w 1

(3.9)

The same mathematical procedure can be repeated to derive an

equation describing a water content change on the transition

plane of the approximated water phase constItutive surface

for monotonic water content decrease.
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(3.10)

The term, pi is the net total stress of a soil after beingw

saturated at constant water content.
w

The term, (ua - u ).
W 1

represents the matrlc suction of a soil after being unloaded

at constant water content. The term, log b is the abscissa

value of the stress point, v used to approximate the

asymptotic constant water content stress path. The

numerical value of "b" can be found through the graphical

procedure discussed in Section 3.3.

Similar �guations can be written for a volume or

water content change on the transition planes of the

approximated soil structure and water phase constitutive

surfaces for monotonic volume increase.

(3.11)

and

(3.12)
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Constitutive Relations for The Orthogonal Planes

The mathematical derivation for an equation

describing a volume change on the transition plane of the

approximated soil structure constitutive surface for

monotonic volume decrease was presented. Similar

mathematical procedures can be repeated to derive equations

describing a volume change on the two orthogonal planes

(I.e., plane I-uvu'v' and plane III-wxw'x') of the same

constitutive surface (See Figure 3.24).

Plane I (i.e., plane uvu'v') is perpendicular to

the void ratio versus the logarithm of the net total stress

plane. Plane I defines a stress· space within which any

volume change is defined by the compressive index with

respect to the net total stress.· An equation describing a

volume change on plane I can be written as,

(0' - U )

ef = e. - Ctlog[(O'
a f)

1 - ua) i
(3.13)

Plane III (i.e., plane wxw'x') is perpendicular to the void

ratio versus the logarithm of matric suction plane. It

defines a stress space within which any volume change is

defined by the compressive index with respect to matric

suction. An equation describing a volume change on plane

III can be written as,

(3.14)

Similarly, equations describing a volume change on

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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the orthogonal planes of the approximated water phase

constItutIve surface for monotonic water content decrease

can be written as,

(a -

US! )
t;

wf = wi
- Dtl09( (a _ u )

]
a i

and

(u -

u�)�a

vf = wi
- Dml09[(U _ u )

]
a w i

(3.15)

(3.16)

Similar equations can be written for a volume or

water content change on the orthogonal planes of the

approximated soil structure and vater phase constitutive

surfaces for monotonic volume increase.

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

and

(3.20)

The sign convention adopted for the presented

constitutive relations (i.e., equation (3.9), (3.10),

(3.11), (3.12), (3.13), (3.14), (3.15), (3.16), (3,17),

(3.18), (3.19), and (3.20» is shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Adopted Sign Convention for The Moduli and The

Stress State Variables Used in the Constitutive

Relations

DESCRIPTION
SIGN

....

...
\D

Increase in void ratio or water content Positive (+)

(e.g_, de or dw)

Decrease in void ratio or water content Negative (-)

Loading (I.e., increase in the stress Positive (+)

state variable)

Unloading (I.e., decrease in the stress Negative (-)

state variable)
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3.4.2 GraphIcal presentation of the adopted semi

logarithmic constitutive relations

ThIs section presents graphically the approximate

soil structure and water phase constitutive surfaces (Figure

3.25 and 3.26). The void ratio and water content ordinates

are assumed to be located at the intersection of the stress

variable abscissas where the net total stress is equal to

matric suction. The approximate constitutive surfaces for

monotonic volume increase are assumed to have pOints of

convergence on the void ratio (i.e., point EU) and water

content ordinates (i.e., point WU). Similarly, the

approximate constitutive surfaces for monotonic volume

decrease are assumed to have projected points of convergence

on the void ratio and water content ordinates as well (i.e.,

points EL and WL respectively). These points of convergence

of the constitutive surfaces represent the void ratio and

water content of a soil under a nominal stress. The

numerical value of the net total stress and matric suction

at this nominal stress state is assumed to be one. The use

of a logarithmic scale for the abscissas makes the

specification of units for the stress variables unnecessary.
A soil is seldom at a stress free state in nature. The

assumptIon of a nominal stress condition as a limiting

stress state is therefore considered reasonable. The void

ratio and water content of a soil after being unloaded to a

nominal stress state is defined as the free swelling void

--.------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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ratio and water" content respectively (i.e., efs and wfs).
These approximated constitutive surfaces are used as a basis

for developing the relatl�nships between the various soil

structure and water phase moduli.

The geometry of the approximated constitutive

surfaces is identifiable by four characteristic stress

states represented by the variables, P' , (u - u lei ' P'
saw w

w
and (ua - uw)i.

The variable, P� represents the initial stress

state of a soil translated to the net total stress plane

following a constant volume stress path (Figure 3.25). It

is referred to as the corrected swelling pressure (Fredlund,

1983). The word "corrected" is used to distinguish this

stress state from the conventionally determined swelling

pressure which normally falls below the corrected value due

to sample disturbance (Fredlund, 1983). The corrected

swelling pressure is equal to the initial net total stress,

(u - u )1 plus the initial matric suction, (u - u ).
a aWl

translated onto the net total stress plane. The magnitude

of the translated matric suction is smaller than the initial

matrlc suction. The difference Is because the net total

stress is more effective in deforming the soil structure

than matric suction.

e
The stress state, eUa - uw)i represents the initial

stress state translated to the matric suction plane

following a constant volume stress path (Figure 3.25). It

"� n. ___
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Is equal to the initial matric suction plus the initial net

total stress translated onto the matric suction plane. The

magnitude of the translated net total stress is larger than

the initial net total stress because matric suction is less

effective in deforming the soil structure than net total

stress.

The stress state, pi represents the initial stress
w

state of a soil translated to the net total stress plane

following a constant water content stress path (Figure

3.26). It is equal to the initial net total stress plus the

initial matric suction translated onto the net total stress

plane. The magnitude of the translated matric suction is

larger than the initial matric suction because matric

suction is more effective in changing the water content than

net total stress.

w
The stress state, (ua - uw)l represents the initial

stress state translated to the matric suction plane

following a constant water content stress path (Figure

3.26). It is equal to the initial matric suction plus the

initial net total stress translated onto the matric suction

plane. The magnitude of the translated net total stress is

smaller than the initial net total stress because a change

in net total stress is less effective in changing the water

content than a same amount of change in the matric suction.

The magnitudes of the four characteristic stress
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for a soil. A saturated soil with an overburden acting on

it has a corrected swelling pressure, p� equal to that of

P�. The magnitudes of the stress states, (ua - Uw)� and

w

(ua - uw)i' of an unconfined unsaturated soil are the same

as the initial matric suction of the soil.

305 Relationships between The Moduli

There are six volumetric deformation moduli

associated with the soil structure, pore-water and pore-air

phases in an unsaturated soil. Only four are independent

and reference will be made to the soil structure and water

phase constitutive relations. Differentiating the basic

volume-mass relation (i.e., Se = WGs) with respect to the

logarithm of the net total stress gives,
de de d_S�a _

Sa dlog(a - ua)
- e

dlog(a - ua)dlog(a - u )
a

dw
= Gs dlog(a -

(3.21)

Differentiat1ng the same volume-mass relation with respect

to the logarithm of matric suction gives,

de de d_S_a� __

Sa dl ( )
- e

dlog(u _ )og ua- Uw a Uw
(3.22)

where

Sa = 100% - S
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S = degree of saturatIon, (%)

The above two equations are fixed relationships between

moduli of the soil structure, pore-water and pore-air

phases.

J.5.1 Relationships between moduli of the same phase with

respect to different constitutive relations

using different paris of stress state variables

Constitutive relations can be formulated by using

any two of the three independent stress state variables

(i.e., (u - ua), (u - uw) and (ua - Uw». Three equivalent

constitutive relations in incremental form can be written to

describe a volume change process for anyone phase of an

unsaturated soil.

de (or dw) = A1dlog(a - u ) + A2dlog(ua - u ) (J.2Ja)a w

or = Aldlog(a - uw) + A4dlog(ua - uw' (J.2Jb)

or = Asdlog(u - u ) + A6dlog(u - u ) (J.2Jc)w a

where

AI' A2 ' Al, A4 ' AS ' A6
= volumetric deformation moduli with respect to the

specified increasing or decreasing (i.e. loading or

unloading) reference stress state variable

Consider a volume change process with the pore-air,

Ua' and pore-water pressure, Uw being kept constant while

total stress, u is changed by duo The resulting volume

change can be represented by anyone of the above three
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constitutive relations (i.e., equation 3.23a, 3.23b and

3.23c). Comparing 3.23a to 3.23b shows that,

(3.24)

Consider a volume change process with the total

'stress and pore-air pressure being kept constant while the

pore-water pressure is changed by du • A comparison between
w

equations 3.23a and 3.23c illustrates,

(3.25)

SImilarly, for a volume change process with the total

stress and pore-water pressure being kept constant while the

pre-air pressure Is changed by dua, a comparison between

equations 3.23b and 3.23c shows,

A = - A
4 6

(3.26)

Since equations 3.23a, 3.23b and 3e23c are equivalent

constitutive relations describing the same volume change,

they are mathematIcally equal to one another. Combining

equations 3.23a , 3.23b and 3.24 gives,

A1 = A2
- A4

Combining equations 3.23a, 3.23c and 3.25 gives,

(3.27)

A1 = AS - A6
Combining equations 3.23b, 3.23c and 3.26 gives,

(3.28)

A3 = - A4 + AS
Four of the six established relationships (i.e.

(3.29)

equation 3.24 to 3.29) between the six moduli (I.e. A1 to

A6) defined by the three equivalent constitutive relations

(i.e. equation 3.23a to 3.23c) are independent. It follows
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that only two of these six moduli (i.e. Al to A6) are

independent variables. Once the moduli with respect to any

pair of the three independent stress variables (i.e. (a -

Ua), (a - uw) and (ua - uw') are determined experimentally

for anyone phase, moduli of the same phase with respect to

other possible pairs of stress variables can be found by

using the above theoretical relationships (i.e. equation

3.24 to 3.29).

3.5.2 Relationships between moduli of the same phase

Section 3.4.2 presented the approximated soil

structure and water phase constitutive surfaces. The

deformation moduli of the soil structure (i.e., Ct and Cm'

Cts and Cms) and those of water phase (i.e., Dt and Om' Dts
and Oms) can be related mathematically to the characteristic

stress states (see Section 3.4.2) according to the geometry

of the approximated constitutive surfaces (Figure 3.27).

Consider the pyramids, OEUux or OWUux and OELux or

OWLux in Figure 3.27,

(3.30)

or

= D log(u·-
w

OWU = Aw = °tslog P' Uw) iw .. ms a

and

log(Ua
e

OEL = Ae = Ct log P' = C - uw) is m

(3.31)

(3.32)
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or

OWL = Aw = Dt log p�
It follows,

(3.33)

log p�
(3.34)

e

log(ua - u ).
W 1

and

D+-." D
....!r..iL

0r
:.t.

Dms Dm
= (3.35)

A change in net total stress is more effective in

deforming the soil structure than a change in matric

suction. The reverse is true when inducing water content

change Is considered (Fredlund, 1973).

Cts � Cms
Ct � em

Oms � °ts

Om � Dt

As a result,

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.39)

Combining equations 3.34 to 3.39 shows the moduli ratios,
C C 0ts D

ms _m and Dt should be less than one.

Cts' Ct' D
ms m

3.S.3 Relationships between moduli of the soil structure

and water phase with respect to the same stress

variable change

This section discusses the relationships between

moduli of the soli structure and water phase with respect to

the same stress state variable change. Moduli with respect

--
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to the logarithm of net total stress (i.e., Cts and Dts' Ct
and Dt) are related by the soil volume-mass relation (i.e.,

Se = WGs'. Relationships between moduli with respect to the

logarithm of matric suction (i.e., C and 0 , C and Om'ms ms m

are derived from the relationships previously discussed.

3.5.3.1 Relationships between moduli of the soil structure

and water phase with respect to log(u - ua)
When the degree of saturation of a soil is 100

percent, the soil volume-mass relation states,

e = wG
s

it follows,

de
G

dw
=

dlog(CT - ua' s dlog(CT - ua)
and

:n
or

�
= G

Dts Dt s

(3.40)

(3.41)

(3.42)

In other words, the relative density (i.e., G ) is a fixed
s

link between the soil structure and water phase moduli with

respect to the logarithm of the net total stress when a soil

approaches saturation.

3.5.3.2 Relationships between moduli of the soil structure

and water phase with respect to log(ua - uw)
Equation 3.34 describes the relationships between
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moduli, Ct and C or Ct and C whereas equation 3.35
s ms m

describes the relationships between moduli, 0tsand Oms or 0t
and Om as follows (see Section 3.5.2),

Cms Cm log p�
or =

Cts Ct log(ua - Uw)�

=

Equation 3.42 describes the relationships between moduli Cts
and 0ts or Ct and Dt as follows,

Combining these relationships (i.e., equations (3.34),

(3.35) and (3�42» gives the telationships between moduli of

the soil structure and the water phase with respect to the

logarithm of matric suction.

Cms Cm G log p� log(ua
w

- u )
s w i

(3.43)or =

Oms Om log{ua _ u )e log P'
w 1 w

When a soil is saturated (Le., the degree of

saturation equals 100 percent), equation 3.40 describes the

relative change in void ratio and water content of a soil

subjected to a stress change. It follows,

de dw
dl ( )

= Gs d 1 ( - u )og ua
-

Uw 09 ua w
(3.44)

and

-C
.....m.§.
°

ms

or (3.45)
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Unconfined shrinking and swelling tests measure the

relative volume change of the soil structure and pore-water

phase of a soil subjected to matric suction changes while

the total stress is constant. The soil specimen is

"generally dried or wetted under unconfined conditions. The

net total stress acting on the specimen would therefore be

constant and equal to the self weight at a nominal value.

The test results are commonly presented as void ratio versus

water content plots. The slope of these shrinking and

ems em
swelling curves are therefore the and moduli

Oms Om
ratios respectively.

In 1923, Haines presented unconfined shrinking and

swelling curves of slurry Durham clay specimens. The re-

analyzed data is presented (Figure 3.28). A bilinear

relation between water content and void ratio is apparent.

The slopes of the initial sections of the drying curves and

the end sections of the wetting curves are approximately the

same as the relative density of the soil when the soil

approaches saturation.

In 1954, Wooltorton presented unconfined shrinking

and swelling curves of compacted sandy loam, sandy clay and

plastic clay specimens (see Figure 2.42). Two identical

specimens were prepared for each compaction state. One

specimen was dried and the other wetted. Results for six

pairs of specimens were presented. The data for the

compacted clay specimens are re-analyzed (Figure 3.29). A
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bi-linear relation between water content and void ratio is

apparent. The slopes of the initial sections of the wetting
Sns_curves (i.e., 0 ) are approximately

ms

of the initial sections of the drying

However, the slopes of the end

the same as the slopes
C

(
• ....m. )curves l.e., 0

•

m

sections of the wetting

curves are found to be decreasing rather than approaching

unity. This would appear to be a rather unusual soil

behaviour. In the original lIterature, Wooltorton (1954)

did not provide any information on how the specimen volumes

were measured. If the volumes of the specimens were

determined by direct measurements, the resulting void ratio

values could have been under-estimated especially when the

specimens were wet (see Section 5.4). This could have led

to the exh1blted unnatural phenomenon.

3.5.4 Summary

Sectlon 3.4 presents approximated soil structure

and water phase constitutive surfaces for monotonic volume

changes. The assumed geometry of these approximated

constltutive surfaces is used as a basis to relate the

various soil structure and water phase moduli.

section 3.5.2 shows the proposed relationships

between moduli, Cmsand Cts' Cm and Ct, Dtsand Dms' Dt and Dm
based on the assumed geometry of the approximated

constitutive surfaces. The relationships are written in
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terms of the characteristic stress states identifiable to

the approximated constitutive surfaces.· Section 3.5.3

discusses the relationships between moduli, Cts and Dts' Ct
and Dt based on the soil volume-mass relation. The

between moduli, C and 0 , C and 0 are subsequentlyms ms m m

derived in terms of the established preceding relationships.

The relatlonships between moduli of the soil

structure and those between moduli of the water phase can be

presented graphically. The case of a solI undergoing

monotonic volume decrease is used as an example to explain

the method.

Consider a soil under a stress condition of

(u - u )i and (u - u ). (Figure 3.30). The initial void
a aWl

ratio and water content of the solI are represented by

eo and Wi respectively. The corrected swelling pressure, p�
and the slope of the virgin compression branch (i.e., Ct)
can be established by conventional saturated solI testIng

techniques (Lambe, 1951). An extension of the virgin

compression branch through the corrected swelling pressure

gives the projected point of convergence of the approximated

constitutive surface on the void ratio ordinate (i.e., point

EL). A line extending from this prOjected point of conver

gence gives the matric suction of the soil after being un

eloaded at constant volume (I.e., (ua - uw)l) or the modulus

C If either one is known. The modulus, Ct is equal to
m .

DtGs when a soil Is saturated (see equation (3.42». The
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intersection of the virgin compression branch and a

horizontal line from the void ratio ordinate at WiGs gives

the initial stress state of the soil translated to the net

total stress plane following a constant water content stress

path (i.e., p� ) (see Figure 3.26). The virgin compression

branch of the water phase is therefore established. Similar

graphical steps described previously can be followed to

locate the projected point of convergence of the approximate

water phase constitutive surface. The modulus, Om or the

initial stress state of the "soil translated to the matric

suction plane following a constant water content stress path

(i.e., (Ua - Uw)�) (see Figure 3.26) can be found sub

sequently if either one is known. The graphical procedure

is similar to that described for the soil structure earlier.

"The approximated constitutive surfaces involve the

assumption of a nominal stress state as a limiting stress

condition (see Section 3.4.2). The numerical value of the

net total stress and matric suction at this nominal stress

state is assumed to be one. This assumption does not impose

a problem when the approximated constitutive surfaces are

used as means to evaluate monotonic volume change. The case

for insitu swelling of a soil due to saturation is used as

an example to illustrate this point.

Consider a soil under an initial stress condition

of (� - u ). and (u - u ). (i.e., stress point A) (Figurea 1 aWl

3.31). The stress path AS represents the insitu swelling of
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the soil when it is saturated. The actual stress change is

reducin9 the initial matrlc suction of the soil to zero at

constant net total stress. Zero matric suction is undefined

on a 109arlthmic scale. The solI structure constitutive

surfaces for monotonic volume change are unique (Fredlund,

1979). Therefore, following an alternate stress path AvuB

should end at the same final state as stress path AB. The

resulted insitu swelling can be readily evaluated by knowing

the corrected swelling pressure (i.e., P�) and the

swelling index with respect to the net total stress (i.e.,

Cts)·
The proposed theory in this section is limited for

monotonic volume changes. stress changes involving non

monotonic volume changes can be resolved into steps of

stress changes producing monotonic volume change only. The

discussed concepts can therefore be applied accordingly.

3.6 Conceptual Adaptation for Collapsing Soils

A collapsing soil is generally referred to as an

unsaturated soil which exhibits volume decrease upon

saturation under a constant applied load. Limited

information Is avaIlable in the literature on the volume

change constItutive relation for collapsIng solIs. The·

following is a suggestion on how the relationships between
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the various moduli of a collapsing soil may be formulated.

The following properties are widely observed for

collapsing soils,

a) A decrease in the net total stress is required to

maintain a constant volume of a specimen upon saturation

(Jennings and Burland, 1962).

b) A collapsing soil becomes normally consolidated

following soaking (Burland, 1985).

The volume change constitutive surfaces for a collapsing

soil are hypothesized based on these observations.

Little is known about the form of the constant

volume stress path of a collapsing soil when it is being

wetted. The soil structure constitutive surface for

monotonic volume decrease Is hypothesized by assuming the

stress path (i.e., stress path AM) is a straight line

(Figure 3.32). On an arithmetic plot, the constitutive

surface is a combination of two concave surfaces, I and II.

The two concave surfaces are separated by a ridge defined

by the virgin compression curve on the matric suction equals

to the initial matric suction (i.e., (Ua - uw)i) plane.

The same constltutive surface becomes a composite of a

planar and a convex curved surface on a semi-logarithmic

plot. The collapsing curve (i.e., the void ratio versus

decreasing matric suction relation at constant net total

stress) is assumed to be linear on a semi-logarithmic scale.

It is suggested that this composite surface can be
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Figure 3.32a The Soil structure Constitutive Surface of A
Collapsing Soil for Monotonic Volume Decrease
on An Arithmetic Scale
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Figure 3.32b The Soil Structure ConstItutive Surface of A
Collapsing Soil for Monotonic Volume Decrease
on A Semi-Logarithmic Scale
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approximated by two planar surfaces (Figure 3.33). Planar

surface I is defined by the linearllzed virgin compression

and collapsing curves. Planar surface II is defined by the

linearlized virgin compression and void ratio versus

increasing matric suction curves. Three moduli are required

to define this approximated constitutive surface. The

moduli are the compression indices with respect to the net

total stress and matrlc suction (i.e., Ct and Cm), as well

as the collapse index (i.e., Ctc). The collapse lndex is

defined as the vold ratio change per the logarithm of matric

suction decrease. The compression index with respect to the

net total stress can be related to the collapse index by

geometry,

C =

tc

log(u - ua)i
log(ua - uw)i

(3.46)

other relationships involving the compression index with

'respect to matric suction may be formulated pending on a

better understanding of the form of the constltutlve

surface.

It is observed that the less swelling that a soil

exhlblts, the smaller the swelling pressure (Haswoswe,

1985). Under K condition when the net total stress is
o

small, soaking alone seldom causes a soil to collapse. The

constitutlve surface for monotonic volume increase can,

therefore, be visualized as a sequence of diminishing

surfaces as a soil becomes less swelling (Figure 3.34). The

li.iting case would be that of a collapsing soil under no
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net total stress. The constitutive surface should become a

horizontal line on the void ratio versus the logarithm of

matric suction plane. There is, therefore, a smooth

transition between the constitutive surface of a swelling

soil to that of a collapsing soil. However, the formulation

of relationships between moduli of a collapsing soil awaits

further research in order to completely identify the form of

the volume change constitutive surfaces.
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CHAPTER IV

TEST PROGRAM

4.1 General

The main objective of the test program is to

experimentally verify the form of the constitutive surfaces

for various loading conditions. The two loading conditions

can be described as i) vertical loading with no lateral

expansion and il) isotropic loading. The form of the

constitutive surface will provide an understanding of the

relationships between relevant moduli.

4.2 Soils

Two soils, a uniform silt and a glacial till, were

selected. The silt Is from the Pilot Butte area (SW-14-18-

18-W2) in Saskatchewan. It was selected for its relatively

high permeability. The till is from the Indian Head area

(NE-11-18-14-W2) in Saskatchewan. Its volume change

behaviour has been documented by Lidgren (1970). The index

properties and grain size distribution curves for these

soils are presented in Table 4.1, Figure 4.1 and 4.2

respectively. Results of salinity analyses on these solIs

are given in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.1 Index Properties of the SIlt and Glacial
Till Used in the Test Program

lll.t. Glacial TIll

Liquid Limit 26.7\ 33.2\

Plastic Limit 14.9\ 13.0\

Plasticity Index 11.8\ 20.2\

Percent Sand Sizes 25.0\ 32.0\

Percent Silt Sizes 52.0\ 39.0\

Percent Clay Sizes 23.0\ 29.0\

Relative Density of 2.719 2.764
Solids
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Table 4.2 Resultsa of the Salinity Analyses on Silt
and Till Samples

Test Result

water content of saturation
extract

pH

ConductIvity (ms/cm)b
Ions incsaturatlon extract
(J.lg/ml)

Na+
ea++
M9++

K+

Cl

SO
=

4

Sodium Adsorption

Note : a) Tests were

lll.t. Glacial Till

43\ 43\

7.5 7.9

1.6 0.9

96

207

43

49

7S

23

66

18

75

65

1.8

43

390

1.6

II
.

5�� � I: I ES r (z;t:t/i::1lfC': '" ,X)L<.///. 1,'-

.I I-ll '

£jf'7J /. I .:(lj. -,,' _r -'_ ..

by the Saskatchewan Soil

Testing Laboratory, University of

Saskatchewan, Saskatoon.

b) "mS/cm" means mlill-Siemens per centimeter.

c) "J.lg/m1" means micro-grams per mi11i-11tre.
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4.2.1 Soil preparation

Prepared specimens with near identical initial

conditions were desired. Remoulded samples of each soil

were compacted at various water contents to different

initial dry densities.

Soil used in this study was first air dried for

approximately two days. It was then pulverized using a

rubber mallet. Only material passing the No. 10 sieve was

used in the testing program. The soil was oven-dried for 24

hours and hand mixed with a precalculated quantity of

distilled water. The wet soil was placed in a sealed bag

consisting of alternate layers of polystyrene bag and

aluminum foIl and left to cure for about 7 days in a

constant humidity and temperature room. The water content

of the soil was measured after the curing period. An

attempt was made to have a water content control of ±0.5%

between batches of the soil.

SpeCimens were formed by static compaction at half

standard Proctor compaction effort to ensure that

significant volume changes in response to stress changes

would occur. Figure 4.3 and 4.4 show the compaction

characteristics of the silt and till, respectively. Two

sizes of compaction moulds were used as shown in figure 4.5

and 4.6. Each specImen was statically compressed to a

predetermined volume defined by the mould and the caps. The

applied load was maintained for at least 48 hours in a
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constant humidity and temperature room. The specimens were

then extruded and tested. Precaution was taken to avoid

moisture loss from the specimens during their preparation.

The silt and till samples were prepared at either

approximately 3% dry of optimum or at optimum water content.

4.3 Testing Equipment

Conventional soil testing equipment was used in the

test program whenever possible. However, for some stress

paths, it was necessary to develop special equipment. This

section will present the unique features of the equipment

used in this test program.

4.3.1 Modified Anteus consolidometer

A conventional Anteus consolidometer was modified

for the study of one-dimensional volume change behaviour of

unsaturated soils (Figure 4.7). Some of the modifications

are the same as those used by Pufahl (1970). A high air

entry disc was installed in the base pedestal of the

consolldometer. This allowed the axis-translation technique

(Hllf, 1956) to control the matric suction in the specimen.

�n axial load was applied using a, water pressure actuated X
rubber diaphragm attached to the loading piston. A dial
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gauge with the plunger resting on top of the loading piston

was used to measure vertical displacement of the specimen.

The space inside the consolidometer was controlled at a

constant air pressure. A coarse porous stone was placed

between the loading piston and the specimen. This allowed

the control of the pore-air pressure in the specimen. Two

drainage lines were connected to the basal compartment

beneath the high air entry disc. One drainage line was

connected to a water supply tank for the control of the

pore-water pressure. The second drainage line was used when

flushing diffused air from underneath the high air entry

disc (Fredlund, 1975).

The permeability of the high air entry disc is

extremely low. Therefore, water moving to the specimen

through the base pedestal requires long periods of time (Ho

and Fredlund, 1982). The loading cap of the modified Anteus

consolidometer was redesigned to enable a more efficient

addItIon of water to the specimen. A composite loading cap

was built consisting of an aluminum top and two layers of

porous alundum stones. Three 17-qauge (i.e., 1.47 mm 0.0.

and 1.04 mm I.D.) hypodermic needles were installed through

the loading cap (Figure 4.8). The presence of the coarse

alundum stones allowed the pore-air pressure of the specimen

In the air chamber to be regulated. A polyvinyl chloride

(PVC) tube serving as the water injection line was joined to

the loading cap through the cell wall (Figure 4.9) to a
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pressurized water tank via a double burette volume change

indicator (Figure 4.10). A two-way valve was installed in

the water injection line between the consolidometer and the

double burette volume change indicator. This line could be

closed when the hypodermic water injection system was not

being used. Water movement in or out of the specimen was

then restricted to the drainage line through the high air

entry disc. The water injection system allowed water to be

added to the specimen under any applied total, pore-air and

pore-water pressure condition.

A linear variable differential transformer (LVDT)

was used to measure the vertical displacement of the

specimen. Signals from the LVDT and other pressure

transducers monitoring the axial load, cell pressure and

pore-water pressure of the specimen were fed to a data

acquisition system. Processing of the data was conducted as

the test progressed. A double burette volume change

indicator was used to monitor the water passing into or out

of the specimen. One of the bottom drainage lines was

connected to a diffuse air volume indicator (Figure 4.11)

(Fredlund, 1975). The volume of diffused air passing

through the ceramic high air entry disc was monitored from

time to time. The volume of diffused air measured by

flushing the basal compartment was applied as a ·correction

t� the measured change in the volume of water of the

specimen.
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4.3.2. Stress controlled isotropic cell

A Wykeham Farrance triaxial cell was modified to

study isotropic volume change. The design was a

modification of that used by Fredlund (1973) (Figure 4.12).

A brief description of the equipment designed by Fredlund is

as follows. The pore-air and pore-water pressure were

independently controlled using the axis-translation

technique. A high air entry disc was installed in the base

pedestal of the cell. The vertical displacement of the

specimen was measured using a LVDT with the plunger resting

on the top loading cap. The lateral displacement was

measured using an LVDT attached to a modified Ko lateral

displacement indicator (Figure 4.13). The cell was filled

with air and the soil specimen was surrounded with a

composite rubber and aluminum foil membrane.

There are two undesirable features of this modified

triaxial cell used by Fredlund (1973). The first deals with

water movement in the specimen. The pore-water line at the

base of the triaxial cell is the only means to pass water

into the specimen. However, the high air entry disc greatly

impedes the water movement (Ho and Fredlund, 1982).

Secondly, the K lateral displacement indicator used byo

.Fredlund (1973) is not sufficiently accurate.

The stress controlled isotropic cell developed for

the present study followed the basic design principles of

Fredlund's (1973) modified triaxial cell (Figure 4.14 to
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4.17). A 5 bar high air entry disc, 0.635 cm thick, was

installed in the base pedestal of the cell (Figure. 4.14).

The pore-air pressure was controlled by a line connected to

the top of the composite loading cap (Figure 4.18). The

pore-water pressure was controlled by a line connected to

the base pedestal of the cell (Figure 4.17). The cell was

filled with air and regulated by the cell pressure line

connected to the base of the cell (Figure 4.17). The pore

water pressure line was connected to a pressurized water

tank through a double burette volume change indicator

(Fredlund, 1970). A second line was attached to the basal

compartment (Figure 4.17) to facilitate the flushing of

diffused air from below the high air entry disc. The line

was connected to a diffused air volume indicator (Figure

4.11; Fredlund 1975).

The 4 inch (i.e., 101.6 mm) diameter composite

loading cap (Figure 4.18) was equipped with a hypodermic

water injection system as described in Section 4.3.1 so that

water could be added to the specimen under any imposed

stress conditions. A PVC tube was connected from the

composite loading cap to the base plate (Figure 4.17). The

water injection line was connected to a pressurized water

tank through a double burette volume change indicator

(Fredlund, 1970). The water injection line could be closed

using a two-way valve attached to the base plate. Further

water movement in or out of the specimen would then be
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forced through the high air entry disc.

The vertical displacement of the specimen was

measured using a LVDT with the plunger resting on the

load1ng cap (Figure 4.14). The lateral strain of the

specimen was measured using a "Non-Contacting Displacement

Measuring System" manufactured by the Kaman Sciences

Corporation at Colorado Springs, Colorado. Two types of

sensors, KD2300-2S and KD2310-6U were used corresponding to

different displacement ranges (i.e., 2.5 mm and 6.0 mm).

Two sensors were located across the diameter of the specimen

(Figure 4.19). Two aluminum targets (i.eo, 25.4 mm by 38.1

mm) were attached to the specimen surface opposite the

sensors. The aluminum targets were made from four folds of

heavy duty commercial aluminum foil, 8x10-3 mm thick. The

measuring system operates on the eddy-current loss principle

between the conductive surfaces of the aluminum targets and

the electronic transducers. As the conductive surface moves

closer to the transducer, more eddy currents are generated

and the losses within the bridge circuit of the oscillator

demodulator become greater. When the conductive surface

moves away from the transducer, the losses become less.

These impedance variations are converted to a DC voltage.

The lateral displacement measurements were combined with the

vertical displacements so that the total volume of the

spec1men could be monitored continuously.
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4.3.3 Plumbing layout and data collecting system

A board of plumbing was required to support the

operation of both the modified Anteus consolidometer and the

stress controlled isotropic cell (Figure 4.20). The pore-

water pressure was controlled through an air-water

reservoir, whereas the total stress and the pore-air

pressures were regulated directly from an air pressure line.

The plumbing allowed for the independent regulation of the

total stress, the air and water pressures as well as the

back pressure that was applied to the diffused air volume

indicator. The hypodermic water injection system operated

on a separate pressurized air-water reservoir system with an

independent double burette water volume change indicator

(Figure 4.21). In addition to mechanical gauges, pressure

transducers were used to continuously monitor the cell,

pore-air and pore-water pressures.

An electronic data analogue system was used for

*
data collection and processing. The signals from the

transducers were converted to pressures and displacements

with the assistance of a modified version of the standard

Basic 8082A/Pet/C64 software package that accompanied the

-�---------------------------------------------------------

* Model 8082A electronic measuring system, manufactured by

Sciemetric Instruments, Division of Sheaff and Associates

Engineering Inc., P.O. Box 1048, Hanotick, Ontario.
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8082A electronic measuring system. Listings of the programs

for sensor calibrations and data processing are shown in

Appendix A. Details concerning the 8082A electronic

measuring system can be found in the "Model 8082A Electronic

Measurement System Application Notes" published by the

manufacturer in 1986.

4.4 Program

The test program was directed towards establishing

the form of the constitutive surfaces. Two sub-programs

were performed to achieve this purpose. Sub-program I

tested soils under stress changes involving no lateral

expansion. The term "no lateral expansion", indicates Ko
loading conditions as long as there is a tendency for

lateral expansion. Since lateral shrinkage can also occur,

under this condition, K conditions are not always
o

satisfied. Sub-program II tested soils under isotropic

changes of total stress and matric suction. In this

section, each of the two sub-programs are separately

presented. The objective, procedure and analysis of each

type of test are highlighted.
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4.4.1 Zero lateral expansion loading and unloading

conditions

A layout of the sub-program I Is shown in Table 4.3.

The tests involved in the program are as follows.

1) Null pressure plate test (PPT)

The null pressure plate test was used to establish

the initial matric suction, (u - u )1 of a specimen. The
a w

pressure plate apparatus is shown in Figure 4.22. The

initial matric suction of a specimen was obtained using the

null, axis-translation technique (Hilf, 1956). The testing

procedure and method of data analysis are in accordance with

those presented by Fredlund (1969); Bocking and Fredlund

(1980).

2) Suction test (ST)

The suction test was used to obtain the loading

curve of water content versus matric suction. The stress

path adhered to in the test is shown In Figure 4.23. The

test was conducted in two stages. A 507 kPa multi-layered,

pressure plated apparatus (Figure 4.24) was used for the

first stage while a 1520 kPa pressure membrane apparatus

(Figure 4.25) was used for the second stage. The test

procedure is as follows.

a) The specimen was weighed and set onto the 507 kPa

pressure plate.

b) The initial matric suction, (ua - uw)i' determined

previously using the null pressure plate test was



Co.pacted Specilens
(.pproxil.tely 6.35 CI In "di ••eter and 2.35 CI In height)

Initial Loading Unloading
Condition "ode "ode
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a
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I
and Dts

I
and D a"
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N
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Table 4.3 Layout of The Sub-Progr.1 I

Legend Description
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._---------------
ppr Null pressure plate test perforled with a 507 kPa pressure plate apparatus
ST Suction test perforled vith first I 507 kPa pressure plate aPPlratus Ind then. 1520 kPI pressure lelbrane

apparatus
SLY Unconfined shrinkage test
CVT Constant volule loading and unloading test perforled with I pneulatic oedoleter
rST One-dilensional free swell test perforled vith a lodified anleus consolidoleler
Subscript, Specific soil paraleter at the shrinkage lilit ISll
ISll
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CERAMIC DISC

STRAIN GAmE
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

Figure 4.22 University of Saskatchewan Pressure Plate

Apparatus (Blocking and Fredlund, 1980)
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Initial Stress State

Figure -4.23 stress Path of the Suction Test, ST in Terms
of the water Content, v
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Figure 4.24 Multi-Layered Pressure Plate Apparatus
(Fredlund, 1964)
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SECTION VIEW OF EXTRACTION PROCESS

Figure 4.25 Pressure Membrane Apparatus (Fredlund, 1964)
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applied to the specimen which was left to equalize. The

equilibrium time required between matric suction changes

was estimated to be 2 and 23 hours for silt and till

specimens respectively. A uniform 48 hour equalization

period was used. Details are presented in Appendix B-2.

c) Starting from the initial matric suction, eUa - uw)i'
the specimen was desaturated by increasing the suction,

(ua - uw) in increments. When the 507 kPa capacity of

the pressure plate apparatus was reached, the specimen

was transferred to the 1520 kPa pressure membrane

apparatus and the desaturation process was continued.

Under each new suction, the equilibrium water content

was measured. The oven-dried weight of the specimen was

then measured.

The water content versus matric suction loading

curve is plotted for the specimen (Figure 4.23). As a

result, the modulus, b or D with respect to water content
m m

can be computed.

3) Unconfined shrinkage test (SLT)

The unconfined shrinkage test was used to establish

the water content versus void ratio curve for a soil

undergoing unconfined shrinkage (see Section 3.5.3.2). The

standard ASTM procedure and eqUipment was used. The mercury

submersion procedure used to measure the volume of the

specimen was checked by using an independent, direct

measurement technique and a resin-coating submersion
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procedure (Hamberg, 1985); The direct measurement technique

involves measuring the specimen diameter using a micrometer,

and measuring the thickness of the thin specimen using a

dial gauge. Attempts were made to develop a practical

alternative to the mercury submersion technique for

measuring the volume of a specimen. The test procedure is

as follows.

a) A specimen of known initial water content was weighed.

The initial volume of the specimen was first determined

using one or a combination of the volume measuring

technique. The results were recorded.

b) The specimen was then left to air-dry.

c) At regular time intervals, the mass of the specimen was

determined as well as the specimen volume. One or a

combination of the volume measuring techniques was used.

d) When the air dry process appeared to be ineffective in

further reducing the water content, a desiccator was

used to further dry the specimen. Once again the

specimen was weighed and its volume was measured at

regular time intervals.

e) When the desiccator was ineffective in further drying

the specimen, the specimen was oven-dried at 125 °c for

48 hours. The oven-dried mass of the specimen and the

corresponding sample volume was determined using one or

a combination of the volume measuring techniques.

The water content versus void ratio curve for the
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specimen can then be plotted from the test data. The slope

� � emof the curve, dw ' gives the moduli ratio, b
or

D ' of
m m

increases.the soil as the matric suction of the soil

Combining this information with the loading curve for the

water content versus matric suction, gives the loading curve

for the soil structure or the void ratio versus matric

suction. In other words, the variation of the modulus,

am or Cm with increasing suction and decreasing void ratio

can be plotted.

4) Constant volume loading and unloading test, CVT

This test is commonly referred to as the "constant

volume oedometer test" (Fredlund, 1969). Conventional

oedometers were used. The stress paths of the test in terms

of void ratio, e, and water content, w, are shown in Figure

4.26. The test procedure is as follows.

a) The specimen was prepared with a known initial water

content, w. and void ratio,�

placed in the oedometer.

The specimen was

b) The initial matric suction (ua - uw)i of the specimen

was reduced by immersing the specimen in water. At the

same time, load was· applied to the specimen in order to

maintain a constant volume.

c) When the specimen exhibited no further tendency to

swell, the "uncorrected" swelling pressure had been

reached (Fredlund, 1983). The specimen was further

loaded to give the loading curve for the solI structure
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and water phase in terms of void ratio, e, and water

content, w, versus the stress state variable, (a - ua).
d) When the specimen was loaded to the capacity of the

oedometer, the specimen was unloaded in decrements to a

nominal stress.

The corrected swelling pressure, p� and the

characteristic stress state, pi of the specImen can then be
w

established from the test data (Figure 4.26). The variation

of the moduli, at and bt or Ct and Dt with void ratio, e,

and water content w, can also be computed. Unloading curves

with respect to the stress state variable, (a - u ) are
a

approximately parallel to one another on the saturation

plane (Lambe and Whitman, 1969). Therefore, the unloading

curve established at the end of the loading sequence, can

also be taken as the unloading curve of the specimen from

its initial state. (Figure 4.26). The free swell void ratio,

efs' and water content, wfs' can be obtalned along with

the variation of the moduli, ats and bts or Cts and Dts'
with respect to void ratio and water content.

5) One dimensional free swell test, FST

A modified Anteus consolidometer was used to

perform the one dimensional free swell test. The stress

paths of the test in terms of void ratio and water content

are illustrated in Figure 4.27. The modified Anteus

consolldometer allows the simulation of K conditions (i.e.,o

no lateral expansion) when the solI swells. The test

..............�------------------------------------------------------
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procedure is as follows.

a) The specimen was placed into a modified Anteus

consolidometer. The initial matric suction, (ua - uw)i
of the specimen was pre-determined by running a null

pressure plate test on a similar specimen. The specimen

was left to come to equilibrium under a zero total

stress and its initial matric suction.

b) The matric suction of the specimen was gradually reduced

by adding water through the hypodermic water injection

system.

c) The saturation process was continued until the matric

suction was reduced to a nominal value of approximately

5 kPa. During the test, changes in the pore-water

pressures, uw' pore-air pressure, ua' specimen volume,

and the amount of water entering or leaving the specimen

were monitored. The volume of diffused air was measured

twice daily and applied as a correction to the water

volume changes.

The test data provide the unloading curves for void

ratio and water content, versus matric suction. The

variation of the moduli, amsand bms' or ems and Oms with

respect to void ratio and water content, respectively, can

be computed. In addition, the free swell void ratio, efs'
and free swell vater content, wfs' can also be obtained

C,igure 4.27).

Sub-program I as described in the preceding pages
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establishes the characteristic stress states, P�, P� and

(Ua - uw)i the loading and unloading curves of the soil

structure and the water phase on the net total stress,

(� - ua' and matric suction, CUa - uw' planes. All tests

correspond to zero lateral expansion conditions. The test

data will allow the constitutive surfaces of the soil under

monotonic loading and monotonic unloading to be defined.

Subsequently, the results will establish the variation of

the moduli with changing states of stress.

4.4.2 Isotropic loading and unloading conditIons

Sub-program II was designed to obtain experimental

results �ndicating the relationships between the various

moduli under isotropic loading and unloading conditions. A

description of the program is provided in Table 4.4. Three

of the five tests In sub-program II are the same as those

described in sub-program I. Details concerning the null

pressure plate test, PPT, suction test, ST and the

unconfined shrinkage test, SLT are described in Section

4.4.1. Other tests involved In the sub-program II are as

follows.

1) Isotropic constant volume loading and unloading test,

TCVT

A specially equipped stress controlled isotropic

cell (see Section 4.3.2) was needed to perform the test.

The cell must be capable of accurately measuring the total
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T.ble 4.4 l.yout of TIle Sub-Progrn II

Approri ••tely 10.16 CI in Dineter and

3.81 c. in Height
Approxi ••tely 6.35 c. in Di ••eter and

1.71 to 2.35 c. in Height

Initi.l
Condition

PPT

lo.ding
lIode

IlAlo.ding
Kode

wr
Sf

l1li11 prHsure pl.te tHt perforled vith • 507 kP. pressure pl.te .pp.ritus
Suction test p.,forled vith first. 507 kP. pressure phte .pp.r.tus and then. 1520 kP. pressure lIabune
.pp.ntus

SlT Unconfined shrinkage test
TM Isotropic constut volol! loading .nd unloading test perfoned vith • stress controlled isotropic cell
TFST Isotropic free slltll test perfoned vith • stress controlled isotropic cell
subscript, Sped fic soil p.,"eter .t the shrinkige Ii.it
"SI. I
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volume change of the specimen under different applied stress

conditions. In order to shorten the flow path for water, a

specimen 3.81 cm high was used. The stress paths of the

test are the same as those shown for the one-dimensional

constant volume loading and unloading test, CVT (Figure

4.26) (see Section 4.4.1). The test procedure is briefly

outlined as follows.

a) A specimen was prepared with a known initial void ratio,

ei, water content, wi and matric suction, (ua - uw)i"
The specimen was placed into the stress controlled

isotropic cell.

b) The amount of water required to saturate the specimen

was determined from the volume-mass relations for the

soil. The initial matric suction, (ua - uw)i of the

specimen was gradually reduced by injecting water into

the specimen through the hypodermic water injection

system. The water injection process was performed in

increments with a simUltaneous reduction in the pore-air

and pore-water pressures. At the same time, the cell

pressure, a was increased to maintain the specimen at a

constant volume.

c) When the specimen exhibited no further tendency to

swell, the "uncorrected" swelling pressure, P was
s

reached (Fredlund, 1983). The specimen was further

loaded isotropically in increments to define the loading

curve.
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d) When the specimen was loaded to the capacity of the

stress-controlled isotropic cell, the specimen was

unloaded in decrements to a nominal total stress of 5 to

10 kPa.

e) During the test, the change in volume of the specimen

and the amount of water entering or leaving the specimen

were monitored. The basal compartment of the stress

controlled isotropic cell was flushed twice a day.

Diffused air that accumulated underneath the high air

entry disc was measured using the diffuse air volume

change indicator (see Section 4.3.1).

The corrected swelling pressure, p� , and the

characteristic stress state, pi , of the specimen can be
w

obtained from the test data •. Variations of the moduli, at
or Ct and bt or Dt with changing void ratio and water

content can then be computed. The free swelling void ratio,

efs' and water content, vfs' can be established along with

variation of the moduli, ats or Cts and bts or Dts' from

the unloading portion of the test. The interpretation of

the data involves the assumption that the unloading curves

on the net total stress plane are approximately parallel t.O

one another (Lambe and Whitman, 1969). Subsequently, the

unloading curve established at the end of the loading

sequence can be taken as the unloadin9 curve of the specimen

from its initial state (Figure 4.26) (see Section 4.4.1).

2) Isotropic free swell test, TFST
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The isotropic free swell test was used to determine

the unloading curves for the soil structure and the water

phase on the matric suction plane. The stress paths are

essentially the same as those described for the one-

dimensional free swell test, FST (Figure 4.27) (see Section

4.4.1). The stress controlled isotropic cell equipped (see

Section 4.3.2) with the lateral strain monitoring system and

the hypodermic water injection device was used for this

test. The test procedure is as follows.

a} A specimen of approximately 101.6 mm in diameter and

38.1 mm in height with a known initial void ratio,

water content and matric suction was prepared and place

into a stress controlled isotropic cell.

b) The initial applied stresses on the specimen were set to

produce the initial stress state of the specimen (i.e.,

(u - u ) = (u - u ). and (a - u ) = O}. The specimena w aWl a

was allowed to reach equilibrium under the applied

stresses.

c) The amount of water required to saturate the specimen

was estimated from the volume mass properties of the

soil. The suction in the specimen was reduced in three

decrements during the saturation process. The volume of

water required by the specimen for each decrement was

estimated form the total amount of water required to

saturate the specimen. At each of the suction reduction

stages, the applied cell pressure, air and water

...'------------------------------------------------------------------------
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pressures were decreased. The estimated amount of water

required to bring the specimen to equilibrium at the new

imposed stress state was then added through the

hypodermic water injection device. The specimen was

then allowed to come to equilibrium.

d) step (c) was repeated until the specimen was saturated.

The specimen volume and the volume of water entering or

leaving the specimen were continuously monitored. The

volume of diffused air was measured twice daily.

Corrections were made to the measure water volume change

of the specimen.

From the test data, the free swell void ratio,

efs' and water content, wfs' can be obtained. The variation

of the moduli, a or C and b or D with changing void
as ms as as

ratio and vater content can then be established for

isotropic free swelling of the soil.

Sub-program II provides test data on the

characteristic stress states, p� , p� and (ua - uw)!' the

loading and unloading curves for the soil structure and the

water phase on both the net total stress and matrlc suction

planes. This data is for isotropic stress conditions.
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CHAPTER V

PRESENTATION OF TEST RESULTS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents experimental results from

tests performed under the test program (Section 4.4).

Description of the equipment setup and operation, and

results of individual tests are briefly described in this

chapter. There is a one to one correspondence between the

format for the information presented in this chapter and the

outline of the program presented in chapter 4. Details are

presented in the appendices as specified.

5.2 Tests to Evaluate the Initial Suction of the Specimens

The null pressure plate test was used to determine

the initial matric suction of the soil •. The pressure plate

apparatuses and accessories used were prepared and tested in

accordance to procedures suggested by Fredlund in 1973. The

setup of the equipment, the procedures and the results are

presented in Appendix 8-1.

Three null pressure plate tests (i.e., PP1DS, PP2DS

and PP3DS) were performed on silt specimens with water

contents dry of optimum, at approximately 15.65%. Test

..............�-----------------------------------------------------------------
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PPIDS was abandoned shortly after the test started when the

data acquisition system failed. A leak through the epoxy

seal at the base pedestal was observed during test PP2DS and

as a result it was abandoned. Data collected for test PP3DS

are presented in Figure 5.1. During the test, diffused air

accumulated und.rneath the high air entry disc continued to

increase the pore-water pressure measured at the basal

compartment of the pressure plate apparatus. The base was

flushed regularly to obtain pore-water measurements repre

senting the stress state of the specimen. The initial

matric suction of the specimen is taken as the applied air

pressure which produces a zero water pressure measured at

the basal compartment. The initial matric suction of the

specimen in test PP3DS is 117.5 kPa.

Two null pressure plate tests (i.e., PP10S and

PP20S) were carried out on silt specimens with an optimum

initial water contents of approximately 19.0%. Shortly

after test PP10S started, a leak through the fitting

attached to the flush-port was found. The test was aban

doned. Data collected for test PP20S are shown in Figure

S.2. The initial matric suction of the specimen is con

sidered to be 100 kPa.

The initial matric suction of the glacial till

specimens was determined from published water content versus

suction curves (Krahn and Fredlund, 1972). Details of the

determination are discussed in Chapter VI.
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5.3 Test to Establish the Water Content versus Increasing

Matric Suction Relation

Suction tests were used to establish the water

content versus increasing matric suction relation. The

multi-layered pressure plate and pressure membrane

apparatuses used were prepared as discussed in Appendix B-

2a. The equalization time required for each matric suction

change was estimated to be 2 and 23 hours for the silt and

the glacial till specimens, respectively (see Appendix B-

2b). A uniform 48 hour equalization period was used for all

tests.

A total of 23 suction tests were performed. A

summary of the test results is given in Table S.la and S.lb.

Five suction tests (i.e., ST1, ST2, ST3, ST4 and STS) were

conducted on silt specimens with an initial water content

dry of optimum, at approximately 15.6%. Tests STl and ST2

were trial tests. It was during these tests when it was

decided to record the dimensional changes (i.e., changes in

diameter and thickness) of the specImen in addition to water

content changes. Test specimen ST3 was accidentally

disturbed when it was being transferred from the pressure

plate to the pressure membrane apparatus. The test was

abandoned.

Nine suction tests (I.e., ST6, ST7, ST8, ST9, STI0,

STll,STl2, STl3 and STl4) were performed on silt specimens

with an initial water content at optImum, at approximately

................----------------------------------------------------------------
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rible 5.1a SUllary of Suction rest Results on the Vater Content Changes

SOIL TEST INITIAL INITAl .,6 sAT tu - u )
a .,

TYPE NO. e w.6 304 kPa 507kPa 1014 kPa 1520 kPa
0 1 s

DS STl , 0.4245 0.3825 0.3769 0.3367 0.3051
DS ST2 f 0.4205 0.3511 f 0.3263 0.3151
DS ST3 0.7037 0.4214 0.3945 0.3820 f f

OS ST4 0.696S 0.4236 0.3958 0.3817 0.3345 0.3094
DS STS 0.6964 0.4243 0.3950 0.3845 0.3340 0.3106
OS ST6 0.6163 0.5117 0.4626 0.4538 f ,

OS ST7 0.6140 0.5139 0.4605 0.4509 f f

OS ST8 0.6131 0.5161 0.4641 0.4587 f f

OS 5T9 f ·f ABORTED f f f

as 5T10 0.6220 0.5172 0.4661 0.4627 0.4255 f

as STU 0.6313 0.5116 0.4460 0.4299 0.3960 0.2973
as STl2 0.6200 0.5171 0.469S f 0.�82 0.3547
OS STl3 0.6351 0.5164 0.4777 f 0.4144 0.3633
OS ST14 0.6399 0.5183 0.4695 0.4566 0.4000 0.3485
os STlS 0.6832 0.4323 f ABORTED f f

as STl6 0.6682 0.4364 f ABORTED f f

os 5T17 0.6719 0.4286 f ABORTED f f

DT ST1SR 0.6734 0.4291 0.4243 0.4204 0.3839 0.3630
DT STl6R 0.6713 0.4325 0.4247 0.4202 0.39S6 0.3672
DT ST17R 0.6880 0.4306 0.4206 0.4140 0.3709 0.3330
OJ STl8 0.6135 0.5165 0.4830 0.4752 0.4176 0.3985
or ST19 0.5987 0.5226 0.4858 0.4764 0.4287 0.4216
or ST20 0.6082 0.5303 0.4896 0.4811 f f

Note: DS - silt dry of optinu. vater content

as - silt at optinu. vater content

DT - till dry of optinu. vater content

OT - till at optinu. vater content

...'..........--------------------------------------------------------------
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Tible 5.1b SUII.ry of Suction Test Results on Dilensional Chnages

SOIL TEST INITIAL IHITAL DIMENSIONS AT (u - U ) OVEN
• V

TYPE NO. THICKNESS DIAIfETER 304 kPa 507kPa 1014 kPa 1520 kPa DRIED
(CI) (CI) t(CI) d(ca) Uca) d(ca) t(el) d(ca) t (el) d(ea) Hel) d(el)

OS STl I f f f 1.7180 6.3259 1.7069 6.3157 1.7005 6.3068 1.6996 6.2871
DS ST2 f f I I 1.7308 6.3094 1.7238 6.3030 1.7109 6.2967 1.7119 6.2763
OS ST3 1.7600 6.3491 1.7609 6.3360 1.7680 6.3310 I f I f I f

DS ST4 1.7132 6.3481 1.7138 6.3386 1.7182 6.3303 1.7178 6.3081 1.6904 6.3017 1.6901 6.2831
OS 515 1.7255 6.3396 1.7269 6.326S 1.7297 6.3170 1.7172 6.3068 1.6906 6.2992 1.6965 6.2816
OS ST6 1.7589 6.3417 1.7646 6.3106 1.7655 6.3005 f I f I f I

OS 517 1.7091 6.3456 1.7149 6.3062 1.7174 6.2973 f I f I I f

OS ST8 1.7209 6.3379 1.7266 6.300S 1.7284 6.2916 f f I f f f

OS ST9 0.9727 6.3360 t I f I ABORTED f I f f

as sno 1.0143 6.3414 1.0792 6.3049 1.0787 6.2950 1.0798 6.2621 1.0835 6.1762 1.0802 6.1722
os STU 1.1252 6.3428 1.1274 6.3002 1.1279 6.2808 1.12796.2560 1.1292 6.2103 1.1270 6.1900
OS 5112 1.0729 6.3458 1.0744 6.3170 I I 1.0823 6.2599 1.0823 6.2360 1.0858 6.1906
os 5113 1.0998 6.3297 1.0983 6.3099 f I 1.1008 6.2395 1.1005 6.2090 1.1019 6.1537
OS STl4 1.1256 6.3481 1.1269 6.3151 1.1278 6.3011 1.1304 6.2421 1.1376 6.2160 1.1337 6.1779
os STlS 1.1246 6.3441 f f f I ABORTED f f f f

OS 5116 1.0735 6.3487 f f f I ABORTED I I f f

os ST17 1.0906 6.3341 f f f f ABORTED f f f f

DT STlSR 1.0921 6.3360 1.0939 6.3341 1.0944 6.3284 1.0976 6.2934 1.0981 6.2586 1.0950 6.1938
DT ST16R 1.0741 6.3487 1.0753 6.3462 1.0767 6,398 1.0789 6.3100 1.0829 6.3214 1.0696 6.2103
Dr S117R 1.1260 6.3481 1.1294 6.3450 1.1306 6.3348 1.12756.2855 I.J290 6.2433 1.13026.J957
OT S118 1.1236 6.3468 1.1216 6.2954 1.1234 6.2875 1.1180 6.2052 1.11926.1770 1.10476.0S14
OT STlg 1.0703 6.3468 1.0714 6.2935 1.0720 6.28S9 1.0697 6.2122 1.0718 6.19S9 1.0538 6.0744
OT ST20 1.0915 6.3310 1.0898 6.2630 1.0892 6.2554 f f f f 1.0745 6.0141

Mote: OS - silt dry of optinUi viter content

OS - silt at optinUi vater content

DT - till dry of optinul vater content

01 - till at optinu. vater content
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19.0\. The cover of the pressure membrane apparatus was

over-tightened during tests ST6, ST7 and ST8 and the

specimens were disturbed. The tests were abandoned. After

test ST9 was completed, it was discovered that an error in

weighing was made during specimen preparation. The specimen

was not compacted to the same initial conditions as the

other specimens in the same series of tests. These test

results were excluded. At the end of the 304 kPa matric

suction increment for test ST12 and ST13, the air pressure

supply to the pressure plate apparatus failed. The

specimens were than transferred to the pressure membrane

apparatus. The 507 kPa matric suction increment was

therefore omitted.

Six suction te�ts (I.e., ST15, ST16, ST17, ST15R,

ST16R and ST17R) were carried out on glacial till specimens

with initial vater contents dry of optimum at approximately

15.6\. After specimens of ST15, ST16 and ST17 were placed

inside the pressure plate apparatus, water accidentally came

in contact with the specimens. These test data were

therefore abandoned.

Three suction tests (I.e. ST18 to ST20) were

performed on glaclal till speci.ens with an lnitial water

content at optimum, at approximately 18.9\. At the end of

the 1014 kPa matric suction increment for test ST20, a hole

was found on the cellulose membrane on top of which the

specimen sat. The test was abandoned •

.............----------------------------------------------------------------
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5.4 Unconfined Shrinkage Tests

Unconfined shrinkage tests were used to establish

the water content versus void ratio curves for specimens

under increasing matric suction. Three different methods

were tried to measure the specimen volume during the test.

The three methods were: mercury submersion, resin-coating

submersion and direct measurement of dimensions.

Eleven unconfined shrinkage tests were performed on

silt specimens with initial water contents dry of optimum.

Three tests (i.e., SLTMIDS, SLTH2DS and SLTMJDS) used the

mercury submersion method to measure specimen volumes. Test

SLTMIDS was a trial test. The specimen was badly damaged

during the test due to inexperience in handling the mercury

bath. The test results were ignored. The results of tests

SLTM2DS and SLTMJDS are presented in Figure 5.3. Three

tests (i.e., SLTRIDS, SLTR2DS and SLTRJDS) were carried out

using a resin-coating submersion technique. Test SLTRIDS

was abandoned when the resin coating on the specimen was

found to be leaking water during the first volume

measurement. Test SLTR2DS was stopped part way through the

test when leakage was detected. The results of tests

SLTR2DS and SLTRJDS are shown in Figure 5.4. Serious

leaking problems were encountered with the resin coating

during this series of tests. It was subsequently decided

against performing further volume measurement using the

reSin-coating submersion technique. Five tests (i.e

................-----------------------------------------------------------------
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Figure 5.3 Results for Unconfined Shrinkage Tests SLTM2DS

and SLTM3DS
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Figure 5.4 Results for Unconfined Shrinkage Tests SLTR2DS

and SLTRJDS
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SLTDIDS, SLTD2DS, SLTD3DS, SLTD4DS and SLTD5DS) were run

using the direct measurement method for volume measurements.

The specimen was placed on a stationary surface and a dial

gauge was carefully lowered onto the specimen surface to

measure its thickness. The tip of the dial gauge was found

to indent the specimen surface slightly before coming to

equilibrium and giving a stable thickness reading. The

thickness readings for specimens SLTDIDS, SLTD2DS and

SLTD3DS were taken with the indentation. Dual sets of

thickness readings were taken for specimens of tests SLTD4DS

and SLTDSDS; one wlth and one without allowing the

indentation. The results are shown in Figure 5.5, 5.6 and

5.7.

Six unconfined shrinkage tests were performed on

silt specimens with initial water contents close to optimum.

Five tests (i.e. SLTDIOS, SLTD20S, SLTD30S, SLTD40S and

SLID50S) were performed using the direct measurement method

to determine the specimen volumes. The thickness readings

of specimens SLTDlOS, STLD20S and SLTD30S were taken

allowing indentation of the dial gauge tlp. Two sets of

thickness measurements were taken for specimens SLTD40S and

SLTD50S, one with and one without indentation. Two methods

vere used to measure the volume for specimen SLTDMIOS. The

specimen volume was first determined by the direct

measurement method without allowing the dial gauge tip to

indent the specimen surface. The specimen volume was then
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Figure 5.5 Results for Unconfined Shrinkage Tests SLTDIDS,

SLTD2DS, and SLTD3DS
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Figure 5.6 Results for Unconfined Shrinkage Test SLTD4DS
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re-aeasured using the mercury submersion method. The

resulted shrinkage curves for all the above tests are

presented in Figure 5.8 to 5.11.

Two unconfined shrinkage tests were carried out on

glacial till specimens with dry of optimum initial water

contents. Test SLTDIDT was run using the direct measurement

method to determine specimen volumes. Both direct measure-

ment and mercury submersion methods were used for test

SLTDMIDT. Thickness readings for the specimens of both

tests (I.e. SLTDIOT and SLTDMIOT) were taken without

allowing the tip of the dial gauge to indent the specimen

surface. The resulted shrinkage curves are presented in

Figure S.12.

Two unconfined shrinkage tests were performed on

glacial till specimens with initial water contents close to

optimum. Both direct measurement and mercury submersion

methods were used for volume measurements for both tests.

Thickness readings were taken by dial gauge without allowing

Indentation of the specimen surfaces. Specimen SLTDHIOT was

found to be too soft to support the wire prongs attached to

the glass plate used to press the specimen into the mercury

bath. The test was abandoned. The wire prongs were

replaced by plastic studs with diameters approximately 0.5

ca. The change allowed test SLTDM20T to be completed

successfully. The plot of wG versus void ratio for test
s

SLTDH20T is presented in Figure 5.13 •

.............------------------------........--------------------------------
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calibration tests were performed to check the

accuracy of the direct measurement method for volume. The

thickness and diameter of a stainless steel plug was first

measured using a micrometer. The same measureaents were

taken again using dial gauge and caliper as used in the

direct measurement method. A comparison was made of the two

techniques and the results are summarized in Table 5.2.

SpeCimen dimensions determined using the direct measurement

technique with a dial gauge and a caliper in the test

program were adjusted accordingly.

Nine sets of volume measurements on oven dried silt

specimens using first the direct measurement method and then

the mercury submersion technique were made. Four of these

specimens were initially compacted at water contents dry of

optimum. Five specimens had initial water contents close to

optimum. The results are presented in Figure 5.14.

5.5 One-Dimensional Constant Volume Loading and Unloading

Tests

The one-dimensional constant volume loading and

unloading tests were performed to establish the void ratio

and water content versus net total stress relations. The

oedometers were prepared as discussed in Appendix B-3.

Six one-dimensional constant volume loading and
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rible 5.2 Cilibrition Checks for the Direct Keisuretent ftethod Usin, I Stlinless
Steel Plug

TJlicknHsf Dialeter
f

VOIUH

(CI)
3

(el) (el )

Direct KeasureleDt 1.6!SS!O.OO1372 6.3107!O.OO2165 53. 0326!O. 06178
llethod (use dial gaugl) Cuse caliper)

Control lleausuruent I. 6915fO.OOl256 6.3071!O.OOl650 52.8471!O.0480
(use licroleter) (use licroHter)

% Difference v.r.t. 0.2365 0.05708 0.3510
Control fteasureeents (over-estiute) (over-estiute) (over-esti late)

• Iverage of 20 IlISUrlltftts
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unloading tests (i.e., tests CVT1DS, CVT2DS, CVT3DS, CVT4DS,

CVTSDS and CVT6DS) were performed on silt specimens with

initial water contents dry of optimum. Tests CVT10S and

CVT2DS were trial tests. The specimens were loaded to a

pressure of approximately 9000 kPa and the tests were

stopped. Specimens for tests CVT3DS, CVT4DS and CVT5DS were

loaded to the same stress level and unloaded to a pressure

of approximately 90 kPa. The specimen for test CVT6DS was

loaded to a maximum stress of 15000 kPa and unloaded to a

token stress of 18 kPa. The resulting void ratio versus

(a - ua) curves are presented in Figure 5.15.

Four one-dimensional constant volume loading and

unloading tests (i.e., tests, CVT10S, CVT20S, CVT30S and

CVT40S) were performed on silt specimens with initial water

contents close to optimum. The air pressure gauge on the

oedometer used for test CVT10S failed when the specimen was

loaded to a pressure of 500 kPa. The test was abandoned.

Specimens for test CVT20S and CVT30S were loaded to a

pressure of 9000 kPa and unloaded to stresses of 12.5 kPa

and 73 kPa respectively. The specimen for test CVT40S was

loaded to a maximum stress of 15000 kPa and unloaded to a

pressure of 100 kPa. Figure 5.16 shows the resulting void

ratio versus net total stress (a - u ) curves.
a

Three one-dimensional constant volume loading and

unloading tests (i.e., tests CVTIDT, CVT2DT and CVT3DT) were

carried out on glacial till specimens with initial water

................------------------------....------------------------------------
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contents dry of optimum. Specimens for tests CVTlDT and

CVT2DT were loaded to a pressure of 9000 kPa and then

unloaded to a pressure of approximately 110 kPa. The

specimen for test CVT3DT was loaded to a maximum stress of

15000 kPa before it was unloaded to a pressure of 64 kPa.

The resulting void ratio versus net total stress curves are

presented in Figure 5.17.

Three one-dimensional constant volume loading and

unloading tests (i.e., tests CVT10T, CVT20T and CVT30T) were

performed on glacial till specimens with initial water

contents close to optimum. specimens for tests CVT10T and

CVT20T were loaded to a pressure of 9000 kPa and then

unloaded to stresses of 240 kPa and 195 kPa respectively.

The specimen for test CVT30T was loaded to a maximum stress

of 1500 kPa and unloaded to a token load of 33 kPa. Figure

5.18 presents the resulting void ratio versus net total

stress curves.

5.6 One-Dimensional Free Swell Tests

The one-dimensional free swell test was used to

establish the void ratio and water content versus decreasing

matric suction relations when the net total stress was equal

t� zero. The modified Anteus consolidometer were prepared

as discussed in Appendix 8-4 •

...'..........----------------------------------------------------------------
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Four one-dimensional free swell tests (i.e. tests

FST1DS, FST2DS, FSTJDS and FST4DS) were performed on silt

specimens with initial water contents dry of optimum.

Shortly after test FST1DS started, water was found to be

leaking through the strain gauge attachment at the top of

the modified Anteus consolidometer from the water chamber

above the rubber diaphragm attached to the loading piston

(see Figure 4.7). The test was abandoned. ApprOXimately

ten hours after test FST2DS began, water was found to be

leaking from the pore-water line connector attached to the

bottom of the modified Anteus consolidation. Attempt to

mend the leakage failed. The test was stopped. The matric

suction for specimens FSTJDS and FST4D� was reduced in three

stages. Specimen and water volume equilibrium curves for

test FSTJDS are presented in Figures 5.19 to 5.210 These

equilibrium curves are found to be typical for both silt and

till specimens. For test FSTJDS, there was an immediate

increase and subsequent decrease in specimen volume when air

pressure, ua and total stress, a , were changed at the

beginning of stage II and III (Figure 5.20 and 5.21). It is

postulated that the air pressure inside the cell chamber was

momentarily higher than the load pressure above the rubber

diaphragm attached to the loading piston (see Figure 4.7)

during the stress adjustment. The loading piston therefore

lifted slightly and then settled to equilibrium. In

general, both the specimen and water volume changes were

....�........--------------------------------------------------------
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small and immediate. For test FST4DS, there was a slight

decrease in both the specimen and water volume at the end of

stage I. These decreases could be due to the fact that the

applied matric suction was slightly higher than the initial

matric suction of the specimen. Figure 5.22 and 5.23

present the resulted matric suction versus void ratio and

water content curves. A summary of the test data is shown

� in Table 5.3.

One one-dimensIonal free swell test (i.e., test

FSTI0S) was carried out on a silt specimen with its initial

water content close to optimum. The matric suction of the

specimen was reduced in three stages. At the end of the

stage I testIng, both the specImen and water volume were

found to have decreased. These volume decreases were the

result of a increase in the matric suction. A summary of

the test data is shown in Table 5.3. The resulting matric

suction versus void ratio and water content relations are

presented in Figure 5.24.

The one-dimensional free swell test, FSTIDT was

performed on a glacial till specimen with its initial water

content dry of optimum. The matric suction of the speCimen

was reduced to 10 kPa in four stages. There were decreases

In both the specimen and water volume at the end of the

stage I of testing. These decreases could be due to the

fact that the applied matric suction was actually higher

than the initial matric suction of the specimen. A summary

..............------------------------..........--------------------------------
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small and immediate. For test FST4DS, there was a slight

decrease in both the specimen and water volume at the end of

stage I. These decreases could be due to the fact that the

applied matric suction was slightly higher than the initial

matric suction of the specimen. Figure 5.22 and 5.23

present the resulted matric suction versus void ratio and

water content curves. A summary of the test data is shown

in Table 5.3.

One one-dimensional free swell test (i.e., test

FST10S) was carried out on a silt specimen with its initial

water content close to optimum. The matric suction of the

specimen was reduced in three stages. At the end of the

stage I testing, both the specimen .and water volume were

found to have decreased. These volume decreases were the

result of a increase in the matric suction. A summary of

the test data Is shown in Table 5.3. The resulting matric

suction versus void ratio and water content relations are

presented in Figure 5.24.

The one-dimensional free swell test, FSTIDT was

performed on a glacial t�ll specimen with its initial water

content dry of optimum. The matric suction of the specimen

was reduced to 10 kPa in four stages. There were decreases

in both the specimen and water volume at the end of the

stage I of testing. These decreases could be due to the

fact that the applied matric suction was actually higher

than the initial matric suction of the specimen. A summary

.............----------------------------------------------------------------
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Tabl. 5.3 Su••ary 01 One-Diaenlional Free Svell Test Data

J

TEST INITIAL INITIAL INITIAL INITIAL STAGE NO. , SPECIKEH VDbUftE CHANGE CCI3)
NO. • Vi CX) VOL.CeI3) WT.(gl) (u - u ) (kPa) WATER VOlUftE CHANGE (c.3)0 a II

---------------------------------

rST3DS 0.6930 15.43 55.4053 102.70 ..L, !!:.mi !! , +0.9682 ill, +0.1302
190 +0.20 70 +3.88 25 +3.90

NrsT4DS 0.7117 15.40 54.7762 100.40 _I ,� !! , +0.2779 ill, !Yill �
N190 -0.05 70 +3.55 25 +3.60

f"STiOS 0.6156 19.00 54.1342 108.40 ..L. -0.035 1L, +1.1494 iu, +0.8123
150 -0.21 40.7 +1.90 12.9 +1.75

rSTlDT 0.6926 15.77 54.7505 103.50 .L, :.L.lli§. lL , +0.9052 ill , !.L..2lli. rL "!Llli.
451 -0.50 190 +2.00 50 +1.75 10 +3.10

F'STlOT 0.5709 18.92 53.4858 111.90 .L , -0.1587 l.L, +0.3968 ill, +0.6944
270 -0.75 41.4 +1.85 6.2 +0.85

f All tests vere carried out under a token stress (r - u) of 3.45 kPa
a
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of the test data is given in Table 5.3. The resulting

matric suction versus void ratio and water content relations

are presented in Figure 5.25.

Test FST10T was the only one-dimensional free swell

test carried out on a glacial till specimen with its initial

water content close to optimum. The matric suction of the

specimen was reduced in three stages to 6.2 kPa. The

specimen was initially conditioned to a matric suction of

270 kPa during the state I of testing. Both the specimen

and water volume were decreased as a result. It appears the

applied matric suction was higher than the initial matric

suction of the specimen. The test data are summarized in

Table 5.3. The resulting matric suction versus void ratio

and water content relations are shown in Figure 5.26.

5.7 Isotropic Constant Volume Loading and Unloading Tests

An isotropic constant volume loading and unloading

test was used to establish the net total stress, (a - u )
a

versus void ratio and water content relations under

isotropic conditions. Specially equipped stress controlled

isotropic cells were used to perform the tests. Details of

the equipment set up are discussed in Appendix B-5.

Four isotropic constant volume loading and

................------------ ----------------------------------
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unloading tests (i.e., tests TCVTIDS, TCVT2DS, TCVT3DS and

TCVT4DS) were performed on silt specimens with initial water

contents dry of optimum. TCVTIDS was a trial test to

establish the test procedure. At the beginning of the stage

I testing, stresses were applied to the specimen as follows.

First, the pore-air pressure was applied, then the cell

pressure were applied and finally the pore-water pressure

were applied. This procedure was used in order to avoid

compressing the specimen unintentionally. The loading cap

was found being lifted out of position. The test was

abandoned. For test TCVT2DS, the cell pressure was applied

to the specimen first. About two seconds later, the pore

air pressure was applied. However, the loading cap was

again found to be lifted out of position. The test was

abandoned. It was realized that the cell chamber would

require a longer time period to pressurize because of this

large volume. The stress application sequence was again

revised. The cell and pore-water pressure was applied to

the specimen first. About fifteen seconds later, the pore

air pressure was then applied to the specimen. The revised

stress application procedure prevented the loading cap from

being lifted-off. However, the subsequent specimens were

found to be compressed by the cell pressure prior to the

application of the pore-air and pore-water pressure. The

specimen of TCVT3DS was loaded to a maximum net total stress

of 605.5 kPa under a nominal matric suction of approximately

................------------------------..........---------------------------------
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1 kPa. The cell pressure regulator failed and the test vas

abandoned. The specimen for test TCVT4DS was loaded to

maximum (a - u ) stress of 543 kPa and unloaded to 9.1 kPaa

under a constant matric suction of 10 kPa. The resulted

void ratio versus net total stress curves are presented in

Figure 5.27.

Two isotropic constant volume loading and unloading

tests (i.e., TCVTIOS and TCVT20S) were carried out on silt

specimens with initial water contents close to optimum.

During the TCVTIOS test, the air pressure valve, attached to

the stress controlled isotropic cell, was unintentionally

closed. This error made the stress condition of the

specimen during the test indeterminate. The test data are

therefore disregarded. The specimen for TCVT20S was loaded

to a maximum net total stress of 571 kPa and then unloaded

to 10 kPa under a constant matric suction of 10 kPa. The

resulting void ratio versus net total stress (a - u) curve
a

is presented in Figure 5.28.

5.8 Isotropic Free Swell Tests

The isotropic free swell test was used to establish

the void ratio and water content versus decreasing matric

suction relations when net total stress, (a - ua) equals to

zero and under isotropic strain conditions. The stress

..............--------------------------......----------------------------------
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controlled isotropic cell used was prepared prior to

performing the tests as discussed in Appendix B-5.

Two isotropic free swell tests (i.e., TFSTIDS and

TFST2DS) were carried out on silt specimens with initial

water contents dry of optimum. The air pressure regulator

failed shortly after test TFST1DS started. The test was

abandoned. The matric suction of the specimen for test

TFST2DS was reduced to 8 kPa in three stages under a token

net total stress of 3 kPa. A summary of the test data is

shown in Table 5.4. Both the specimen and water volume were

found to have decreased at the end of the stage I testing.

These decreases could be due to the fact that the applied

matric suction wa� higher than the in-itial matric suction of

the specimen. At the end of the stage IV testing, the data

showed that the specimen had reached a degree of saturation

of over 100\. This anomaly could have been caused by adding

excessive water to the specimen. The extra water could have

been held within the porous stone above the specimen. The

last water content measurement in the test was therefore

dismissed as erroneous. The void ratio is equal to the

water content multiplied by the relative density when a soil

approaches saturation. The last void ratio measurement in

the test was then used as a control point in defining the

water content versus decreasing matrlc suction curve. The

resulting void ratio and water content versus matric suction

relations are shown in Figure 5.29 .

...............-------------------- ---------------------------------



Table 5.4 SUllar, of Ilotropic free SVIII Test Dati

1

TEST INITIAL INITIAL INITIAL INITIAL STASE NO. , SPECI"EN VOlU"E CHANSE (cI3,
NO.

3
WATER VOlU"E CHANGE (c.3)'0 Vi (X) YOl.(cI) WT.(gl) (ua - uv' (kPa)

------------

TfST2DS 0.6991 15.48 311.79 576.08 ..L,� u. +2.10 ill, !1..J!_ l! , tL.!L
190 -0.80 74 +20.20 24 +19.00 8 +25.80 N

CD .

N

TfSTl OS O. £233 18.67 312.812 621.69 ..L, -9.30 11 , +1.10
150 -7.50 80 +4.00

TrST20S 0.6089 18.89 310.71 624.16 ..Lt� 1l,!!&2. ill t tL.R IY , +2.50
15� -S.SO 80 +2.90 35 +5.50 10 +6.50

• All tests vere carried out under a token stress (r - u) of 3.0 kPa
a
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Two isotropic free swell tests (i.e. TFSTIOS and

TFST20S) were performed on silt specimens with initial water

contents close to optimum. A summary of the test data is

presented in Table 5.4. For both tests, the specimen and

water volume were found to have decreased at the end of the

stage I testing. These decreases could be caused by the

applied matric suction being higher than the initial matric

suction of the specimen. At the end of the stage II testing

for test TFSTIOS, the pressure supply of the system failed.

The test was stopped. The resulting void ratio and water

content versus matric suction curves for both tests are

shown in Figure 5.30.

5.9 summary

Seven different types of tests were performed in

the test program. A total of nInety five tests were

attempted and seventy-six were successful. A summary is

provided in Table 5.5 •

...' -------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 5.5 A Summary of All Tests Performed

TEST SILT TILL TOTAL
NO.

TYPE DRY DRY
OF AT OF AT
OPT. OPT. OPT. OPT.

Null Pressure Plate 3(1) 3(1) 6 ( 2 )
Tests, PP

Suction Tests, ST 5(5) 9(9) 6(3) 6(3) 23(20)

Unconfined Shrinkage
Tests, SLT

- mercury submersion, 3(2) 3(2)
SLTM

- resin-coating, SLTR 3(2) 3(2)
- direct measurement, 5(5) 5(5) 1(1) 11(11)

SLTD
- combined SLTM and 1(1) 1(1) 2(1) 4(3)

SLTD
- control tests, 4(4) 5(5) 9(9)

SLTM-SLTD
- control tests using 3(3)

STEEL plug,
SLTM-SLTD

One Dimensional 6(6) 4(4) 3(3) 3(3) 16(16)
Constant Volume Loading
and Unloading Tests,CVT

One Dimensional Free 4(2) 1(1) 1(1) 1(1) 7(5)
Swell Tests, FST

Isotropic Constant 4(2) 2(1) 6(3)
Volume Loading and
Unloading Tests, TCVT

Isotropic Free Swell 2(1) 2(2) 4(3)
Tests, TFST

Total 39(30) 32(29) 12(9) 12(8) 95(76)

*Note: numbers in ( ) are the numbers of successful tests

---------------�----------------------------------------------------------
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CHAPTER VI

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

6.1 Introduction

This chapter analyses, discusses and interprets

experimental results from the test program. Test results

are combined to show the form of the semi-logarithmic soil

structure and water phase constitutive surfaces. Section

3.5 developed and presented relationships between moduli

based on the geometry of an approximated planar constitutive

su�faces. Tbese p�oposed �elationsbips a�e exa.ined in the

latter portion of this chapter.

6.2 Analysis of Results from The Test Program

This section analyzes and discusses results from

tests under the test program headings of Sub-program I and

II presented in Section 4.4. Sub-program I tested soils

under stress changes involving no lateral expansion. Sub

program II tested soils under isotropic changes of total

stress and matric suction. Results from the same type of

tests on specimens of similar initial conditions are

combined and averaged. The average test results are

interpreted in Section 6.3 and 6.4 to examine the proposed

•
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relationships between the various moduli.

6.2.1 Te$ts to evaluate the initial matric suction

Null pressure plate tests were used to determine

the initial matric suction of silt specimens compacted dry

of optimum and at optimum initial water contents. Test data

were shown in Figure 5.1 and 5.2. The applied air pressure

under which a specimen shows no tendency to either absorb or

displace water is taken as the matric suction of the

specimen. The tendency of water movement was measured by

the water pressure at the basal compartment underneath the

high air entry disc of the pressure plate apparatus (See

Figure 4.22). A summary of the test results Is given in

Table 6.1. The matric suction of silt specimens compacted

dry of optimum and at optimum initial water contents are

taken as 117.5 kPa and 100.0 kPa respectively.

In 1970, Krahn presented suction versus water

content curves for different compacted soils. The glacial

till used in this test program was one of the soils tested.

It was found that a variation in dry density has little

effect on the matric suction of remoulded compacted soils.

The relation between suction and water content was concluded

to be a fairly unique function, quite independent of the dry

density of a soli. A similar conclusion was drawn by other

researchers (Olson and Langfelder, 1965) (Sauer, 1967). In

vlew of such flndings, the suction versus water content

...............-------------------- -----------------------------
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Table 6.1 A summary of Results from Null Pressure Plate
Tests on Silt Specimens

Soil Test Initial Initial Initial Measured
Type No. Void water. Degree Matrlc

Ratio, Content, of Suction,
eo wi(,) Saturation (ua- Uw)

SI (')
(kPa)

DSa PP3DS 0.6991 15.52 60.35 117.5

Osb PP20S 0.6060 18.98 85.15 100.0

Note: a) "OS" stands for silt at dry of optimum initial
water content.

b) "OS" stands for silt at optimum initial water
content.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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curve for glacial till (Figure 6.1) as presented by Krahn

(1970) is used to determine the matric suction of the

glacial till specimens. In the test program, the averaged

water contents for till specimens at dry of optimum and at

optimum cond1tions were 15.43 � and 18.65 � respectively.

The averaged matric suction for till specimens at dry of

optimum and at optimum initial water contents are found to

be 315.0 kPa and 64.0 kPa accordingly_

6.2.2 Tests to establish the water content versus

increasing matric suction relation

The suction tests were used to establish the water

content versus increasing matric suction relation. Results

from suction tests on silt and till specimens at dry of

optimum and at optimum initial water contents are given in

Table 5.1. Published information on the characteristic

shape of the water content versus increasing matric suction

curves is incorporated with the test results to define the

water phase loading curve. The prOjected matric suction at

zero water content from the linear portion of the water

content versus increasing matric suction curve is set to be

300,000 kPa (Croney and Coleman, 1954) (See Section 3.2).

The matrlc suction at zero water content is assumed to be at

6.2 x 105 kPa (Arnold, 1983) (See SectIon 3.2).

Five suction tests were performed on silt specimens

---,------------�-------------------------------------------------
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at dry of optimum initial water contents. The test results

are combined with the result from the null pressure plate

test (i.e., PPJDS) to define an average water content versus

increasing matric suction curve (Figure 6.2). Similarly,

results from the eight suction tests on silt specimens with

optimum initial water contents are combined with the result

from the null pressure plate test (I.e., PP20S) to find an

average water content versus increasing matric suction curve

(Figure 6.3).

In 1970, Krahn performed pressure plate tests on

glacial till specimens similar to those used in this test

program. The test results are shown in Figure 6.1. In

1984, Lee and Fredlund presented water content versus matric

suction curves for the same glacial till (Figure 6.4). Heat

dissipation sensors were used to measure the matric suction

of the till specimens. These published water content versus

matric suction curves are used to determine the initial

matric suction of the till specimens in this test program.

The so determined initial matric suction values are combined

with the results from suction tests. The average water

content versus increasing matric suction curves for till

specimens at dry of optimum and at optimum initial water

contents are shown in Figure 6.S and 6.6. The slope of a

water content versus increasing matric suction curve is

equal to the water content index with respect to matric

suction (i.e., Dm). A summary of the moduli determined

---I------------�---------------------------------------------------------------
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from the suction test results is given in Table 6.2.

In 1936, casagrande presented a graphical procedure

to estimate the preconsolldatlon pressure of a soil. The

same procedure is used to determine the corrected initial

matric suction of the specimens correcting for the effect of

sample disturbance. The corrected initial matric suction

for the silt specimens compacted dry of optimum and at

optimum initial water contents are found to be 225.0 and

185.0 kPa respectively. The corrected initial matric

suction for the till specimens compacted dry of optimum and

at optimum initial water contents are found to be 580.0 and

430.0 kPa, respectively.

6.2.3 Unconfined shrinkage tests

The unconfined shrinkage test was used to establish

the water content versus void ratio curve of a specimen

under increasing matric suction. Three different methods

were used to measure the specimen volume during the test.

The three methods were the resin-coating submersion, mercury

submersion and direct measurement technique. The resin

coating submersion method was abandoned after serious

leakIng problems with the resIn coating were encountered

(See Section 5.4). Volume measurements were made by the

direct measurement technique with and without allowing the

dial gauge tIp to indent the specimen surface. A comparison

---------------------�---------------------------------------------------------
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Table 6.2 A Summary of The Moduli Determined from The
Average Water Content Versus Increasing Hatrlc
Suction Curves

Soil ·Number of eo wiGs S
i (\) DmGs

Type STa Tests (ave. ) (ave. ) (ave. )

Osb 5 0.6989 0.4229 60.51 0.1241

osc 8 0.6241 0.5153 82.57 0.1584

OTd 3 0.6760 0.4307 63.71 0.1588

OTe 3 0.6068 0.5231 86.21 0.1713

Note: a) "ST" stands for suction test
b) "OS" stands for silt at dry of optimum initial

water content
c) "OS" stands for silt at optimum initial water

content
d) HOT" stands for till at dry of optimum initial

water content
e) "OT" stands for till at optimum initial water

content

...----------------------------------------------------------------------
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between void ratios determined from volume measurements with

and without allowing the dial gauge tip to indent the

specimen surface is shown in Figure 6.7. The percentage

difference is small, less than three percent. The

difference diminishes as the water content decreases. A

comparison between water content versus void ratio curves

from direct volume measurements with and without allowing

the dial gauge. tip to indent the specimen surface can be

seen in Figure 5.6, 5.7, 5.9 and 5.10. The slope of the

�ater content versus void ratio curve based on volume

measurements allowing the dial gauge tip to indent the

specimen surface is found to be less than that based on

volume measurements not allowing the dial gauge tip to

indent the specimen surface. The difference is

insignificant for silt specimens initIally compacted dry of

optimum. Measurements of the volume of specimens were taken

using both mercury submersion and the direct measurement

technique. Direct volume measurements were made without

allowing the dial gauge tip to indent the specimen surface.

A comparison between void ratios determined by the two •

methods of measurement is presented (Figure 6.8). Void

ratios determined by direct volume measurements are

generally larger than those based on volumes determined by

mercury submersion. The percentage difference Is calculated

as the difference between the void ratio determined by the

direct volume measurement technique and that determined by

.....---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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the mercury submersion technique with the latter as the

reference. The difference increases with decreasing water

content, ranging from three to fifteen percents. This

dlfference makes the slope of the water content versus voId

ratio curve determined by the direct measurement technique
smaller than that determined by the mercury submersion

method (See Figure 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13). Specimen volumes

determined by the direct measurement method assume a

perfectly intact specimen cylindrical in shape. The

assumption over-estimates the specimen volume when the

-specimen surface is uneven. The unevenness may be caused by

chipping due to handling. SpeCimen volume determined by the

mercury submersion method and the resulting water content

versus void ratio curve are therefore consldered to be more

reliable. water content versus void ratio curves based on

specimen volumes determined by the mercury submersion method

are used in Section 6.3 to calculate the em/Dm moduli

ratios.

6.2.4 One-dimensional constant volume loading and unloading

tests

The one-dimensional constant volume loading and

unloading test vas used to establish the void ratio and

water content versus net total stress relations. Test

results obtained from specimens with similar initial

...'------------------------------------..--..-----------------------------------
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conditions are combined to �efine an average loa�ing and

unloading curve. The average loading and unloading curves

for silt and till specimens compacted dry of optimum and at

optimum initial water contents are shown in Figure 6.9,

6.10, 6.11 and 6.12. The slopes of the void ratio loadlng

and unloading curves are the compressive and swelling

indices with respect to the net total stress (l.e., Ct and

Cts) respectively. The moduli, Ct and ctsare equal to DtGs
and DtsGs when a solI is saturated (See Section 3.5.3). A

summary of the moduli determined from the linear portions of

the average loading and unloading curves is given in Table

6.3.

The loading curve of a remoulded compacte� soil is

characterized by the corrected swelling pressure (i.e.,

Pi). The average corrected swelling pressure is �etermine�
s

by the casagrande (1936) graphical procedure from the

average loading curve. The average corrected swelling

pressure for silt specimens compacted dry of optimum and at

optimum are found to be 120.0 and 140.0 kPa. The average

corrected swelling pressure for till specimens compacted dry

of optimum and at optimum are found to be 90.0 and 145.0 kPa

respectlvely •.

6.2.5 One-dlmensional free swell tests

The one-dimensional free swell test was used to

-..'--------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 6.3 A Summary of The Moduli Determined from The
Linear Portions of The Average One-Dimensional
Loading and Unloading Cuves

Soil Number eo WiGs Si(\) Ct or DtGs ctsor °tsGsType of
CVTa (ave. ) (ave. ) (ave. )

Tests

Dsb 6 0.7198 0.4408 61.24 0.1956 0.1256

OSc 4 0.6241 0.5373 86.09 0.1766 0.07593

DTd 3 0.6848 0.4535 66.22 0.2063 0.08384

OTe 3 0.6089 0.5390 88.52 0.1794 0.05671

Note: a) "CVT" stands for one-dimensional constant volume
loading and unloading test.

b) "OS" stands for silt at dry of optimum initial
water content.

c) "OS" stands for silt at optimum initial water
content.

d) NOT" stands for till at dry of optimum initial
water content.

e) HOT" stands for till at optimum initial water
content •

...'----------------------------------------------------------------------
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establish the void ratio and water content versus decreasing

matric suction relations when the net total stress is

nominal. Results from the two one-dimensional free swell

tests on silt specimens at dry of optimum initial water

contents (i.e., tests FST3DS and FST4DS) are combined to

obtain average void ratio and water content unloading curves

with respect to matric suction (Figure 6.13). Only one one

dimensional free swell test (i.e., FST10S) was performed on

a silt specimen at the optimum initial water content. The

test results were presented in Figure 5.24. Single tests

were performed on till specimens at dry of optimum and at

optimum initial water contents. The resulting void ratio

and water content versus decreasing matric suction curves

were shown in Figure 5.25 and 5.26. The slopes of the void

ratio and water content versus decreasing matric suction

curves are equal to the swelling index and rebound water

content index with respect to matric suction (i.e., Cmsand
D ) respectively. A summary of the moduli determined

ms

from the one-dimensional free swell test results is given in

Table 6.4.

6.2.6 Isotropic constant volume loading and unloading tests

The isotropic constant volume loading and unloading

test was used to establish the net total stress versus void

ratio and water content relations under isotropic

___.--------------------..........------------------------------..........-------------------
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Table 6.4 A Summary of The Moduli Determined from The
One-Dimensional Free Swell Test Results

SolI Number eo W1Gs S1(') ems DmsGs
Type of

Tests

DSb 2 0.7024a 0.4192a 59.6Sa 0·.03322a 0.2633a

Osc 1 0.6156 0.5165 83.91 0.05250 0.100S

DTd 1 0.6926 0.4359 62.93 0.05299 0.1211

OTe 1 0.5709 0.5229 91.59 0.02407 0.06032

Note: a) Average values
b) "OS" stands for silt at dry of optimum initial

water content
c) "OS" stands for silt at optimum initial water

content
d) "DT" stands for till at dry of optimum initial

vater content
e) HOT" stands for till at optimum initial water

content

...'

......-----------------------------------------------------------------
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conditions. Two isotropic constant volume loading and

unloading tests (i.e., Tests TCVT3DS and TCVT4DS) were

successfully performed on silt specimens at dry of optimum

initial water contents. One isotropic constant volume

loading and unloading test (I.e., Test TCVTIDS) was carried

out on a silt specimen at optimum initial water content.

The resulting void ratio isotropic loading and unloading

curves were presented in Figure 5.27 and 5.28. The slopes

of the void ratio isotropic loading and unloading curves are

the compressive and swelling indices with respect to the net

total stress under isotropic conditions (i.e., Ct and Cts).
The moduli, Ct and Cts are equal to DtGs and DtsGs when a

soil is saturated (See Section 3.5.3). A summary of the

moduli determined from the isotropic constant volume loading

and unloading test results is presented in Table 6.5. The

linear portions of the loading and unloading curves are used

to calculate the various moduli.

The Casagrande (1936) graphical procedure is used

to determine the corrected swelling pressure from the

loading curve. The average corrected isotropic swelling

pressure for silt specimens compacted dry of optimum is

found to be 112.5 kPa. The average corrected isotropiC

swelling pressure for silt specimens compacted at optimum

water content Is found to be 170.0 kPa •

...,

..----------�-------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 6.5 A Summary of The Moduli Determined from The
Isotropic Constant Volume Loading and unloading
Test Results

Soil Number eo wiGs SI(') Ct or DtGs Ctsor DtsGsType of
TCVTa
Tests

DSc 2 0.7004b 0.4408b 60.S1b 0.2298b 0.02436

Osd 1 0'.6085 0.5111 83.99 0.1865 0.03979

Note: a) "'lev'!'" stands for one-dimensional constant volume
loading and unloading test.

b) Average value.
c) "OS" stands for silt at dry of optimum initial

water content.
d) "OS" stands for silt at optimum initial water

content.
d) "0'1'" stands for till at dry of optimum initial

water content.
e) "0'1'" stands for till at optimum initial water

content.
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6.2.7 Isotropic free swell tests

The isotropic free swell test was used to establish

the void ratio and water content versus decreasing matric

suction relations when the net total stress is nominal and

the soil is under isotropic strain conditions. One test was

performed on a silt specimen at dry of optimum initial water

content (I.e., test TFST20S). Two tests were performed on

silt specimens at optimum initial water contents (i.e., test

TFSTIOS and TFST20S). The resulting void ratio and water

content versus decreasing matrlc suction curves were

presented in Figure 5.29 and 5.30.

The slope of the void ratio and water content

versus decreasing matric suction curves are the swelling

index and rebound water content index with respect to matric

suction (i.e., Cmsand Oms) respectively. The water volume

change data for test TST20S indicates the specimen reached a

degree of saturation over a hundred percent in the last

stage (i.e., stage IV) of testing (See Section 5.8). The

last water content measurement in the test is not used in

calculating the rebound water content index with respect to

matric suction for the specimen. The void ratio Is equal to

the water content multiplied by the relatIve density when a

solI approaches saturation. The last void ratio measurement

in the test is then used as a control point in defining the

water -content versus deceasing matric suction curve for the

test (See Figure 5.29). The rebound water content index

.....----------�--��-------------------------------------------------------
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with respect to matric suction Is calculated based on the

change 1n matric suction and water content between the

initial and final state of the specimen in the test. A

summary of the moduli determined from the isotropic free

swell test results is presented in Table 6.6.

6.3 The Forms of The Semi-Logarithmic Soil structure

and Water Phase ConstitutIve Surfaces

Section 3.4.2 presented the approximated semi-

logarithmic soil structure and water phase constitutive

surfaces. Section 3.5.2 developed and presented

relationships between the deformation moduli of the soil

structure (i.e., Ct and Cm ' Cts and Cms) and between those

of the water phase (l.e., Dt and Dm ' Dts and Dms). These

proposed relationships are written in terms of the

characteristic stress states (i.e., P� , P�, (Ua - Uw)�
and (ua - Uw)r ' see Section 3.4.2) according to the

geometry of the approximate constitutive surfaces. Results

from the test program are combined to show the form of the

semi-logarithmic soil structure and water phase constitutive

surfaces 1n this section. Observations made are used to

examine the proposed relationships between modul! in Section

6.4 •

...---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 6.6 A Summary of The Moduli Determined from The
Isotropic Free Swell Test Results

So11 Number eo WiGs S1(%) ems DmsGsType of
Tests

DSa 1 0.6991 0.4208 60.20 0.02046 0.1936

osb 2 0.6161 0.5106 82.87 0.02236 0.04983

Note: a) "OS" stands for silt at dry of optimum initial
water content

b) "OS" stands for silt at optimum initial water
content

.0
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6.3.1 The form of the semi-loqarlthmic soil structure and

water phase constitutive surfaces for loading

conditions

Average voId ratio and water content loading curves

are combined to show the characteristic form of the semi

logarithmic soil structure and water phase constitutive

surfaces for monotonic volume decrease. The void ratio

versus net total stress loading curve is obtained from the

constant volume loadinq and unloadinq test results. In

1974, Rieke and Chi1incarian presented a comprehensive study

on the "interrelationships amonq density, porosity,

remaining moisture content, pressure and depth" for soils.

The authors reported that the void ratio of most soil would

be reduced to zero at a pressure of approximately SXI05 psi

(i.e., 3.Sxl06 kPa). This information is used as a control

to define the void ratio versus net total stress loading

curve at hiqh pressure range. The voId ratio versus net

total stress curve Is equivalent to the vater content tImes

relative density versus net total stress curve when a soil

Is saturated. The water content versus matric suction

loadinq curve is obtained from suction test results.

Unconfined shrinkage test results provide the water content

versus void ratio curve of a soil under increasing matric

suction. Cross-plottinq the water content versus matrlc

suction loading curve with the water content versus void

ratio curve 9ives the voId ratio versus matrlc suction

...............-------------- ---------------------------
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loading curve. The mercury submersion method is considered

to be the most reliable volume measuring technique (See

Section 6.2.3). Only water content versus void ratio curves

determined by the mercury submersion method are therefore

used in this analysis.

The av�rage void ratio and water content loading

curves for silt and till' compacted dry of optimum and at

optimum initial water contents, under one-dimensional

loading conditions, are presented in Figure 6.14, 6.15, 6.16

and 6.17. Direct volume measurement over-estimates the void

ratio of a soil (See Section 6.2.3). The initial void ratio

of the combined void ratio loading curves is therefore

assumed to be the void ratio determlned by the mercury

submersion techniq�e in the unconfined shrinkage test.

The water content versus matric suction loading

curves are the same for both one-dimensional and isotropic

conditions. The void ratio versus net total stress loading

curve for isotropic conditions is obtained from the

isotropic constant volume loading and unloading test

results. A comparison between the one-dimensional and

isotropic void ratio versus net total stress loading and

unloading curves is presented in Figure 6.18 and 6.19.

Table 6.7 Is a summary of moduli determined from the average

loading curves for silt and till.

The characteristic stress states (i.e., p�, p� ,

(u - u )ei and (u - u )wi ) are determined using the
a w a w

-.'..------------��--------------..--------------------------------
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Table 6.7 A Summary of Moduli Determined from The Average
Loading Curves for Silt and Till

Strain One-Dimensional Isotropic
Condition

Soil Type DSa Osb DTc OTd DSa Osb

Ct or DtGs 0.1956 0.1766 0.2063 0.1794 0.2298 0.1865

em 0.03041 0.08229 0.08943 0.1059 0.03041 0.08229

DmGs 0.1241 0.1584 0.1588 0.1713 0.1241 0.1584

Note: a) "OS" stands for silt at dry of optimum initial
water content

b) "OS" stands for silt at optimum initial water
content

c) "DT" stands for till at dry of optimum initial
water content

d) "OT" stands for till at optimum initial water
content

.....-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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average void ratio and water content loading curves. The

casagrande (1936) graphical procedure is used to determine

the corrected swelling pressure and initial matric suction

of a soil from the void ratio and water content loading

curves respectively (See Section 6.2.2 and 6.2.4). The

initial stress state of a soil, translated to the net total

stress plane following a constant water content stress path

(i.e., P�) is determined from the average void ratio versus

net total stress loading curve (See Section 3.5.4). The

stress states, (ua - Uw)� and (ua - Uw)r are equal to the

initial matric suction for an unconfined unsaturated soil

(See Section 3.4.2). Table 6.8 is a summary of the

characteristic stress states for silt and till compacted dry

of optimum and at optimum initial water contents.

The average void ratio and water content loading

curves and the characteristic stress states are combined to

study the characteristic from of the semi-logarithmic soil

structure and water phase constitutive surfaces for

monotonic volume decrease as follows.

Form of The Semi-Logarithmic Soil Structure Constitutive

Surface for Monotonic Volume Decease

The approximate semi-logarithmic soil structure

constitutive surface for monotonic volume decrease Is

assumed to have a projected point of convergence on the void

ratio axis (i.e., pOint EL on Figure 3.25b). This projected
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Table 6.8 A Summary of The Characteristic Stress States
for Silt and Till

strain Soil P' (u -
e

u )w P'
Cond1tion Type

s a uW)i or (ua- w i w

(kPa) (kPa) (kPa)

one- DSa 120 225 3000
dimensional Osb 140 185 415

DTc 90 580 960

OTd 145 430 240

isotropic DS 112.5 225 1050

OS 110 185 310

Note: a) "OS" stands for silt at dry of optimum init1al
vater content

b) "OS" stands for silt at optimum in1tial water
content

c) "DT" stands for till at dry of optimum initial
water content

d HOT" stands for till at optimum initial water
content

...------------------------------------------------------------------------
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point of convergence Is assumed to be the point where the

projections of the two linear void ratio versus the
,

logarithm of net total stress and matric suction loading

curves meet (See Section 3.3). The numerical value of the

net total stress and matric suction at this projected point

of convergence is assumed to be unity (See Section 3.4).

A graphical procedure is used to determine the net

total stress and matric suction at the projected point of

convergence for the silt and till specimens in the test

program. The linear portions of the void ratio versus the

logarithm of net total stress and matric suction loading

curves are assumed to originate from the characteristic

stress states,p� and (ua - Uw)� respectively. The

intersection of the projections of these loading curves

gives the net total stress and matric suction at the

projected point of convergence. The analysis for silt at

dry of optimum initial water content and under isotropic

strain conditions is presented as an illustration (Figure

6.20). Table 6.9 is a summary of the net total stress and

matric suction at the projected pOints of convergence of the

soil structure constitutive surfaces for silt and till under

monotonic volume decrease. The net total stress and matric

suction at the projected point of convergence are found to

be in the range of 100.0 to 150.0 kPa for silt. For till,

the net total stress and matric suction at the projected

point of convergence are found to be in the range of 20.0 to
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Table 6.9 A Summary of The Net Total Stress and Hatric
Suction at The Projected Points of Convergence
of The Silt and Till SolI Structure
Constitutive Surfaces for Monotonic Volume
Decrease

Strain One-Dimensional Isotropic
Condition

Soil Type DSa Osb DTc OTd DS OS

pe 106 110 22 30 101 159
pr-cnv

(kPa)

Note: a) "OS" stands for silt at dry of optimum initial
water content.

b) "OS" stands for silt at optimum initial water
content.

c) "DT" stands for till at dry of optimum initial
vater content.

d) HOT" stands for till at optimum initial vater
content.

e) "Ppr-cnv" stands for the net total stress and

matric suctiQn suction at the projected point of

convergence.
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30.0 kPa.

Form of The Semi-Logarithmic Water Phase Constitutive

Surface for Monotonic Water Content Decrease

The approximated semi-logarithmic water phase

constitutive surface for monotonic water content decrease is

assumed to have a projected point of convergence on the

vater content axis (l.e., polnt WL on Flgure 3.26b). This

projected point of convergence Is assumed to be where the

projections of the two linear water content versus the

logarithm of net total stress and matric suction loading

curves meet (See Section 3.4). The water content index with

respect to matric suction (i.e., Dm) i,s assumed to be larger

than the water content index with respect to the net total

stress (i.e., Dt) (See Section 3.5.2). A summary of the

water content indices with respect to net total stress and
,

' ,

matrlc suction for silt and till was presented In Table 6.7. vc··./·

The water content indices with respect to net total stress

are found to be larger than the water content indices with

respect to matric suction. The projections of the water

content versus the logarithm of net total stress and matric

suction loading curves are found to be lines diverging from

each other. The case for slIt at dry of optimum initial

water content and under one-dimensional loading is presented

as an illustration (Figure 6.21). The observation that the

water content loading curves are divergent lines contradicts
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the assumed form of the semi-logarithmic water phase

constitutive surface for monotonic water content decrease.

This apparent contradiction Is further addressed in Section

6.4.1.

6.3.2 The form of the semi-logarithmic soil structure

and water phase constitutive surfaces for unloading

conditions

Average void ratio and water content unloading

curves are combined to verify the assumed characteristic

form of the semi-logarithmic soil structure and water phase

constitutive surfaces for monotonic volume increase. The

average one-dimensional void ratio versus net total stress

unloading curve is obtained from one-dimensional constant

volume loading and unloading test results. The average

three-dimensional void ratio versus net total stress

unloading curve is obtained from isotropic constant volume

loading and unloading test results. Void ratio is equal to

water content multiplied by the relative density when a soil

is saturated. The water content versus net total stress

unloading curves are derived from the void ratio unloading

curves accordingly. One-dimensional free swell test results

give the one-dimensional void ratio and water content versus

matrlc suction unloading curves. Isotropic free swell test

results provide the three- dimensional void ratio and water
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content versus matric suction unloading curves. Average

void ratio and water content unloading curves were presented

1n Section 6.2.4, 6.2.5, 6.2.6 and 6.2.7. Void ratio and

water content unloading moduli (I.e., Ct ' C , Dt and D )s ms s ms

determined from the average unloading curves were summarized

in Table 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6. Unloading curves with

respect to net total stress are approximately parallel to

one another (Lambe and Whitman, 1969). Therefore, the

initial void ratio and water content of the combined

unloading curves are assumed to be the average initial void

ratio and water content of the free swell test specimens.

Specimens with near identical initial conditions were used

in the test program. The characteristic stress states

(i.e.� p� , p� , (ua - Uw)� and (ua - Uw)r ) determined

based on the average void ratio and water content loading

curves are assumed to be the same for the unloading case. A

summary of the characteristic stress states for silt and

till at dry of optimum and at optimum initial water contents

was presented in Table 6.8. The average void ratio and

water content unloading curves and the characteristic stress

states are combined to study the characteristic form of the

semi-logarithmic soil structure and water phase constitutive

surfaces for monotonic volume increase as follows.
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Form of The Semi-Logarithmic Soil Structure Constitutive

Surface for Monotonic Volume Increase

The approximated semi-logarithmic soil structure

constitutIve surface for monotonic volume increase is

assumed to converge towards a point on the void ratio axis

(I.e., point EU on Figure 3.2Sa). This point of convergence

1s assumed to be where the void ratio versus the logarithm

of net total stress and matrlc suction unloading curves

meet. The numerical value of the net total stress and

matrlc suction at this point of convergence is assumed to be

unity (See Section 3.4).

A graphical procedure is used to determine the net

total stress and matric suction at the point of convergence

for silt and till in the test program. The average void

ratio versus the logarithm of net total stress and matric

suction unl6ading curves are assume to originate from the

characteristic stress states, p� and (Ua - Uw)�
respectively. The intersection of these unloading curves

gives the net total stress and matric suctIon at the point

of convergence of the constitutive surface. An average

swelling index with respect to the net total stress (i.e.,

ets) Is determined between the void ratio at the corrected

swelling pressure (I.e., P�) and the void ratio at the

point of convergence. This average swelling index with

respect to the net total stress is used to examine the

proposed relationships between moduli in Section 6.4.1. The
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analyses for silt and till at dry of optimum and at optimum

initial water contents are presented in Figure 6.22 to 6.27.

Table 6.10 is a summary of the average swelling indices with

respect to the net total stress and the net total stress and

matric suction at the points of convergence of the soil

structure constitutive surfaces for silt and till under

monotonic volume increase. .The net total stress and matric

suction at the points of convergence are found to be in the

range of 0.05 to 20.0 kPa.

Form of the Semi-Logarithmic Water Phase Constitutive

Surface for Monotonic Water Content Increase

The approximated semi-logarithmic water phase

constitutive surface for monotonic water content increase is

assumed to converge towards a point on the water content

axis (i.e., point WU on Figure 3.26a). This point of

convergence Is assumed to be where the water content versus

the logarithm of net total stress and matric suction

unloading curves meet (See Section 3.4). The rebound water

content index with respect to matric suction (i.e., Dms) is

assumed to be larger than the rebound water content index

with respect to the net total stress (i.e., Dts). The

characteristic stress state, p� 1s assumed to be larger than

w
the characteristic stress state, (ua - uw)i (See Section

3.4.2 and 3.5.2). A summary of the characteristic stress

states for silt and till was presented in Table 6.8. The
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Table 6.10 A summary of The Average .Swelling Indices with
Respect to The Net Total stress and Matrlc
Suction at The Points of Convergence of The Silt
and Till SolI structure ConstItutive Surfaces
for Monotonic Volume Increase

strain One-Dimensional Isotropic
Condition

Soil Type OSa OSb DTc OTd OS OS

P�nv(kPa) 5.8 0.5 0.054 20 1.2 17

Average Cts 0.04028 0.05476 0.06592 0.03739 0.02383 0.0240

Average Cms 0.03322 0.05250 0.05299 0.02407 0.02046 0.02236

Note: a) "OS" stands for silt at dry of optimum initial
water content.

b) "OS" stands for silt at optimum initial water
content.

c) "DT" stands for till at dry of optimum initial
water content.

d) "OT" stands for till at optimum initial water
content.

e) "Pcnv" stands for the net total stress and matric

suction suction at the point of convergence.
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stress state, p� is found to be smaller than the stress

w
state, (ua - uw)i for till at optimum initial water

content. A review of the problem indicates the assumption

that the stress state, p� is larger than the stress state,

w

(ua - uw)i is not always true. The void ratio of an

initially unconfined unsaturated soil decreases when the

soil undergoes a constant water content saturation process

(Figure 6.28). There are ranges of initial water contents

within which the stress state p� can be smaller than, equal
wto or larger than the stress state, (ua - Uw)i. The water

content versus the logarithm of net total stress and matric

suction unloading curves are divergent lines when the stress

state, w
p� is smaller than the stress state, (ua - uW)i.

The case for till at optimum initial water content under

one-dimensional unloading Is presented as an example (Figure

6.29). The observation that the water content unloading

curves may be divergent lines contradicts the assumed form

of the semi-logarithmic water phase constitutive surface for

monotonic water content increase. This apparent

contradiction is addressed in further detail in Section

6.4.2.

6.4 Relationships between The Moduli

There are four independent moduli associated with
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the soil structure and water phase for monotonic volume

change. The four moduli are ct' cm' Dt and Om for monotonic

volume decrease and Ct ' C , 0t and ° for monotonics ms s ms

volume increase. The prime objective of this dissertation

Is finding relationships between these moduli so that all

can be determined if a basic few is established by

conventional soil testing techniques. The moduli Ct and Cts
are equal to the relative density multiplied by the moduli

Dt and Dts respectively when a soil is saturated (See

Section 3.5.3.1). The moduli, Ct and Cts are the slopes of

the virgin compression branch and rebound curve which can be

found by conventional saturated soil tests. Approximate

semi-logarithmic soil structure and water phase constitutive

surfaces were presented in Chapter III. The deformation

moduli, Ct, Dt, Cts and Dts are related to the moduli Cm'
D , C and ° respectively in terms of the characteristicm ms ms

e wstress states, p�, p�, (ua - uw)i and (ua - uw)i. The

proposed relationships are based on the geometry of the

approximate semi-logarithmic constitutive surfaces. The

proposed relationships are examined in this section

according to the experimental results obtained from the test

program.

6.4.1 Relationships between.moduli of the same phase under

loading conditions
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The proposed relationships between et and em' Dt
and Dm are examined in this section. The relationship

between moduli of the soil structure undergoing monotonic

volume decrease (I.e., relationship between Ct and em) is

discussed first, followed by the relationship between modulI

of the water phase undergoing monotonic water content

decrease (i.e., relationship between Dt and Dm).

Relationship between Moduli of The Soil Structure Undergoing

Monotonic Volume Decrease

The approximate semi-logarithmic soil structure

constitutive surface for monotonic volume decrease is

assumed to have a projected point of convergence on the void

ratio axis (i.e., point EL on Figure 3.25b). The numerical

value of the net total stress 'and matric suction at the

projected point of convergence 1s assumed to be unity.

Based on this assumed geometry, the compressive index with

respect to the net total stress (i.e., et) and the

compressive index with respect to matric suction (i.e., Cm)
can be related as follows (see equation 3.34 In Section

3.5.2),

log p�

If the numerical value of the net total stress and matric

suction at the projected point of convergence is not unity,
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the relationship becomes,

�
=

Ct
where

log P' - log P
s pr-coy (6.1)

10g(u - u )ei - log P
a w pr-cnv

Ppr-cnv = net total stress or matric suction at the
projected point of convergence

The Ct and Cm moduli determined from average

loading curves of silt and till were summarized in Table

6.7. A summary of the characteristic stress states

determined for the same soils was presented in Table 6.8.

The net total stress and matric suction at the projected

pOints of convergence of the soil structure constitutive

surfaces for silt and till were presented in Table 6.9.

Table 6.11 presents a comparison between the measured moduli

ratio, Cm/Ct and those predicted on the basis of the

proposed relationships. The first predicted moduli ratio

(i.e., (Cm/Ct)I) is calculated according to the proposed

relationship assuming the numerical value of the net total

stress and matric suction is unity at the projected point of

convergence. The predicted values ove�estimate the measured

values by over 200% in.average. The second predicted moduli

ratio (i.e., CCm/Ct)II) is based on the same geometry of

the approximated semi-logarithmic constItutIve surface with

the recognition that the net total stress and matric suction

at the projected point of convergence may be some value,

Ppr-cnv other than unity. The resulting predictions are

approximately withIn a 1 % difference of the measured values



i
C

.

rable 6.11 A COlparison btlween Thl "easured "odul� Ratio, Cl and rhose Predicted According to The Proposed Relationships
,

Strlin Soil P' (u.- UII): Ct C1 p C C C CCondition s pr-cnv (.!) - (.!) I I
(kPd (kPd (kPa) C C. e Ct I Ct C , (c)r( (C)..! I t t

Ct (C )1 C CC)II Ct (.!) t (.!)
Ct C,

(%) rn

DSa f20 225 0.1956 0.03041 106 0.1555 0.8839 +468.4 0.1648 +5.981

One- OSb 140 185 0.1766 0.08229 110 0.4660 0.9466 +103.1 0.4638 -0.4721

Dilensional Dlc 90 580 0.2063 0.08943 22 0.4335 0.7012 + 63.14 0.4306 -0.6690

Old 145 w430 0.1794 0.1059 30 0.5905 0.8207 + 39.01 0.5917 +0.2032 VI
...OS· 112.5 225 0.2298 0.03041 101 0.1323 0.8720 +559.1 0.1346 +1.7390Isotropic

OSb 170 185 0.1865 0.08229 159 0.4412 0.9838 +123.0 0.4407 -0.1133

1 =+226.01 1 =+1.1111ave ave

Notel a) 'DS' stands for silt at dry of optilul fnitf.1 vater content
b) 'OS' stands for silt at optilul initial vater content
c) 'Dr' stands for till at dry of optilul initfal vater content
d) '01' stands for till at optilul initial vater content
e) C log pI

(.!) •
5
f

Ct I )og(Ua -

UII)i
f) C Jog pI - log P

(.1) •
I gr-cnX

Ct II log(u - U ), - log P
a II pr-cnv
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in'average. The second proposed relationship (i.e.,
(

equation 6.1) is evidently a better approximation of the

moduli ratio, Cm/Ct than the first proposed relationship

(i.e., equation 3.34).

Relationship between Moduli of The Water Phase Undergoing

Monotonic Water Content Decrease

The approximated semi-logarithmic water phase

constitutive surface for monotonic water content decrease is

assumed to have a projected point of convergence on the

water content axis (i.e., point WL on Figure 3.26b). This

projected point of convergence is assumed to be where the

projections of the logarithmic water content loading curves

meet. The hypothesis follows the assumption that the water

content index with respect to matric suction (i.e., Dm> is

larger than the water content index with respect to the net

total stress (i.e., 0t). A relationship between the moduli,

Om and 0t was proposed based on the described geometry of

the approximated water phase constitut1ve surface for

monotonic water content decrease (See equation 3.35 in

Section 3.5.2).

A summary of the experimentally measured water

content indices for silt and till was presented in Table

6.7. The water content indices with respect to the net

total stress are found to be larger than the water content

indices with respect to matric suction. As a result, the
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projections of the water content versus the logarithm of net

total stress and matric suction loading curves are found to

be lines diverging from each other (See Section 6.3.1).

These findings contradict the assumed form of the semi-

logarithmic water phase constitutive surface for monotonic

water content decrease. Consequently, the proposed

relationship between the water content indices becomes

meaningless.

A change in matrlc suction is more effective in

changing the water content of a soil than a change in net

total stress (Fredlund, 1973). It is based on this concept

that the water content index with respect to matric suction

is assumed to be larger than the water content index with

respect to the net total stress. The water content index

with respect to the net total stress measures the

effectiveness of decreasing the water content by an increase

in net total stress when a soil is saturated. The water

content index with respect to matric suction measures the

effectiveness of decreasing the water content by an increase

in matric suction when a soil is unsaturated. The

difference in the degree of saturation between the two cases

makes a direct comparison between the two water content

indices improper. A better comparison is suggested to be

between the water content index with respect to the net

total stress and a p�oportioned water content index with
*

respect to matric suction, Dm. The proportioned water

....----------------�-------------------------------------------------
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content index with respect to matric suction is a fictitious

measure of the effectIveness of decreasing the water content

by an increase in matric suction if the soil is saturated.

A mathematical expression for the proportioned water content

index with respect to matric suction is as follows,

Om
SI

=

(6.2)
where

SI = the degree of saturation of the sOlI

A comparison between the measured water content

Index with respect to the net total stress and the

proportioned water content index with respect to matric

suction for silt and till is presented in Table 6.12. As an

average, there is less than a 4% difference between the two

*

moduli (i.e., Dt and Om). The net total stress acts on the

soil structure whereas matric suction acts on the water

phase. When a soil is saturated, the void space is

completely filled with water. A volume change in the soil

structure would result an equal amount of volume change in

the water phase. A change in the net total stress therefore

should be as effective as a change in matric suction in

changing the water content. The close agreement between the

proportioned water content index with respect to matric

suction and the water content index with respect to the net

total stress may be an illustration of the same concept.

Nevertheless, the relationship that,
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Table 6.12 A Comparison between The Measured water content
Index with Respect to Net Total stress and The

Proportioned Water Content Index with Respect to

Matric Suction

ee w.Gf sq D*Gh
*

Strain SoU DtGs DraGs DmG§ - DtGs (\.)
Condition

0 1 S i ra s
Type (\.) DtGs

One- DSa 0.6993 0.4203 60.10 0.1956 0.1241 0.2065 + 5.573

Dimensional Osb 0.6060 0.5160 85.15 0.1766 0.1584 0.1860 + 5.323

DTc 0.6422 0.4265 66.41 0.2063 0.1588 0.2391 + 15.90

OTd 0.5666 0.5156 90.97 0.1794 0.1713 0.1883 + 4.961

Isotropic DS 0.7004 0.4238 60.51 0.2298 0.1241 0.2051 - 10.75

OS 0.6085 0.5111 83.99 0.1865 0.1584 0.1886 + 1.126

\. =+ 3.689'
ave

Note: a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

q)

"DS" stands for silt at dry of optimum initial
water content
"OS" stands for silt at optimum initial water
content
"DT" stands for till at dry of optiraum initial
water content
ROT" stands for till at optimum initial water
content

Averaqe value determined by the mercury submersion
method for one-dimensional conditions; averaqe
value from isotropic constant volume loadinq and
unloadinq test results for isotropic conditions
Averaqe value from suction test, unconfined
shrinkaqe test and constant volume "loadlnq and
unloadinq test results

�
Si ..

eo
h)
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Om
D = --

(6.3)t 8i
appears to be a reliable means to estimate the water content

index with respect to matrlc suction when the degree of

saturation and the water content index with respect to net

total stress are known.

6.4.2 Relationships between moduli of the same phase under

unloading conditions

The proposed relationships between Cts and Cms' Dts
and D are examined in this section. The relationshipms

between moduli of the soil structure undergoing monotonic

volume increase (i.e., relationship between Cts and Cms) is

discussed first, followed by the relationship between moduli

of the water phase undergoing monotonic water content

increase (I.e., relationship between 0ts and Oms).

Relationship between Moduli of The Soil Structure Undergoing

Monotonic Volume Increase

The approximate semi-logarithmic soil structure

constitutive surface for monotonic volume increase is

assumed to converge towards a point on the void ratio axis

(i.e., point EU on Figure 3.25a). The numerical value of

the net total stress and matric suction at this point of

convergence is assumed to be unity. Based on this assumed

geometry, the swelling index with respect to the net total

----,----------------�---------------------------------------------------
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stress (i.e., Cts) and the swelling index with respect to

matric suction (i.e., C ) are related as follows (Seems

equation 3.34 in Section 3.5.2),

log pi
S

If the numerical value of the net total stress and matric

suction at the pOint of convergence is not unity, the

relationship becomes,

log p� - log Pcnv
(6.4)

where

Pcnv = net total stress or matric suction at the
point of convergence

Values of swelling indices (i.e., Cts and Cms)
determined from average unloading curves of silt and till

were summarized in Table 6.4, 6.6 and 6.10. A summary of

the characteristic stress states of silt and till was given

in Table 6.8. The net total stress and matric suction at

the points of convergence of the soil structure constitutive

surfaces for silt and till undergoing monotonic volume

increase were presented in Table 6.10. Table 6.13 presents

a comparison between the measured moduli ratio, C ICt and
ms s

those predicted according to the proposed relationships

(i.e., equation 3.34 and 6.4). The first predicted moduli

ratio, (Cms/ets)I is calculated according to the proposed

relationship assuming the numerical value of the net total
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e
r.llie 6.13 A eolpuison lIetlleen TIle lIenured lIoduli RolUo, CiS .nd Those Predicted According to The Proposed Rehtionships

ts

Stuin Soil P' (u - u )� Cts C P C C ClSf C CCondition
s 1 II IS CRY (A) _ (A) (A) _ (A)UP.) UPI) (kP.) C C e Cts I Cts (C)U Cts II CtsA (..!1) ts

Cts Cts I C C
(A) (..!!.)
Cts Cts
(l) (l)

� 120 225 0.04028 0.03322 5.8 0.8247 0.8839 +7.178 0.8282 +0.4244

ChIt- of 140 lIS 0.05476 0.05250 0.5 0.9588 0.9466 -1.272 0.95241 -0.6154

DlHllsionl1 Df 90 5&0 0.06592 0.05299 0.054 0.8038 0.7072 -12.02 0.7993 -0.5598

Ot' 145 430 0.03739 0.02407 20 0.6438 0.8027 +24.68 0.6457 +0.2951

DSi 112.5 22S 0.02383 0.02046 1.2 0.8584 0.8720 +1.584 0.8675 +1.060Isotropic
ot 170 185 0.024� 0.02236 17 0.9317 0.9838 +5.592 0.9646 +3.531

1 -+4.2901 1 -+0.68921
iVe IY.

Not.: I) 'DS' stinds for silt It dry of opti.UI initid
lIiter cORteat

II) 'OS' studs for silt it opU.u. in&tiil nter
conteat

c) 'DT' studs for till it dry of optiau. iniUII
v.ter content

d) 'OT' studs for till It Optilul initial vater
content

.) C log P�(A) _

)'Cts I log(1I1 -

Uv i

f) C tog pi • log p
", s cny

\, fl- I09(D. - Uv): - Jog 'cny
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stress and matric suction is unity at the point of

convergence of the constitutive surface. The predicted

values are within a 5% difference of the measured moduli

ratios, in average. The second predicted moduli ratio,

(Cms/Cts)II Is based on the same geometry of the

approximate semi-logarithmic constitutive surface with the

recognition that the net total stress and matric suction at

the point of convergence may be some value, Pcnv other than

unity. There is less than a 1 % difference between the

measured and predicted values, in average. In general, both

proposed relationships (I.e., equation 3.34 and 6.4) appear

to give reasonable approximation of the moduli ratio,

Relationship between Moduli of The Water Phase Undergoing

Monotonic water Content Increase

The approximate semi-logarithmic water phase

constitutive surface for monotonic water content increase is

assumed to converge towards a single point on the water

content axis (i.e., point WU on Figure 3.26a). This point

of convergence is assumed to be where the water content

versus the logarithm of net total stress and matric suction

unloading curves meet. The hypothesis follows the

assumption that the characteristic stress state, P' is
w

larger than the characteristic stress state, (ua - Uw)�. At

the same time, the rebound water content index with respect

----------------------�--------------------------------------------------------
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to matric suction (i.e., D ) is assumed to be larger than
ms

the rebound water content index with respect to the net

total stress (I.e., 0ts) (See SectIon 3.4.2 and 3.5.2). A

relationship between the rebound water content indices

(i.e., between Oms and Dts) was proposed based on the

described geometry of the approximate water phase

constitutive surface for monotonic water content increase

(See equation 3.35 in Section 3.5.2).

A summary of the characteristic stress states for

silt and till was presented in Table 6.8. The

characteristic stress state, p� is found to be smaller than

wthe characteristic stress state, (ua - uw)i for till at

optimum initial water content. A review of the problem

indicates there are conditions under which the stress state,
wp� is smaller than the stress state, (ua - uw)i (see

Section 6.3.2). As a result, the water content versus the

logarithm of net total stress and matric suction unloading

curves would become dIvergent lInes. The possibility that

the water content unloading curves may be divergent lines

contradicts the assumed form of the semi-logarithmic water

phase constitutIve surface for monotonic water-content

increase. As a result, the proposed relationship between

the rebound water content indices (i.e., Oms and 0ts>
becomes meaningless.

A change in matrlc suction is more effective in

changing the water content of a soil than a change in net

....--------------�-----------------------------------------------
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total stress (Fredlund, 1973). It is based on this concept

that the rebound water content index with respect to matric

suction (i.e., D ) is assumed to be larger than the reboundms

water content index with respect to the net total stress

(i.e., Dts). The rebound water content index with respect

to the net total stress measures the effectiveness of

increasing the water content by a decrease in the net total

stress when a soil is saturated. A decrease in net total

stress allows the soil structure to rebound and increase in

volume. If the soil is saturated and has free access to

water, the volume increase in the soil structure would

result an equal volume increase in the water phase. The

rebound water content index with respect to matric suction

measures the effective of increasing the water content of a

soil by a decrease of matrlc suction when a soil Is

unsaturated. A decrease in matric suction allows the soil

structure to rebound and increase in volume. If the solI

has free access to water, the volume change In the soil

structure would become available to be water filled. In an

unsaturated soil, only part of the void space is filled with

water. Therefore, the air void within the soil before the

matric suction decrease is also available to the incoming

water. As a result, it is not surprising to find the

rebound water content index with respect to matric suction

to be larger than the rebound water content index with

respect to net total stress. However, a direct comparison

......--..----------------------------------------------------------------------
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between the two rebound water content indices is improper

because of the difference in deqree of saturation between

the two cases. A better comparison is sU9qested to be

between the rebound water content index with respect to the

net total stress and a reduced rebound water content index
*

with respect to matric suction, D • The reduced rebound
ms

water content· index with respect to matric suction is a

fictitious measure of the effectiveness of increasinq the

water content by a decrease of matric suction In a soil

disregarding the air voids within the soil. A mathematical

expression for the reduced rebound water content index with

respect to matric suction is as follows,

(6.5)

A comparison between the measured rebound water

content index with respect to the net total stress and the

reduced rebound water content index with respect to matric

suction for sIlt and till is presented in Table 6.14. As an

average, there is approximately a 6' difference between the
*

tvo moduli (i.e., Dts and Dms). The test results for silt

at dry of optimum initial vater content and under isotropic

strain conditions show a 380' difference. This piece of data

is considered to be an "outliner" and therefore not included

in calculating the average percent of difference in the

comparison.
/

The net total stress acts on the soli structure

whereas matrlc suction acts on the water phase. If a soil

....,--------------��-----------------------------------------------



Table ... 14 A Comparison betveen The Heasured Water Content

Index vlth Respect to Net Total stress and The

Reduced Rebound water Content Index vith
Respect to Hatrlc Suction

1

e e f * 9 *Strain SoU eo ViGs Si(\'DtsGs DmsGs DmsGs DmIlG1- DtlGIi (\'Condition Type
DtsGs

One- DSa 0.7025 0.4191 59.66 0.1256 0.2633 0.1571 + 25.08

Dimensional Osb 0.6156 0.5165 83.90 0'.07593 0.1008 0.08457 + 11.38

DTc 0.6926 0.4359 62.94 0.08384 0.1211 0.07622 - 9.089

OTd 0.5709 0.5229 91.59 0.05671 0.06032 0.05525 - 2.575

Isotropic OS 0.6991 0.4208 60.20 0.02436 0.1939 0.1167 + 379.1h
w
en

os 0.6089 0.5135 0.8434 0.03979 0.04983 0.04202 + 5.621 w

\ave-+ 6.083\

Hote: a) "OS" stands for silt at dry of optimum Initial
water content.

b) "OS" stands for alit at optimum Initial water
content.

c) "DT" stands for till at dry of optimum initial
water content.

d) MOT" stands for till at optimum Initial water
content.

e) Average value fro. one-dimensional free svell
test results for one-dimensional conditions;
average value from Isotropic free swell test
results for Isotropic conditions

£) �
SI •

eo
g' *

Dms·Gs • SIDms·Gs
h) Data not Included In calculating the average.
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is saturated and has free access to water, a volume

inc%ease in the soil structure should result an equal volume

increase In the water phase. A decrease in the net total

stress therefore should be as effective as a decrease in

matric suction in increasing the water content of a soil.

The close agreement between the reduced rebound water

content index with respect to matric suction and the rebound

water content index with respect to the net total stress may

be just a demonstration of the same concept. However, the

experimental finding that,

D = D S
ts ms· i (6.6)

appears to be a viable relationship between the rebound

water content indices. Based on such a relationship, the

rebound water content index with respect to matric suction

can be estimated when the degree of saturation and· the

rebound water content index with respect to the net total

stress of a solI are known.

6.4.3 Summa%y

The knowledge of four independent moduli is

required to completely describe the behaviour of an

unsaturated soil In a monotonic volume change process. A

summary of the tests needed to determine the necessary

moduli to describe the various types of monotonic volume

changes 1s presented 1n Table 6.15. The tests involved are

......---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 6.15 A Summary of Tests Needed to Determine the
Necessary Moduli to Describe the Volume Change
Behaviour of An Unsaturated Soil

Volume Change
Process

Moduli
Required

Tests Needed

Monotonic Ct, Cm 1) One-dimensional or isotropic
Volume

°t' Om
constant volume loading test

decrease - Ct and Dt
2) Suction test

- °
m

3) Unconfined shrinkage test
- C /0

m m

Monotonic Cts' C 1) One-dimensional or isotropic
Volume ms

constant volume unloading test
°ts' D

increase ms - Cts and °ts
2) One-dimensional or isotropic

free swell test
- Cms and Oms

---,------------�------------------------------------------
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generally sophisticated and require special equipment to

run. The main objective of this study Is the development of

relationships between the moduli in order that all required

moduli can be determined from a few basic conventional soil

tests.

Relationships are proposed for the four independent

moduli associated with the soil structure and water phase

undergoing monotonic volume change (i.e., Ct ' Cm' 0t and Om
or Cts' Cms' 0ts and Oms)· The moduli Ct and Cts are equal

to the relative density multiplied by the moduli, 0t and 0ts
respectively. Both moduli, Ct and Cts can be found by

conventional saturated soil tests. The following

relationships are proposed to relate moduli Cm and Ct' Cms
and Cts' Om and 0t' Oms and 0ts·

log pi -'log p
s pr-cnv

log(ua - u )e - log p
w i pr-cnv

log pI
s

e
- u )

w i

=

and

0ts= °ms·Si
As a result, moduli Cm ' Om' Cms and Oms can be estimated

from the proposed relationships with the knowledge of the

two basic moduli, Ct and Cts and the characteristic stress

e
states, p� and (ua- uw)i •

....,------------------�---------------- ------------------
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Conclusions

Eight independent volume change moduli are required

to describe the volume change behaviour of an unsaturated

solI, four for monotonic volume increase and four for

monotonic volume decrease. Sophisticated tests are needed

to determine these moduli. The one-dimensional or isotropic

constant volume compression test, the suction and unconfined

shrinkage tests are required to determine moduli necessary

for solving settlement problems. The one-dimensional or

isotropiC constant volume unloading test and the one

dimensional or isotropic free swell test are required to

determine moduli necessary for solving swelling problems.

The mairi objective of this investigation was to

measure and develop relationships between volume change

moduli of an unsaturated 5011. The form of the seml

logarithmic soil structure and water phase constitutive

surfaces was studied from information available in the

research literature. Approximate planar semi-logarithmic

constitutive surfaces were proposed. Relationships between

moduli associated with a particular phase were developed

based on the geometry of the approximate semi-logarithmic

constitutive surfaces. These relationships were tested

..................------------------ --------------------
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using the results of an experimental program on compacted

slIt and till specimens. The conclusions arrived at are

based on the theoretical and experimental studies conducted

as part of this dissertation, as well as previous studies.

1) Four independent moduli associated with the soil

structure and water phase can be used to define monotonic

volume change. The four moduli are ct' cm' Dt and Dm for

monotonic volume decrease and Ct ,C , Dt and D for
s ms s ms

monotonic volume increase. These are all "index" type

properties measured on a semi-logarithmic scale. It is

possible to measure all these moduli experimentally. The

tests required are as follows:

i) One-dimensional or isotropic constant

volume loading test to determine Ct and Dt-
ii) Suction test to determine Dm-
iii) Unconfined shrinkage test to determine the

moduli ratio, Cm/Dm.
Iv) One-dimensional or isotropic constant

volume unloading test to determine Cts and

Dts·
v) One-dimensional or isotropic free swell

test to determine Cms and Dms.
2) The moduli, Ct and Cts' are the slopes on the

compression branch and rebound curves which can be found

using conventional saturated solI tests (I.e., the

applicatlon of a total stress with the specimens saturated).
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3) When the soil is saturated, the soil structure

moduli, Ct and Cts are equal to the relative density (i.e.,

Gs) multiplied by the water phase moduli Dt and Dts
respectively.

4) An approximate semi-logarithmic solI structure

constitutive surface for monotonic volume increase is

proposed. The approximate constitutive surface is assumed

to converge towards a single point on the void ratio axis.

The numerical value of the net total stress and matrlc

suction at the pOint of convergence was assumed to be unity.

The use of a logarithmic scale for the abscissas makes the

specification of units for the stress variables unnecessary.

A relationship between the moduli, Ct and C , is proposed.s ms

log P'
s

The proposed relationship was found to predict the moduli

ratio,
Cms

to within an average of 5% difference of the
Cts

measured values for silt and till. The proposed equation is

mote accurate if the point of convergence Is known for the

soil. In that case, the proposed relationship becomes,

� log pi - log Pcnv=
s

log(ua
e

log Pcnvets - uw) i -

The term, Pcnv is the net total stress or matric suction at

the point of convergence. This refined relationship was
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e
found to predict the moduli ratio, � to within an averageets
of 1 % dIfference of the measured values for silt and till.

5) An approximate semi-logarithmic soil structure

constltutive surface' for monotonic volume decrease is

proposed. The approximate constitutive surface is assumed

to have a projected point of convergence on the void ratio

axis. The relationship between the moduli, Cm and Ct is

suggested to be as follows,

Cm log p' .- log Ppr-cnv=
s

Ct
e

log Ppr-cnvlog(u - u ). -

aWl

The net total stress and matrlc suction at the projected

point of convergence (i.e., Ppr-cnv) were found to be in the

range of 100 to 150 kPa for the silt and 20 to 30 kPa for

the till. The proposed relationship was found to predict
e

the moduli ratio, em to within an average of 1 % difference
.

t
of the measured values for silt and till.

6) A relationship between the water phase moduli,

Dms and 0ts is proposed in accordance with the experimental

data from the test program. The suggested relationship is

as follows.

= D s.
ms 1

Measured Oms and Dts moduli values for silt and till were

found to be within a 6% difference of the proposed

relationship.

7) Based on experimental evidence from the

laboratory test data, the followlng relationship between the

.....--------------�-------------------------------------------------
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water phase moduli, Om and 0t is proposed.

=

Measured Om and 0t moduli values for silt and till were

found to be within a 4 % difference of the proposed

relationship.

7.2 Recommendations

The prime objective of this thesis was to develop

relationships between the volumetric deformation moduli for

unsaturated soils. Future research is needed to corroborate

the observations and conclusions presented in this

dissertation. A numbe� of suggestions are made.

1) Relationships are proposed for the four

independent moduli associated with the soil structure and

water phase undergoing monotonic volume change (i.e., Ct,
Cm' 0t and Om; Cts' Cms' Dts and Oms)· The moduli, Ct and

Cts are regarded as "basic" moduli which can be found using

conventional saturated soil testing equipment. The proposed

relationships can then be used to estimate the values of the

other moduli, 0t' 0ts' Cm' Oms' Om and Oms' once there is

a knowledge of the two basic moduli and the characteristic

states, pi and
e

More documented data forstress
s (ua - Uw)i·

different soils should be collected to further examine and

test the proposed relationships •

....----------------�--------------------------------------------------------
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2) Approximate semi-logarithmic soil structure

constitutive surfaces are presented for monotonic volume

changes. These approximate constitutive surfaces, along

with the knowledge of the moduli, can be used to solve

unsaturated soil volume change problems •. FUrther studies

should be carried out to verify the form of soil structure

constitutive surfaces for different unsaturated soils.

3) The approximate semi-logarithmic constitutive

surface for the soil structure undergoing monotonic volume

decrease is assumed to have a projected point of convergence

on the void rat�o axis. The net total stress and matric

suction at the projected points of convergence are found to

be different for silt and till. Further research is needed

to study factors affecting the net total stress and matric

suction value at the projected point of convergence.

4) Little information is available about the form

of the water phase constitutive surfaces. Such information

is useful when solving unsaturated soil volume change

problems involving water content changes. Knowledge about

the form of the water phase constitutive surfaces is

required in order to completely understand the volume

change behaviour of unsaturated soils.

5) Limited information is available in the research

lIterature on the volume change constitutive relations for

collapsing soIls. More research is r�qulred in order to

establish the form of the constItutive surfaces for

....,----------------�---------------------------------------------------
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collapsing soils. The idea of approximating a curved

constitutive surface by a composite planar constitutive

surface may be a viable means to relate the modull of a

collapsing soil. Further studies on collapsing soils,

within this context, could prove fruitful.
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!54�3? PRINT· ., •••• INITIALIZ ING BelS2A C;;ON:iilf1NTS·
54e40 AZYo-8 tREM SHORTED CHANNEl. (AUT� 2ERO)
S484� CRYo.33 IREM REFERENCE TEMP CHANNEL
S4e'44 VR-2848IREM 8082A REFEREN::E VO"'-ff'tuE VALUI:: (M\I;
!!S4e46 RD-leee,REM REF TEMP �PO"'TE FREQU&::toL'J IN 1/60'S U;; A aEC
S4048 ZT-ll1eeIREM AUTOZERO UPD�TE FKEQUE�f IN l/6e'S OF A SEC
!!S4050 O(8)-1.e0eIG(1)-le.a27IG<aJ·�ud.��4IG( ·'03.a21

• I A<£j�!3030.eIRA\�;:�a218�1�.'002.1
!!S4e!!S:J I

�4t1� 4 REf.,••••• FUNCT IONS
, �1��� SF� e)-··.Iot.TS-'BFs< 1) .�A""S -'Bt::k': )--OHMS-ISr-$( 3 I.-HERTZ -

Figure A-l-l (cont1nued)
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A-3

�<.,�e •

'5t!cee REfit ••••• ERROR fI�SSAGES
�4e6� DIM ER$( 7)
�4�7C ER.(B).·NO ERRORS OETECTEO·
�4"71 ER$( U.·VIA II":;FERAT�·.JE�
�4"7:! ERS< 2!). ·A/D CONVERTER lIoC1PEkAT!'IIi.»
�!le7� E�lS( 3)··3IG�L OUT OF" Rfti�En
�4e"1 ER$(")" ·A 'D CONVERTEn 1 ,iI·ic:u IJI.iT
�.,O;� I:RSC:S > .. ·/' TJ 0 IG 1 TAL F.�",[I ;'-hOi1;i..�:·I·
S407� �RS'S).·RESISTANCE ( Q �RR���
!!!4077 ERS'( 7);a ·SAD CHANr-.'EL QR i,itNl3E F ... I<�:'':' a.R C

:5400!' •

��leB REM ••••• ROUNDOFF FuNCTION �EFINlila�
:5411" !:EFF'NAC X). tNTC X+ .S) I DEFFNa; «).lNh lB*)\+.�),· u.
:14112 DEFF'NCC X)· ::r.frC 10B*X+. 5 ;'/18i: I DEFFNjOOulNH U'08l1X•• � 1/18815
!!4 U!I!I •

:5� �3.Q REM••••• TRANSDUCER EQUP.l·10N C;OEFF relENT::'
S4 t3'! R�M ••• YS I 44005 THERl\'ilSTClR
S41�!!! A8.!.4B3E-�:Alz2.37:E-�:AE�-S.1&��-�IA�.1.����-7
5414B REM ••• THER:1JCOUFLES--il-=Fcn !V�; FOR TsF(''') C'S; Ty-rtPE
S4 14S REM ••• TYFE T THERr-IJCOUPLES \ i"'r .,,)
S41�e ke(B).-8.BBllSIKl<B)·0.e3a61�'K�\�J.4.�6�S£-�1�3(e).-2.8671E-S
�4:S� CBCe).-.BOSS'Cl<B)=£5.Bo27:C2(D; .. -.��&46IC3\d�·.a2B13
S4160 REM••• TYPE E THERMOCOUPLE,i, ( 1 t'" l)
S41SS KB(1).2.�977E-4.r.l<1) •• S9aS5'k2(1).�.9214�E-5'k3<1).-a.83S4E-S
S4t78 CSC O"-0. •. 02S3SIC1( U"!7.e7666'C2( U--.23eS2'C3( 0-.88:13S
�"179 REM ••• TYPE J THERr-IJCOUPLES ( Ty·e)
94tse ke(2).8.33349E-4IKl(a)a.e5e371�2(2)�2.S5715E-S'K3(2).-�.7363E-S
S41S� CS(2).-.S31S17ICl(2)-ls.a4S16IC2C2)·-.cle2B'C3(�)-8.�6SSSE-3
�41S" RETURN
�419S •

:54997 REM REG-TEST
�4608 EZ$.··.ZZ.SA+E.ER$··ODa ·cGOSUS54Q5�lz��aA.��LR'··DDA ·'GO�UB�4698
S4G8S POKEBA.2,255:�OKEBA+S,c5�
�4B!B ZZwSA+l1'ER.··ACR ·IGOSU�S4G5a:'Z.B".1�iLR�a·PCR ·IGOSUBS46�B
94elS POKEBA+ll,8;POKESA·l�,e
S4£e8 ZZ-SA.£RS.-Fe ·IGOSUa�46�UIZZ·8A+1IE�$··PA ·IGOSU694�5U
�4S2S ER.·EZ$IIFER-OTHEt-ER*."
9463B P.EiURN
S4637 •

S464e REM BITLCOF
:546'5" F'OREx.eT071:X-2fEX: POKEZZ ,Z;"': IF, "'Ei::M Zl J' );.:)\)irtitl'£" ...EZ••i:R.IER·l.i:X·e
�4S�5 r-EXTE)O� I RETUR�
ellS9S •

:547Be P.EM vr�-tNI7
�47 te �OKESA'�2 .8 I FOKESA+Z .01 F·u:�f.b". � i,l;): r-U,\�Citt� 1�,c:El4 IPOI\EBA.14, 128
e4�2C POXEBA+2.1S1;FOKEBA.3,�S5
:5�,;",!" RETURN
947':'1':"
S4':"9E7 REM ERROR
:54��� tF�p:eiHEN549�e
Si'I:t:O IF!:R-I THEiolFORZQ& 11"0:3 :G03L!a:S�7 Jd ;i�.i�";,w
�4!,3('1 M.-99931EZ$.SF:s< SF)"- 'Il)\�( PE��i ",A.l Jl1t-&J 1�2;/64
�4!!,4:' IF(ZX()BF)THEr-EZS::r.£ZS ...

c :'�C·:U"L1.l.·+Df-*,'X)+·l •

S48S8 ER:::-E&:S+E:R$( Eft) +ER"+' c CHa" .. 5TI\ .., F�i:.i ...c UA.l )HNU6;:t) +.) llME' -+TI.
�4SS� PR!�rrER.'ER$5··IER=Z
�1�:le RET'JRN

Figure A-l-l (continued)
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!!!4S97
��9,!8 REM flTODI
5��1" £R·0IPOKEB�H 1�,21!14:C&U.'\ C) :G-l"'i·'''� .DF"'lNn SF I
�,e20 IF«BF<8)OR(BF)2»THENCR�l:��$a'lBF·:GuS�D�4a�0aG010��18e
S�03" IF«C<8)OR(C)63»THEN£R.7IER••• aC.'GOSU8�4ae8'GOTO��188
�S8�� IF«G<0)OR(G)3»TH£NER.7:ER$••• G.I�O�U��4e0eIGOTO�S18e
�S�4e ZZ "TI -Zt.·1 IF( ( E1!o< l'T)ORC B!=-" &2) )THEN:5S878
!���� OGy'.OtPOKEBA+l,AZY.tFORG�8TG3Ip�KEaA,«��EK(�A/AND�4e)+G)
S!!!e68 OOSUB �S�18IAZ( G).'.I'O I t.iEKT.3�a.IJGy.alt..n
S5078 rOKEBA+l,(64.BF+C)IIF(2R<�e)lHE��1��
�C8a IF( BF"2 >"Tf'fEf.pDI;EBA, ( PEEK( Bft 'H,.u.e5a) � GO;;���::SS 18 I GOTOS� 180
�5CSfI PO!':CBA,«<PEEK(BA»fll'lua4E;)+G;IGC.SlID��;18&YO.YO-AZ(G)
�� 1 ae POKESA + 1 • AZ�:I RETURN

�i:!5C ,

!I.�5..,tI r.EN n�D2
��SI0 IF(rCEK(BA.t2)<)C84'THEI�R.1'GQSUd �4ae6IGOT05��lU
�55�ft POr.EOA+12,206:POKEBA+la,ae4
�5�30 Z�.TI+t�:IFZZ)�1848eGTHEI�Z.Z'-�la�ede
�5S40 IF( (TI< "ZZ )AND( PEEK( BA+l�)t:l'ltIoi:)< ;2HHEN=>5;'.:t8
5��S8 IF( TI "ZZ )THEI'ERu4I GOSU6 �4eSl�" GO·rc.:'�61"
�5�se Vt.X-PEEK(BA+1S)'YHY..PEEK'SA+17)
�5S7a !F«Vt.Y.()PEEK�a�·JS»OR(VH�(�PEEK(eA+l1;»THENER.5IGOSUB '4SeeIGOTOSSsie
S�S88 IF«YHY�ND.IC)·lS)THENER�S'G�SUB 54�Ue'G010��618
eSSS8 vo.eSS*(YHY�ND1�)+Yt.�IIF(YHY�N032).�THENYO._YO
SS688 zz.rEEK(BA+l)IIF«PEEK(BA+13'ANOe)��)THENER.eIGO�UB 54see
�5S1e RETURN

F1gure A-l-l (continued)
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A-S

D REM *.***••••••••••******.*••••• *.�•. * •••• **•••*.*.
1 REM••••••••*****.*.*********••******.
2 REM•• THIS 18 ft MODIFIED VERSION OF••
3 REM•• THE STANDARD BASIC eeeaA/PET/**
4 REM•• CS4 SOFTWARE FOR COLLECTING ••
e RF.M•• DATA IN THE TRIAXlh� TEST .*
e P.EM�. PROGRAM OF D.HO'o PH.D THE$lS�*
? �EM*. AUGUST,19SS *.
S REM.*••** •• *•• *.*�'***�.�**� •••c** ••*

S OOSUBS4Doe:REM INITIA�IZE VARIAGLE$/a0�2�
Ie 1

11 REM•• FR�M 11 TO �ge INCLUSIV� 1�.*
I:! F'!::M** not!: [)ECL�RATION SU6ROU"rll£ **

2't' �P£N 2,4
30 t' fr:1 ClAT(:,10)
40 Olt-! AQ(30)
�e C!� SQ�3e,
4�� �!:M** �ROM seo TO ese INCLU·SIVC: :n

496 REMln IS 'THE U-FUT SUBROUTINE u

'500 UPUT ·DA"7'E.·; DT

e ie I!'-PUT ·TIt£. ·'TI.
SEO UFUT·P1'-CHN.. RANGE FOR �.".lPl"-,P2X
'5:10 If\FUT·P)<·CHNL RANGE FCR A.·JX':'I:,X�X
�4e !t',pUT·"'O. OF �VDT CHNt. FOR A.-.lLrt,;
esc U-PUT·PT -CHNL RAI'GE FOR e.·; Q 1;;,Q2:'1:
ss.e IIIF'UT·P)C-CHNL RANGE FOR B.·JYJ��,ya;�
e?e INPUT·�C. OF LVDT CHNL FOR B.�JLBX
�8e !NPUT-INrTIAL DIA.OF A (CM).·JAO
S90 INPUT- INITIAL HT. OF A (CI'I) _·;ttl
see IIIFUT·INITIAL D IA. OF B (C"" _. J so

61a INPUT-INITIAL HT. OF B (CM)--JH2
691 REM•• FROM �eB TO lese INCLUSIVE ••
CS2 P.EM** IS THE INITIAL PROXlMETER �*.
£93 REM•• LVDT'S SCREENING SUBROUTINE••

?1!l8 FOR Y-X1Y. TO X2Y.
7UI c·y

7�e 0-8
':"3e GOSUB seeee

748 AQ(Y)-M
7se ,.EXT Y

76(1 C.LAY.
77e G-"
?BI!I GOSUB seeee

?ge Ll·M
see FOR �-YIY. TO Yay.

elD C-�
82e o-e
3�0 Gosue eD0e8

S4ft eQ(�)-M
9se NE)tT s

868 C·t.BY.
878 o-e
see OIlSUB seeee

.fl:98 'eZliM
gee PRINT-INITIAL ROG.FOR PXA1.�JAQ\!�,

91� PR!NT'2,·lNIT.ROO.F�R FXAl.a,AQ( 13,
92ft PP.INT·INITIAL ROG.For.: FXiie·-,,,,(.i\ : .. ,

930 �INTI2,·INIT.RDG.FC� PXA2--'rt�\ ,qi

94e rRrNT-THE INtTIAL Lve:-" ROG •• elL!

ese F'RfI'lTr.2,·INIT.ROG.FOl'; L'JD·r-ft ... ·;L.

��e 'r. f!'-IT - rNtTl "';_ F.DG. FeR P:�:ll a - � e.Q'; 19 ..

97� �Rt�IT.Z,·INIT.RDG.rO� FXB1.·'B�( ,�#

9�e ��r�·INITIAL RD9.FOR PXBc.·JBQ(20)
9ge PRINTla,·INIT.RDG.FOR PXBa··,BQ\=8J

Ieee �tt""·THE INITIAL LVCT-9 ;;'i:)G. _.,;..=

Plqure A-1-2 Listing of The Progra., R9-DH8082A for Data
Processing
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A-6

10t0 PRINT.2,·INIT.RCG.FOR �VOT-B-·;L2
1�2a VA.CCAD.e.S)t2)*3.14IS.Hl
10::Je P!'UNT·UUT.VOL.OF A <Cr"'li'3i"·;YA
le4e PRINTtU!,· INIT. YOLo OF A( Cr'lt3):;: c IYA
lese VB-CCBO*0.S)t2).3.1416.Ha
%ese �RINT·INIT.VOL.OF S CCMt3).-,va
:��,.PRIl"".2, • INIT .VOL.OF S ,c.;.it�,_·; YB
!�91 REMU'r-ROM 1188 TO 14S8 INC.L.USIVE;n
t��� REM*=IS THe TI�E SCREEN.NG $�d- **

!�93 REM**-�CUTIN£ ..

r ree LET F-"
I !2:S LET B-O
lite PRlt"·TIME INTERVAL CHOICE'-·
t�!� PRU.".· 1---1 MIN. !NTERW,L'
! 1<!e PRINT- 2---:0 '·UN. INn.:RVAI.."
tl�� INPUT·TIME INTERYAL?-'T�
I .!'I!' GaTtI r ise
1135 IF �:.. t GOTO 1145
114B J� r�-2 GOTO 1218
�1"� OOTO lise
! • ":Ie A.VALC rU!I$( TIS,S,2 i I

� 1�'5 D-VnL( TIS)

%1�0 !� O.F GOTO 1175
It6� IF 0-205953 THEN OTaOT.,

1178 LET F-O
t li"� GET PSS
It�8 IF PSS.·S· THEN 1118
118S rr A-B GOTO 1145
1198 IF A.INTCA/sS)*59 GOTO 1508

11 '3S GET PS ..
.

!2e8 IF PSS.·S· THEN 1118
!28S GOTO U4S
12U' GOTO 1215
t21S A.YAL(MIO�TI�,!,�_,)
1228 O-YALCTIS)
12�S IF O-F GOTO 1248
1238 IF 0-235959 THEN OT-OT+l

12�� LET F-O
12048 GET PSS

\245 IF PSS-·S· THEN 1118

'?o58 IF A-B GOTO 1218
12�5 IF A-INTCA/10).18 GOTO Isee

��St'l GET PSS

t�65 IF PSS.-S· THEN 1118

!278 GOTO 1218

!4�r RFM*. FROM 158e TO 2498 INCLU- **

1452 REM.. SIYE IS THE CHANNEL. SCREE-**
'453 REM•• NINO SUBROUTINE .-

150e FOR X.P1Y. TO P2Y.

!!518 c-x
�s�e G·�
t538 �OSUB seea8
t 548 OATC X) .M
1��8 N£XT x
t6�e FO� Y.X1Y. TO X2X

'SUI c.y
tcSe� enl!t
rS3e GOSUB ��0C0
1840 OATtYicM

r sse NF.':� Y

r ZQJ)_ t.:J,.8�

Pigure A-1-2 (continued)
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:1.-7

1718 13-8
·7�n OOSU8 8880e
1':"3" Z.,'1
18Be FOR I.aly. TO G2Y.
181e C.I
182e G·2
!838 GOSUB �eeee
1940 DATe I).M
U3�8 t€HT J
! see FOR ,J.y I Y. TO Y2Y.
l!tt" C-,J
:��D G-e
1930 GOSUB �00ee
t 340 DATe J ) -'"
U'l�" "EHT J
2000 C-LBY.
2ele G=0
��g0 GOSUB 500e0
2030 KwM
2431 REM** FROM 2500 TO 3990 ¥*

24e� REM*. INCLUSIVE IS THE Dh-;·'" .u

249"3 REM*. REDUCTION & PR INTOu·i **

2494 REM** SUBROUTINE �.

25£10 PRINT·lJATEc·;OT/"TII"''£'''''/·i1 ...

�!'Jte PRINT�2, ·OATE.·;DT; CTIrtE'" , ;-;hi

�:'i20 FOR �"'P 1:� TO P2Y.
2�30 IF :<-10 GOTO 25S0
254� IF H-II GCTe 2620
25�e tF H-12 �OTO 2680
e�6e WA-e S3SEl6.96*DA'T( X) )-2.2S75
�:'I':"t"I PR 1t.".·CHN..le .. ·,DATC H)

2�ec �RINT'2,·CHNL'18.·;DAT(H)
2590 PRINT·PWP OF ctCw·�CKFA)-·'WA
2seo PRINT.2,·PWP OF CELL ACKPA).·'WA
2610 GOTe 2748

2620 �A-(54233.85*DATeH»+s.a27e
26S0 PRINT·CHNL.l1.·,DAT\X)
2648 PR tNT.2, ·CH,.... ... ll. '" DAT( H)

2G50 PRINT·PAP OF CELL AeKPA)··'AA
2668 PRINT'2,·PAP OF CELL AeKPA).·'AA
267., GOTO 2740
26e0 CA.eS3970.28*DATeX»-3.0849
2S2e PRrNT·CHNL.12·",DAT(X)
2780 PR INT.2 .. ·CHt..... 12··; DATC ;'0

2':"t0 PRINT·CELL P.OF CELL A(KP�).';C�
272� PRINT.2,·CELL P.OF A(�PA)s·'CA

2730 GOTO 2740
2740 r€XT x
ee"" FOR Y-X 1% TO �:2Y.

2818 IF Y.1S �OTO 263e

282e IF Y.14 GOTO 2E1i'D
e930 PRINT·CHN.113="jDATCY:
2848 PRI"'T"2,"CHNL.13··;r_,(�T ... '.';

2S�" Rt.(/G( 13)-D�7( :3;)*EI.9i'H

C'!!'�t GOTO FDte

�'!�n PR:a."!""CI:N..tl14··;D�T\ ,')

�...�� rR tl'rr.e, "CHH••tt 14"·; OAT' Y)

'!!l9� R2-( AQ� 1") -DAT( 14) jo ,re. 9571

2e,,� (jOTO 2910
:?D'':' N£Xi Y

���e AF.AO+(!Rl+R2)*0.1)
:>:!I3E'l PRINT"CHNLtllS··;Z
2�4e FRrNT.2,·CH��"13m·;Z
�9De CH.CZ-LI)*1.565S
esse HPo ...: 1 +C CH.e. I)

�e78 VI·«AF.e.3�'2).�.1416.HA

Figure :1.-1-2 (continued)
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A-8
298., va.VI-VA
�99a F'RINi·o,,'CL.CHAr-GE IN AC CM13�"··IV2
3eee PRINT.2,·VOL.CHG.IN ACCMt�).·'Y2
3�!. 8 FOR I.g.,,� TO Q2"-
�82e IF I-IS OOTO 38�8
�ft�e IF 1.17 GCTO 3118
���e IF l.tS OOTO 3178
�e5e we.CS3S93.S8*OATCI);-3.7esc
�8se PRINT·CHNL.IS.·,OATCI)
3878 PRINT.2, ·CHNL.. IS.·'OAT\ r)
3098 PRINT·PWP OF CELL B�KPA).ulW&
3"98 PR U".tl2, .pa.,p OF CELL Bt KPA).· J WD
318e GOTO 3228
�lle AB-(S3SS3.7S.0AT<I»+3.&021
�120 PRINT·CHNL.17.·,OATC Ii
3138 PRINTtla·, ·CHNLII17.·,OAT( I'
�140 PRINT·PAP OF CELL S(KPA).�lnS
?!�0 PRJNTM2,·PAP OF CELL BCKPA).·'AS
!lISa OOTO 3220
�178 CS.CS3940.3S.0AT(I»-14.2S72
3188 PRINT·CHNLtllS.·,OATCI)
3198 PR!NT.e,·CHNL.18.·'OAT(I)
3288 PRINT·CELL P.OF CELL B(KrA).�ICa
3218 PRJNT.2,·CL.P.OF CE�L E�KPA:-·JC�
3220 GOTO 3238
3238 NEXT I
3388 FOR �.yt"- TO Y2"-
3328 IF·�.19 OOTO 333e
�32e !F �.£O OOTO 3370
�33e PRINT·CHNL�J9.·'OATC�)
3340 PRI�rr.2,·CHNL.19.·;DAr'�)
��se �!":BQ( 19)-OAT� 19)>*2.:5"1",'
:l3e:8 OOTO 34"'0
��78 PR If.IT·CHNLIt2e.", DF;T( s»
!l!?t'C!I PR INT.2, ·CH:....Ui:!0.·' DAT( J) •

��n8 S2.( SQC 28) -OAT( 20) He:. S6G7
�4f1" nOTO 3418

:'!41� "EXT �
�4�0 SF.SO·CCr.l+Sa).0.1)
3430 PR 7NT·CHI'f.1t21- • t K
34�" PR INT.2, • CH ...... ,: Ii. 1" .. J 1(,

���0 CH.( K-I.2: *1.S331

��r.'" He.H�4(CH*G.:)
�47e V3pC(eF*0.S)t�).3.14IS*Ha
34�e \'4.V3-YEl
3�ge PRINT-YOL.CHANGE OF B(CMtS)A·}V4
���e PRINTtl2,·VO�.CHE.OF e(CMta)�'JV4
��9J REM•• rROM 400e TO 49060 _.

�nrl2 �EM•• INCLUSIVE IS THE ROU;·C- ..? _.

�993 REM•• SUBROUTINE ��

40t111' LET S-A
�'" e OET F'S$
4020 IF FS.-·S· THEN tlte
"03e BOTO lt30
"n9!'0 END
19�97 I

49998 REM VOLTS
seeee POKCSA,CPEEkCEn)AND243):eF��100SUBS�aI8IM.VO/(G(G).1880)
""0 I" RETURN
�ett'�9 I

�"e99 REM AUTOVOLTS

S01e0 6.-1
�0t2" a-6+. IOOSUSS0e00 I IFCG-3,iHENSe13U

Set2" IF�AeS(M)«4.09G/G<G.!)i)THEN501;0
seu ae RETURN

S�t99 I

Figure A-1-2 (continued)
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A-9
S!" 98 REM AMPS
!'!'02fJe BF- J I OOSUBSSe 13; "Ia"o/\ Ll;\" � *;-:.::� "�&I£I �
�"2Ie RrnJRN
5e298 •

5e299 REf" OHMS
�03fJe C-Jt.lTCC):RA.JNTCRA)
�ft31e IF«C(8)OR(C)63»THENER.?I£R$&.'C"GOSud�4SeDIGOTO�e37e
5832e rF«RA<I)OR(RA)3»THEt£R�7'ER$C·'RA.IGUSU�S4S��4GUT05e378
!58338 POKEBA,« PEEK< BA)Af-l:l2 ,eI+4*RIII) If-O"ESI'I+l, 120 .CISF-2
5e348 IF(RA.3)THENFORZZ.8T04e8'NEXTZZ'R�� 'IMING LOOP
!5t!13S8 BOSUe!5�01fHM-Fte( \'0 "Rr"t( ",,) ...,a2l481 'POKEBft+ 1 ,AZh'POKE6A,( PEEK( BA)I'IN)248)
�8368 IF(M(8)iHENE�-6IGOSUBS4eaa
5e3?8 RETURN
�!l3S8 I

5�399 REM �UTOO"MS
5'!1488 RA.4
5"418 RA·RA�1 IOOSUBSe388' IF< KA-') rHENSd'.;3rlj
S042e IF(MK-l.9S*RA(RA-l�)THEN38418
Se43e RETURN
58598 I

50599 REM HERTZ
sesee M-eIZI�-8IFP-10�8e2SIC-INT�C)t8r_�
5861e IF«C<e)OR(C)S3)THEr�Ra7;E�$. 'C';�o�ue��aU�;�Uiu�0688
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Figure A-1-2 (continued)
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F19ure A-l-2 (continued'
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�4797 I
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Figure A-1-2
. (continued)
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APPENDIX B-1 Equipment Prepatation for The Null Pressure

Plate Tests

The high air entry disc installed at the base

pedestal of the pressure plate apparatus was saturated. The

saturated permeability of the disc was measured and compared

to published value. The comparison was used to reveal the

presence of cracks in the disc. The procedure is briefly

.described as follows.

a) The chamber of the pressure plate was filled with

dealred water.

b) The water inside the chamber was subjected to a pressure

of 550 kPa (i.e. 80 psi). Water was allowed to flow

through the high air entry disc. The volume of water

passing through was monitored to check the saturated

coefficient of permeability of the disc. A back

pressure of 70 kPa (i.e. 10 psi) was applied during the

process which continued for several hours.

c) Diffused air collected underneath the disc was flushed

out through the flush-port by the applied back

pressure.

d) The values at the base of the pressure plate was closed

for about an hour. During which time, water underneath

the disc was under a pressure of 480 kPa (i.e. 70 psi)

which would dissolve any air within the disc •.

e) Water was then allowed to flow through the disc for
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about 10 minutes.

f) The basal compartment underneath the disc was flushed

again.

g) Procedure from (b) onward was repeated for at least six

times to ensure the high air entry disc was saturated.

Suggested saturated coefficients of permeability for ceramic

discs of different high air entry values are presented in

Table B(l).l (Fredlund, 1973). Table B(1).2 presents the

results of one permeability check on the 15 bar high air

entry disc of the pressure plate apparatus used for the null

pressure plate tests.

A double burette volume charge indicator was used

to measure the water volume change. The unit was checked

for leakage by a procedure described as follows.

a) A back pressure of 345 kPa (i.e., 50 psi) was applied to

the double burette volume change indicator unit. Volume

change readings were taken every few hours for two days

or more.

b) The flow direction valves of the unit were reversed and

the check repeated. Fredlund (1973) suggested that the

recorded volume change "should not be more than a few

hundredths of a cubic centimetre over a two day period".

Table B(1).3 presents the results of the leakage check

on the double burette volume change indicator used for

the pressure plate apparatus.

Valves attached to the base plate of the pressure

,
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Table B(l}.l Physical Properties of The High Air Entry
Dlscsa(Fredlund, 1973)

Air Entry Value Porosity Saturated Bubbling
Permeability Pressure

(bars) (kPa) (%) (em/sec) (kPa)

3 304 36 -7
> 3171. 73x10

5 507 34
-7

> 5521.21x10

15 1520 32 2.60x10-9 > 1517

Note: a) The high air entry ceramic discs used in this
thesis are manufactured by Soilmoisture Equipment
Corporation, Santa Barbara, California

\
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Table B(1).2 Test Results of The Permeability Check for
The Pressure Plate Apparatus

Chamber pressure: 550 kPa (i.e., 80 psi)

Back Pressure .
. 69 kPa (i.e., 10 psi)

Diameter of the 1520 kPa (i.e., 15 bar)
high air entry disc: 6.23 cm

Thickness of the 15�0 kpa (Le., 15 bar)
high air entry disc 0.635 cm

Elpsed Time Vwa Measured gb
(min. ) (cm 1 (cm3/sec)

34 2.05 0.0010050

43 2.05 0.0007945

63 3.00 0.0007936

79 3.25 0.0006856

93 4.10 0.0007347

123 5.70 0.0007723

164 7.85 0.0007977

342 15.80 0.0007699

c
Measured ksat

(cm/sec)

4.25x10-9

3.36x10-9

3.36x10-9

2.90XIO-9

3.11xIO-9

3.27xlO-9
3.38xlO-9

3.26x10-9

Note: a)
b)
c)

Vw

g

ksat

= volume of water passed through
= measured flow rate
= measured saturated coefficient of

permeability
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Table B(1).3 Test Results of The Leakage Check for The
Double Burette Volume Change Indicator, VCI

unit 13

Double bUrette volume change indicator, VCI : unit #3

Capacity of the unit 25 cm3
Back pressure . 345 kPa (Le., 50 psi).

Elpsed time Direction of the Measured Volume
Flow Valves Change3

(days) (cm )

2 (--- 0.00

3 ---) 0.00

1 (--- 0.40

2 ---) 1.25

* Replaced all the a-rings and the base block of the double
burette volume change indicator (unit '3)

2 (--- 0.00

7 ---) 0.00
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plate apparatus were checked for leakage. The test

procedure is as follows.

a) The chamber was filled with de-aired water.

b) The double burette volume change indicator was connected

to the outlet of each valve.

c) A back pressure of 69 kPa (i.e., 10 psi) was applied to

the volume change indicator while the chamber pressure

was kept at 550 kPa (i.e., 80 psi).

d) The volume change indicator was monitored for leakage

for a one day period.
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APPENDIX B-2a Equipment Preparation for The Suction Tests

A 30.48 cm diameter 507 kPa (i.e., 5 bar) high air

entry disc was placed at the top compartment of the multi

layered pressure plate apparatus. Prior to running the

test, the disc was saturated. The saturated permeability of

the disc was measured (Table B(2).1) and compared to

published value (Table B(l).l) to check for cracks in the

disc. The procedures are as follows.

a) A film of distilled de-aired water (approximate 300 cml)
was left on the surface of the high air entry disc.

b) A chamber pressure of 138 kPa (i.e., 20 psi) was

applied.

c) water passed through the disc over a 15 minute time

period was collected and measured.

d) Steps (a) to (c) were repeated 6 times to ensure the

high air entry disc was saturated.

The pressure membrane apparatus was checked for

leakage before it was used. The procedures are as follows.

a) A cellulose membrane with a high air entry value of 1520

kPa (i.e., 15 bar) was thoroughly soaked in de-aired

distilled water.

b) The cellulose membrane was placed inside the pressure

membrane apparatus.

c) An air pressure of 1520 kPa (i.e., 15 bar) was applied
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Table B(2).1 Test Results of The Permeability Check for
The Multi-Layered Pressure Plate Apparatus

Chamber pressure: 138 kPa (i.e., 20 psi)

Diameter of the 507 kPa (I.e., 5 bar)
high air entry disc: 30.48 cm

Thickness of the 507 kpa (i.e., 5 bar)
high air entry disc 0.635 cm

Elpsed Time Vwa Measured q
b

(min. ) (cm3) 3
(cm /sec)

15 160 0.1777

15 263 0.2924

15 270 0.2989

15 266 0.2956

15 267 0.2972

15 276 0.3069

Measured k tCsa

(cm/sec)

1.10x10-7
1.81x10-7

1.85xlO-7
1.83xlO-7
1.84x10-7
1.90xlO-7

Note: a)
b)
c)

Vw

q

ksat

= volume of water passed through
= measured flow rate
= measured saturated coefficient of

permeability
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to the chamber for approximately 4 hours. Air leakage

through the membrane to the bottom exit of the apparatus

was checked.
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APPENDIX B-2b Estimation of the Equalization Time for

Suction Tests

The 500 kPa high air entry disc of the pressure

plate apparatus impedes water drainage from the soil

specimens after each matric suction increment. The

equalization time required for 90% of pore-water pressure

dissipation within the specimens was estimated according to

the theoretical model presented by Ho and Fredlund (1982).

tq
h2

(B1)=

n C:<l-Uf)
where

tf = equalization time required

h = thickness of the specimen

= average degree of dissipation of the induced pore
water pressure

c� = coefficient of consolidation with respect to the
water phase K", i)�d.11IU' ( 1m)r+ J{<-J =-

Ks" 't
-

L"'� : .....
-' �

0.75 '(�- I

n = for one way drainage
(1 + 3/l)

kg h

). =

k hdw

kd = coefficient of permeability of the high air entry
disc

= coefficient of permeability of the specimen with

respect to the water phase

= thickness of the high air entry disc

Table B(2).2 summarizes the input data for the estimation of

the equalization time. Saturated solI parameters available

at the time of preparing for the suction tests were used in
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Table B(2}.2 Input data for the Estilation of The Equalization Tile Required Between "atric
suction Changes for Suction Tests

Soil h Uf C'" kd k hd 1 n t
v ", f

Type (CI)
2

(n/sec) (c./sec)(CI Isec) (n) (hour)

-7
b

-4 -5
silt 1.70 0.9 53.8a 1.21xIO lx10-3 0.635 3.24x10 8.lx10 1.84

a
-7

b
till 1.70 0.9 5xlf4 1.2lxl0 8x10

-,
0.635 40.5 0.698 22.9

Note: a) Averaged saturated coefficient of consolidation fro. one-dilensional consolidation tests
on specilens at dry of optilUI initial vater contents

b) Averaged saturated coefficient of perleability obtained frol one-dilensional consolidation
tests on specilens at dry of optilUI initial vater contents
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the calculations. The amount of equalization time required

between matric suction changes was estimated to be 1.84 and

22.9 hours for 1.70 cm thick silt and glacial till specimens

respectively. A 48 hour equalization period was used to

account for the uncertainties of the soil parameters used in

the estimation. Part way through the suction tests, the

specimen thickness was further reduced to 1.0 cm to reduce

the equalization time needed.

The same 48 hour equalization period was used when

the specimens were placed inside the pressure membrane

apparatus. The readiness of the cellulose membrane to allow

water flow provided free drainage to the specimens. The 48

hour equalization time was 'therefore considered to be

adequate.
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APPENDIX B-3 Equipment PreparatIon for The One-Dimensional

Constant Volume Loading and Unloading Tests

Three Conbel pneumatIc oedometers were used to

perform the one-dimensional constant volume loading and

unloading tests. The pressure gauges on each oedometer were

calibrated against proving rings for accuracy. The

compressibility of each apparatus was determined by

proceeding through the loading and unloading cycles with a

stainless steel plug in the consolidometer pot. Two cycles

were run on each apparatus to check the reproducibIlity of

compression of the apparatus. There is little variation

between cycles for each apparatus. Figure B-3-1, B-3-2 and

B-3-3 present the average compressibility curves for the

three oedometers used In the test program. the

compressibility of the apparatus was subtracted form the

measured compression of the specimen in the data analysis.
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APPENDIX B-4 Equipment Preparation for The One-Dimensional

Free Swell Tests

Two modified Anteus consolidometers were used to

perform the one-dimensional free swell tests. The high air

entry disc installed at the base pedestal of each modified

Anteus consolidometer was saturated prior to being used.

The saturated permeability of the disc was measured and

compared to published value (see Table B(1).1). the

comparison was used to reveal the presence of cracks in the

disc. The procedure for the permeability check is similar

to that described in Appendix B-1. A summary of the results

of the permeability checks for the modified Anteus

consolidometers is presented in Table B(4).1 and B(4).2.

The measured saturated coefficients permeability of both

high air entry discs are an order of magnitude larger than

the published value for a 1520 kPa (i.e, 15 bar) high air

entry disc. The manufacturer of the high air entry disks

suggested the saturated permeability of the disks may vary

from one batch of products to another. The high air entry

disc was installed to separately control the air and water

pressure within a specimen. In the test program, the

maximum air water pressure differential applied to a

specimen was approximately equal to 600 kPa. Each saturated

high air entry disc was subjected to an air-water pressure

differential of 690 kPa for twenty-four hours. No sign of

,
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Table B(4).1 Test Results of The Permeability Check for
The Modified Anteus Consolidometer Unit No. 1

Chamber pressure 413.7 kPa (i.e., 60 psi)

69 kPa (i.e., 10 psi)Back Pressure

Diameter of the 1520 kPa (i.e., 15 bar)
high air entry disc: 6.35 cm

Thickness of the 1520 kpa (Le., 15 bar)
high air entry disc . 0.635 cm.

Elpsed Time V
a

Measured
b

w q

(min.) (cm3) (cm3/sec)
11 2.10 0.003182

30 6.45 0.003583

60 13.31 0.003698

120 26.50 0.003681

240 54.26 0.003768

360 80.26 0.003716

Measured k ctsa

(cm/sec)

1. 82xlO-8
2.04xl0-8

2.11xlO-8

2.10xlO-8

2.15x10-8

2.12x10-8

Note: a)
b)
c)

v =

w
q =

k =

. sat

volume of water passed through
measured flow rate
measured saturated coefficient of

permeability

"'
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Table B(4).2 Test Results of The Permeability Check for
The Modified Anteus Consolidometer Unlt No. 2

Chamber pressure: 413.7 kPa (i.e., 60 psi)

Back Pressure 69 kPa (i.e., 10 psi)

Diameter of the 1520 kPa (i.e., 15 bar)
high air entry disc: 6.35 cm

Thickness of the 1520 kpa (I.e., 15 bar)
high air entry disc 0.635 cm

E1psed Time V
a

Measured gbw

(min. )
3 (cm3/sec)(cm )

S 3.60 0.007500

19 S.13 0.007132

60 25.S1 0.00716S

120 52.12 0.007239

240 103.73 0.007203

360 155.22 0.007is6

Note: a)
b)
c)

= volume of water passed through
= measured flow rate
= measured saturated coefficient of

permeability

,

Measured k ctsa

(cm/sec)

4.2Sx10-S

4.07x10-S

4.09x10-S

4.13x10-S

4.11X10-8

4.10x10-8
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air leaking through the disc was detected. The disks were

therefore assumed to be functionally capable.

A double burette volume change indicator was used

to measure the water volume change 1n the specimen during

the test. The two double burette volume change indicators

used for the two modified Anteus consolidometer units were

checked for leakage prior to performing the tests. The

procedure used was previously described in Appendix B-1. A

summary of the results of the leakage checks for the double

b�rette volume change indicators Is presented In Table

B ( 4 ) • 3 and B ( 4 ) • 4 ..

Valves attached to the based plate of each modified

Anteus consolidometer unit were checked for leakage prior to

being used. The test procedure was described In Appendix B-

1.
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Table B(4).3 Test Results of The Leakage Cheek for The
Double Burette Volume Change Indicator, VCI
unit ttl

Double burette volume change3indieator, VCl : unit #1
Capacity of the unit : 10 cm

Back pressure : 345 kPa (i.e., 50 psi)

Elpsed time Direction of the Measured Volume
Flow Valves Change

(days) (em3)
1 (--- 0.00

2 (--- 0.01

3 ---) 0.00

4 ---) 0.01

5 (--- 0.00

6 --:--) 0.00

..... --.-� ...............-
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Table B(4).4 Test Results of The Leakage Check for The
Double Burette Volume Change Indicator, VCI
unit 12

Double burette volume change3indicator, VCI : unit 12
Capacity of the unit : 10 cm

Back pressure : 345 kPa (i.e., 50 psi)

Elpsed time Direction of the
Flow Valves

Measured Volume
Change

(cm3)(days)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

(--
(---
---)
---)
(--
(--
---)
---)

0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00

,
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APPENDIX B-S Equipment Preparation for The Isotropic Free

Swell and Constant Volume Loading and

Unloading Tests

Two stress controlled isotropic cells were used to

perform the isotropic free swell and constant volume loading

and unloading tests. The compressibility of each apparatus

was determined by proceeding through the loading and

unloading cycles with a stainless steel plug in place of a

soil specimen. The volume change was measured by a

combination of radial and vertical deformation measurements.

Radial deformation measurements were made by using a "None

Contacting Displacement Measuring System" described in

section 4.3.2. The vertical deformation was measured by a

linear variable differential transformer (i.e., LVDT). Two

cycles were run on each apparatus to check the

reproducibility of compression of the apparatus. There is

little variation between cycles for each apparatus. Figure

B-S-l presents the average compressibility curves for the

two stress controlled isotropic cells used in the test

program. The compressibility of the apparatus was

subtracted from the measured compression of the specimen in

the data analysis.

The high air entry disc installed at the base

pedestal of each stress controlled isotropic cell was

saturated prior to being used. The saturated permeabilIty
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of the disc was measured and compared to published value

(see Table 8(1).1). The comparison was used to detect the

presence of cracks in the disc. The procedure of the

permeability check is similar to that described in Appendix

B-1. A summary of the results of the permeability checks

for the stress controlled isotropic cells is presented in

Table B(5).1 and B(5).2.

Two double burette volume change indicators were

used in conjunction with the stress controlled isotropic

cells to measure the water volume change in the specimens

during the tests. These double burette volume change

indicators were checked for leakage prior to being used.

The same two double burette volume change indicators were

used for the modified Anteus consolidometers and the stress

controlled isotropic cells. The procedure and results of

the leakage checks for these volume change indicators were

presented previously in Appendix B-4.

Valves attached to the base plate of each stress

controlled isotropic cell were checked for leakage prior to

performing the tests. The test procedure was similar to

that described in Appendix B-1. all faulty valves were

either repaired or replaced prior to the tests.
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Table 8(5).1 Test Results of The Permeability Check for
The stress Controlled Isotropic Cell Unit
No. 1

Back Pressure

551.6 kPa (i.e., 80 psi)

: 69 kPa (i.e., 10 psi)

Chamber pressure

Diameter of the 1520 kPa (i.e., 15 bar)
high air entry disc: 10.16 cm

Thickness of the 1520 kpa (i.e., 15 bar)
high air entry disc: 0.635 em

Elpsed Time V
a

Measured gbw

(min.) (cm3) (cm3/sec)
11 2.39 0.003621

30 6.22 0.003455

60 12.32 0.003423

120 25.33 0.003518

240 49.48 0.003436

360 74.62 0.003455

Measured ksatC
(cm/sec)

5.76x10-9

S.50x10-9
S.4Sx10-9
5.60XIO-9
5.47xlO-9
S.50x10-9

Note: a)
b)
c)

= volume of water passed through
= measured flow rate
= measured saturated coefficient of

permeability
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Table B(5).2 Test Results for The PermeabilIty Check on
The stress Controlled Isotropic Cell UnIt
No. 2

Chamber pressure 344.8 kPa (I.e., 50 psi)

Back Pressure 69 kPa (i.e., 10 psi)

Diameter of the 507 kPa (i.e., 5 bar)
high air entry disc : 10.16 cm

Thickness of the 507 kpa (i.e., 5 bar)
high air entry disc 0.635 cm

Elpsed Time V
a

Measured qbw

(min.) (cm3) (cm3/sec)
1 3.55 0.05917

15 53.95 0.05994

30 109.19 0.06066

60 220.97 0.06138

120 434.18 0.06030

c
Measured �at

(cm/sec)

1.70x10-7

1.67x10-7
1.69x10-7

1.71xl0-7
1.68x10-7

* restart the test *

2 7.10 0.05917 -7
1.65x10

120 436.77 0.06066 -7
1.69x10

Note: a)
b)
c)

= volume of water passed through
= measured flow rate
= measured saturated coefficient of

permeability
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